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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

DISCOVERY

The stela published here} comes from Ur, an im
portant ancient city in southern Mesopotamia. It has
always been attributed to Ur-Nammu, king of that city
ca. 2100 B.C., because his name was inscribed on a robe
of one of the figures.f We now know that this inscribed
fragment came from a different stela.3 Nonetheless, a
date for the monument sometime during the century
when Mesopotamia was dominated by the Third Dy
nasty of Ur (founded by Ur-Nammu) is implied by
both its subject matter and style.

Both faces of the ca. 3.20 m high limestone monu
ment were decorated with five registers of relief, 1.52
m wide, portraying the ritual activities of a king and
the events accompanying these.

The monument was found in pieces in 1925 by a
joint expedition from the Museum of the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and the British Museum
in London, under the direction of C. Leonard Woolley
(later Sir Leonard). At that time, Ur-Nammu was the
earliest of the Mesopotamian kings thought to be his
torical figures, and his stela was considered the crown
ing glory of the expedition's first three seasons. Wool
ley, much to his credit, particularly in that era.
painstakingly collected the poor scraps of the monu
ment along with the large blocks and well-preserved
small fragments, and these miniscule fragments have

I The stela. reconstructed in Iq~i, left enoug-h empty spat l'S to
encourage further speculations about the original appear,Ulce of
the monument. All of the restorations have misled those who un
derstood them to be accurate, This includes my own attempts III

1987 and 199~, which WlTl' premature and which I now sincere
ly regret, The current project alerted me to the pitfalls of specu
lating about an inadcquatelv illustrated monument. one that h,id
been hastilv described. n-coustructcd, and published, Plaster on
the stela hid not only damage but the edges 01 fragments, the
joins or Spall'S between them, even parts 01 relief, A real look at
the reliefs, the carving, the kind 01 Slone, and its condition was
possible only after dismantling and cleaning the pieces, In addi
lion, the scenes look on clearer meaning as new details l'l1ll'rged
on some of the hundreds of additional Ir;lgIIIl'nls which had
been stored .11 the 1\1I1'l'lIl11.

~ The n.uuc is IIOW read altcrnutivclv. "L'r-Xanuu.r": Sl'l' .vppcn
dix I and M, Civil, "On Some TeXIs \ll'lIl1oning L'r-Xamrna.' Oll
rntalia u.x, :d (1~1~6), P :!i, n, 1 (Rome: Pontilicum lnstitutum
Biblkuuu.

added details to the scenes. Woolley also pioneered in
describing the find circumstances of objects in detail.
attempting when possible to make history from them.
Still, he could not be everywhere his men were dig
ging, and he did not see everything that happened. In
1925 he employed between 200 and 250 workmen.
had only one assistant and made his own architectural
drawings." As is discussed below. Woolley's accounts of
his discoveries sometimes do not correspond with
each other or with the plans of the city, and the latter
may disagree with plans of smaller areas. The extensive
preliminary reports are sometimes identical to sections
in the final publications but on other occasions give a
fuller and somewhat different account of the discovcrv

of objects. It is essential therefore to consult not only
the final publications but also the reports, both those
in the British Antiqunrirslournnl and those in the Uni
versitv of Pennsvlvania's Museum [ournnl. as they are
not identical.

The first fragment of the stela. in the Ur eXG1\'a
tion field register lr.:~():l (here catalogue no. 18'-'). was
found during the 1~}~~-~:~ season "in the S.E. entry
court of the [Enunmakh] temple by the outer gate
wav,"6 Since Woolley attributed it to a governor of L'r
in the time of Ashurbanipal, the king of Assvri.. in the
seventh century B.C., we can assume it came from Ian-

:~ Cleaning has reve.iled that the fragment with Ur-Xammuv
name on it, D1. Appendix ~, i, not the s.une 'lone :-h the sld.1
However, \\'illiam Hallo, a Surncrolojri« at Yak L'niver-ir, who
specializes in the period, argued in t hc 19~Fl Arncru an ( hll'lll.11
Society meetings in Philadelphia that other evidence. particul.u
h the inscription that names the c.mals dug bv the king, prO\I"
the stela W.IS made for L'r-Xamrnu. For .1 different conr luvn m.
set' SIt'\t' Tinnev, Appendix I, The ritv i, thought bv "'Illl' 10 IX'
"Ur of the Ch.rldccs." whence Ahr.rh.un 'l'1 lort h (~('Ilnl'

11 :!~1-31).

-l .V\" pp,:~ 17-:~ IS.

:l St'l' lillIe I, Chapter -l, for nlslll",OIl of an l'''II'1l .ind catalo){lIc
numbers of the slda fragments.

.; A] III, p. :'~·I and pl. XXXIII; it I' not lk.lI which of the 1\\1.

~te, on the plan is meant: in the I ,11.111 '~1I1' in l T. \"1, P ,"~ Ihe
findspot i, given .IS .. "'\\ gll.lrd l hamber III Ihl' g.UI''';1\ lJ 11m lilt'
Dublal-m.ih rourrvarrl \0 the "'.\lIl'd \\'.1\ - while in ihid.. p. ~ll,

\\ hell di sl ll " lIlg the Fnunmakh. it I' lint I ilx-d .1' "in the north
\, 'rllel 01 the vcntral o '1Ir1 •
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debris..\ few other pieces were found in the same sea

son.7

vlost of the stela fragments were uncovered in Feb
ruary 1925, almost by chance, as Woolley tells it. In
19~--!, the British Museum had been unable to provide
its half of the cost of the coming expedition but the
season took place anyway, thanks to donations from
friends in London. When these funds ran out in Janu
ary 1925, British residents in Iraq supplied the British
Museum's half of the cost of the work, which allowed
Woolley to dig for another month.P He wrote that this
let him

clear the west corner of the [Dublalmakh]
courtyard and further ranges of rooms flanking
E-dublal-makh. ... Had this work not been
done in the present season it might well never
have been done at all, for it is never very tempt
ing to polish off the odd corners left over from
a previous year, especially when there is no rea
son to suppose that anything of value will be
found; even as it was I hesitated to spend mon
ey on continuing what had been hitherto the
unremunerative task of digging down through
seven feet of hard soil to a brick pavement, and
it was more obstinacy than anything else that
made me go on.9

The "unremunerative task" had been performed earli
er in the season when Woolley dug down elsewhere to
this same courtyard and found the "wreck of statues
smashed to atoms by some enemy." He had been dis
couraged, and had written:

[I] t is tantalizing to recover on such the in
scriptions which tell that these were the offer
ing or even the portrait figures of early kings of
the city; but the destroyers have done their
work only too well, and bits of the same sculp
ture may be found hundreds of yards apart,
and though all are sedulously collected there is
small chance of reconstructing anything en
tire.!"

7 Woolley referred to these pieces in a letter (now in the archives
of the University Xluseum) dated March 3, 1925, to the Museum
director. There he notes that most pieces of the building scene
were found in 19~~~ and that they were (at the time of writing,
1925) in Philadelphia. I assume this comprises all the fragments
he recognized from that scene, catalogue nos. 15-25; however,
18, 22, 23, 25, and 27 were among the objects from Ur shipped
to Philadelphia on the 5.5. "London Marine" on November 17,
1925 (the original shipping list is in the archives of the Western
Asiatic department of the British Museum).

R.1]\', p. 3n.

9 j'I[16, p. 50.

10 For debris, see the report of Ianuarv 31,1925 in fvIJ16, p. 43;

Later, however, in the west corner of the same
court, dug in February 1925,

[a]lmost the first day produced in one room a
door socket of king Bur-Sin (2200 B.C.) with an
inscription in 52 lines giving the history of the
temple's beginnings, a very welcome record.l '
but it was in the western wing of the great court
that the discovery was made which overshad
owed all others. Here the pavement was littered
with blocks and lumps and chips of limestone
ranging in size from four feet to an inch or less,
some rough, others carved, some pitted and
flaked with the action of salt, some as smooth
and sharp as when the sculptor finished his
work; and all, or nearly all, belonged to one
monument, the most important yet found at
Ur. 12

Woolley described the location of the fragments
with care (PI. 4b):

The great monument has been broken up in
antiquity, and its pieces were found by us
strangely scattered-two near the east corner
of the E-Nun-Mah, two utilized as the bases for
impost-boxes in the building north-west of the
Ziggurat, some in Room 17 of the E-Dublal
Mah, more on the pavement of the courtyard
round the well, and the bulk to the south-west
of the E-Dublal-Mah shrine, between it and the
door of Room 33 or just inside that
door. ... The proximity of the bulk of the
pieces, and the heaviest, to the brick base of
Ur-Engur [Ur-Nammu] incorporated in the
court pavement by the south corner of the
sanctuary platform makes it tempting to as
sume that the base was that of the stela ... but
about this there can be no certainry.P

The base measured ca. 5.00 x 3.00 m. It was in part
hidden beneath the courtyard.!" Woolley specifies
that it was made of brick of the Ur-Nammu period set
in bitumen. He mentioned no stamps on the bricks
and was presumably dating them by their size.15 In the
final publication written ten years later, contradicting

for the inscription on the statue and weight of Su-Sin found here
(now in Baghdad) see VETI, nos. 73, 74.

11 For Bur-Sin (now read Arnar-Sin) socket, UETI, no. 71, p. 16.

12 MJ16, p. 50.

13 AJV, pp. 399-400. Room 17 was probably the findspot of 14c.

14 The base incorporated (UEVIII. p. 19) in the Kassite period
was "flush with and encorporated in the pavement of the court
and was partly hidden by podium of the shrine" (VE VI, p. 107,
n.105).

15 Woolley gives the size of the bricks: 0.30 m square x 0.05-0.06
m thick (UEVIII, p. 19).
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his earlier report, Woolley claimed that there was
nothing to connect the stela and the base, saying that
only a few fragments of the former lay close to the
base.

The earlier report rings truer. Two of the frag
ments from the pavement are certainly too big to have
been moved very often: catalogue nos. 28a (the left
side of the third and fourth registers of the "poor,,16
face), weighing approximately 298 kg, and 12 (two
thirds of the second register, both faces), weighing ap
proximately 218 kg. I7 Moreover, the large pieces that
joined these two-28b-28d (the inscribed band and
fifth register on the poor face) as well as 14d-14f (the
right side of the second register of the good face)
lay in the same pile. Also found there were two large
fragments (I and 6) of the top registers. Other large
sections of the stela, such as the building scene on the
good face, are represented by surface chips left be
hind on the court when the large fragment beneath
them was taken elsewhere. It seems unlikely that any
one would drag so much of the original stela here in
pieces from where it was broken up. It would seem
more probable that the stela stood on the Ur-Nam
mu-period base and was destroyed in situ.

Several fragments had been reused. The two frag
ments reused as door-post sockets in impost-boxes
(14a, 14b; PI. 8c, d)18 were in chambers of the Kassite
period (fifteenth century B.C.) on the ziggurat terrace.
Thesejoined four (14c-14f) lying with the large group
on the court.!" The last of the pieces of the stela. the
wrestlers (29), found in 1932, also came from the zig
gurat terrace. It had been used as sub-f1ooring under

16 See Chapter 'I, P: 29. As explained there, the two fact'S of the
sll'la are designated "good" and "poor," terms which reflect the
general condition of the surface on each side and replace the
u-rms "obverse" and "reverse" used in £'1'.'\'1. for which there is
no evidence.

17 Woolley did not mention the fact that the lowe-r left fragment
of 12 good face, with the scene of the throne and dias, had been
reused as .1 door-post socket (PI. 7d), It is difficult to tell from the
condition wln-rlu-r the piece with the socket was used when it still
l.rv beside the main block of 12 with the king .md goddesses. or
was used elsewhere,

IH :\11 "impost" is the clement at the top of a door frame where
the pole on which the door was hung fitted. I aSSIIIlle that by
"hoxcx" Wool lev means thaI the sides of the fragment with the
socket were sur;'ounded bv a frame of bricks.

I!I See Ch.ipu-rL catalogue entry for 14 and n. 19 fOI discrcpan
cies helWl'('lI reported findspots of the fragments from impost
11Ilxes.

~(I it:v, p, fl:); l'F\'1. p. 1O~.

21 Unlike the Ii'agnwllts of the (~udl'a stela (see below), where
one part 01 a Irugmcn: ended up in Istanbul .md another of the
same in Pans. we BAnos. IIi. lilh. ()~h. iXh. l·ll.

the northeast edge of the court of the Kassite Xingal
temple.F" Again, it joined a small upper left corner
fragment from the pile on the court that was stored in
the L'niversitv Museum.

From the beginning, the two museums agreed that
the pieces of the stela should be kept together.F! As a
result, in the division of finds in 19~:1. the stela was
deemed equal to all the other objects from that sea
son.22 A drawing of lots ga"e it to Philadelphia. The
pieces were exhibited in London before being shipped
to Philadelphia in Xovember 19~5.~3The frequentlv il
lustrated reconstruction of the second register with
parts of the registers above and below (catalogue nos.
12 good face and 14a-f) was made at this time (PI.
3b) .24 The right comer of the top register was restored
with the skirt bearing Lr-Nammu's name, Dl, Appen
dix 3, in front of the seated god there. The face of the
god, which had been lost, and the heads of the kings
in register II were reconstructed in plaster. The less
well known panel containing the first reconstruction
of the butchering and standards scene (12 poor face)
was probablv also made at this time.~5

By 19~7. the five large fragments and twentv-three
smaller ones had been made into ~l stela in situ in a
gallery in the Universiiv of Pennsvlvania \Iuseum (PIs.
1, 2) ,~Ii The heads of the kings and the right arm of
the right king. register II, good face, were rcronstrurt

ed differentlv than in the previous London restora
tion. The heads of the minor goddesses in the same
register were restored.

The reconstruction was supervised bv Leon
Legrain, curator of the Babylonian Section, a Sumerol-

:.?2 Letter. C. H, Harrison to Sir Frc-dvric Kcnvon in London,
April I·t 1~1~7 (B~I Wntl'lII Asiatic Archives:

:.?:\ Aboard the ".S. "London vl.uiru- (see n. 7 ahovr) The origi
nal shipping list has rough ~kelchn of till' pint'S. which it li~ts in
dividuallv with measurements. TIH'~l' h.I\C proved vcrv useful in
piecing together the post-excavation historv of the monument. in
cluding such inforrn.un In ~lS th« datn of different Il'l' lll~tn(( tllln~

and the trimming dune lor the 19~7 restoration in Pluladclplua.

~4-\ sketch 01 the right side 01 the Ill~.) rcronstructiou i~ in the
shipping list. Sl'e previous note, The photograph of this rr-con
struction continued to be publivlicd long after the suh-cqucnt
1~I~i' reconstruction \\~" completed. Sl'l' n: \1 ( IIIi'll. pl. 1:\.1: R.
Dvson, "Archival (~IiI\lIN'~ of the II Fxpcdiuon in the Y('.\I~ I'l~O
to I~l~h.- Exp ~() (Illi'i), Pll /I). Ill, S l Jovd, F//I·\rdw,."t".I.:" "I
.\In''ll/Illlmia. IT\', ed. I :\e\\ York: Th.uncs .md Hurl-« III, I'l~ 11, P
/:')1;, fig, I tli' ; .... '1 \/1 ('(II.. lig "i.

~:l L'l: \1. pI. 41.1. It l~ <hown. ilH Illlecth n'llln'"I111l'd, till till'
111~.-) shipping livt without clt.dllgue no. 46 ..Iddn\ 'II till' "TIll'
lau-r ,

~t; lJ-:\'1. pl. -ILl. h. TIll' date I' nt.lhh,lll'd h\ .1 kiln. I- I (;.Ifiri

to L l.egrain. \plil ~7, 11I~7, th.lIlkin~ him 1111'.1 phottlgl.lph 01
the IntlHed ~ld.1 tl'P\1 \11111\(". " \.111l1ll1'Ir.ltin· Rei lin\<.. 'e.n
F.I~I""eetillll, lcuraiu (:olTl"ptllldl'lI('e. I"~I-~~-),
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ogist and one of the epigraphers of the Ur expedition.
Paul Casci, who had been lured from Florence where

he was working with his father reconstructing objects
in the Uffizi Palace, was the restorer.s? In June 1927

Legrain published a lengthy description of the scenes
on "The Stela of the Flying Angels," as he dubbed it, in

the University's Museum]oumal. 28 There a photograph
showed the lower three registers of one face on cata
logue no. 28 already reconstructed in the gallery. A
rod steadied the reconstruction and the wooden frame
behind it was bolted into the floor (PI. 9d) .29 In 1933,

Legrain published photographs of the completely re
constructed monument with a brief description in Re
vue d 'assyriologie.30

Woolley's own description, written by 1935, final
ly appeared in 1974 in the sixth volume of the site
publications, The Buildings of the Third Dynasty.31 This
included the important fragment showing a
wrestling scene (29), found after Legrain's 1927 ar
ticle was published. The only additions made in
1974 to Woolley's 1935 manuscript were two plates il
lustrating 17 other stela fragments then in storage at
the Museum.V

. The s~ene in the second register, good face, show
mg the king before a seated deity is a very common
one, and the monumental . ' f i the stela be-version 0 It on
came virtually the classic example of Mesopotamian
art. It and the entire good face of the stela have been
illustrated in many pUblications. However, it was diffi
cult actually to see the reliefs because of the size of the
monument. The fifth register lay between 0.20 and
0.64 m above the floor of the Museum gallery. The fa
mous second register was 1.50 m higher. It was neces
sary to lie on the floor to see the former or stand on
something to see the latter. This may explain why no
one ever noticed that the original face of the god in
the second register on 14 had been replaced by a cast
(PIs. 3a, b, 32). The "angels" floating at the top of the
monument three meters from the floor could be seen
only from afar. One face of the monument, here re
ferred to as the "poor" face, is so worn that scenes are
very difficult to discern. Because it was placed seven
feet from the gallery wall, photography was very diffi
cult. Only one very poor picture of this entire face was
ever published (PI. 2).33 The unusual scenes there are
consequently poorly known.

NEW RESEARCH

Only the lower half of the august deity seated in
the top register of the good face survives. The figure is
a common subject, but the toes of someone seated fa
miliarly on his lap are unusual. They caused much
speculation about the identity of both child and par
ent. In 1986 I was investigating the symbolism behind
the ancient images of a child,34 and, in hopes of find
ing more of the figure above the toes, asked Robert
Dyson, then Director of the University of Pennsylvania
Museum, if I might look for it among the pieces of the
stela in storage. On catalogue no. 3 I found the hand
that went with the toes, which proved that both ex-

27 The one serious miscalculation made in the restoration was
placing 14 (good face) 0.06 m too low. The restorer forgot to add
the width of the divider omitted from the building scene to the
height of the building. Since the top of the building scene was in
the bottom register of 14, which also included parts of registers I
and II, the whole good face was affected. To adjust for the mistake,
the divider restored in plaster at the top ofregister III, poor face,
was put artificially low and the figures in front of the building on
the good face shortened. See also Chapter 2, nn. 6, If), 23.

L'nfortunatelv, the join that may still have existed between
the back of the drummers (28a) and the back of the basket car
rier (25) was lost when the latter was chiseled off to fit it in the
"Tong place behind the former (PI. 9c)!

tremities, unexpectedly, belonged to an adult. More
over, in addition to the 17 fragments published in
1974, I found more than 50 that had remains ofiden
tifiable subjects in relief, plus dozens more with traces
of scenes which are still mysterious to me. By good
luck, the stela then stood in a gallery closed to the pub
lic. This allowed me to examine it close up from a lad
der while using floodlights. It was possible to see
where some of the new fragments joined the stela and
that there were incorrect or seriously misleading
restorations. The film of painted plaster covering these
restorations sometimes spread onto the ancient relief

28 MJI8, pp. 75-98.

29 !'vlj18, p. 88, pl. Ve.

30 "Restauration de la stele d'Ur-Nammu," Revue d'assyriologie
XXX (1933), pp. 111-115.

31 UEVI, pp. 75-81.

32 UEVI, pls. 43A, B. See Chapter 4, p. 29, n. 1.

33 UE\l, pl. 41B; RA XXX, pl. II.

34J. Canby, "The Child in Hittite Art," in Ancient Anatolia, Aspects
of Change and Cultural Development: E~sa_'Vs in Honor of Maclzleld J
1'vlelll1lh, eds.J. Canby, E. Porada, B. Ridgway, T. Stech (Madison
\'\1: University of Wisconsin Press, 1986), pp. 54-69. '
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surface. All of this led me, in 1987, to propose a new,
unfortunately erroneous, restoration.V' Finally the Mu
seum made the decision to dismantle the stela, remove
the restorations, and clean the pieces, a process which
was begun in October 1989.

The dismantling took only one month. It was done
by conservator Tamsen Fuller, assisted only by a tall
metal tripod and a winch-a remarkable feat since the
fragments weighed up to 298 kg. Fortunately, the frag
ments had been waxed before being set in plaster so
they parted easily with a few taps of the chisel or pick.

The cleaning and conservation, however, took
months. The original soft limestone block had been
quarried with the horizontal strata of the stone parallel
to the surface on which the relief was to be carved.
Due to weathering, the stone had in some areas dete
riorated along the bedding planes close to the surface,
causing the relief to lift and detach. In some cases,
such as in the butchering scene (12 poor face), the
pieces with the relief still lay upon the core of the
stone (PI. 7c). In others, for example the "angel" on 1
poor face, almost 0.03 m of stone under the piece that
bore the relief had weathered away (PI. 7a).

Woolley had consolidated these areas in the field bv
bedding loose fragments in plaster and reattaching
them using shellac as glue. Much of this work was done
before photographs were taken (PIs. 18, 20, 29) and
since Woolley never mentioned it, the poor condition
of the monument was unexpected (PI. 7b). The shellac
had deteriorated, so all the numerous chips that made
up some fragments had to be disengaged and reat
tached with inert material. Metal rods that had held the
monument together were replaced with plastic dowels.
(See Appendix ~ on the conservation of the stela.)

The tonal drawings, penciled drawings in which
shading was employed to bring out the condition and
quality of the relief, also required much more time
than expected, in part because I kept finding joining
pieces, in part because repeated scrutiny and much
speculation allowed me to discern traces of the lost re
lief. Slowly, a tell-tale edge on a formless mass would
yield its suggestion of a recognizable shape. On cata
logue no. 30, where virtually nothing of the original re
lief surface is preserved, I recognized the depression

:ifI ",\ Monumental PUllk,"I',\V.!.~I,110. I (1~1~7), pp. :J~l. GO, ti~. ~

Pari of this restoration proved Sl'I;OllSI\' in error OIKl' till' li-a~11l'I1IS

on the stda could lx- rloselv examined. TIll' ",llIgd" block W;IS pUI

between an arm and the thigh it is pressed against on
ly after I realized that there was a wrestling scene on
29. Fortunately Veronica Socha, who made both the
shaded and line drawings over a period of several
years, thoroughlv understood the project and S\lnpa
thized with the problems it presented. She was as in
tent as I on finding any trace of ancient relief and por
traying it exactly. This made her patient with endless
revisions and able to find more than one important
join. As a result, approximately seventy percent of the
stela could be reconstructed on paper. The figures
that still "float" loose, their position unknown. could
almost fill the empty space (see reconstruction of
these "floaters," PI. 12).

Full and varied illustration seemed the best means
of recording the battered monument. In order to
make the material available soon, discussion of the
iconography is limited to tll0se places where it is es
sential to the understanding of the scenes. The line
drawings are meant as simplified guides to what GU1 .K

tually be seen. The reconstructions are intended to
show how the fragments went together plus what can
be restored with confidence (Chapter ~). I found it
useful to present the completed puzzle (the scenes de
tailed in Chapter 3) before describing its parts hut the
reader can easily reverse that order bv beginning with
the catalogue of fragments (Chapters -t and 5) and
then proceeding to the description of scenes (Chapter
3). The inscription was collated by SleH' Tinney of the
Babylonian Section of the University of Peuusvlv.uua
Museum (Appendix 1).

There is still room for study of the fragments in the
University Museum that have not been catalogued
here. More pieces of the stela mav turn up in the fu
ture. It was only in 19~1I) that the long missing frag
men t IT, 6:iH7 (our 66b), for years registered as in the
Universitv Museum, was found in Fgvptian stor;lge at
the British Museum! As an incentive for further study,
I include reconstructions that offer little more than
the relative sizes of the "floating" figures from the low
er registers (PI. l~). I feel sure someone eventuallv can
identifv and "attach" them, as well as m<1I1\' of the now
mysterious subjects of which clear details remain, e.g ..
catalogue nos. 56. 68. 69. and 71, to the stela,

over the wrong face. 't'l' bclo» Chapter 2. 11. S, Furthernu u(' the
other ;U1~d \\-.IS composed of (',It.l1og1ll' 110' AI. fllll1l .1 dilhrr-ru
'tel,1 l'l'l' Appendix :\\, and ;5, .1 pic.«: that -ull puzzk-, fill'
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ANCIENT SITE OF THE STELA

Something of the ancient history of the monument
can be gleaned from the present condition of the in
dividual fragments and the find circumstances. In
spite of the discrepancies in the reports, it is possible
to form an idea of the fate of what must have been a fa
mous and familiar monument in the ancient city. It is
of historical interest to learn how long it stood as an
honored monument. Woolley believed that the stela
had been broken up during the Elamite sack ofUr ca.
2000 B.C. The Kassites, who followed the Elamites, are
known to have undertaken much building and recon
struction at Ur under their king Kurigalzu I (?-1375
B.C.).36 Woolley thought that, just as the Kassites ca.
1400 B.C. had reused three pieces from the stela in
buildings on the ziggurat terrace, they had used other
fragments "in the Dublal-Mah buildings, and particu
larly in the building of the gateway (Room 33); when
this was destroyed the stone fragments were flung
down into the court and again wantonly smashed. ,,37

There is no question that the stela was in pieces by
Kassite times but Woolley's idea that the fragments
had been broken a second time at the end of that pe
riod seems unlikely. He rather hesitantly proposed the
theory to explain why what he called "freshly broken
bits" were found lying on a "Kassite pavement." There
are several problems with his theory. In the first place,
the breaks on the fragments are not fresh. The few
that look so are crisp not because destruction debris
from the end of the Kassite period protected them un
til 1925, but because the section of stone on which
they were carved was strong enough to withstand the
ravages of time. Proof that some breaks that look
fresh happened before the Kassite period is provided
by those already broken fragments which the Kassites
reused as door sockets (catalogue nos. 14a and 14b, PI.
8c, d). The old breaks even now make tight joins to
fragments (14c-14f) from which they have been sepa
rated for three and a half millennia. In contrast, the
weaker stone of the left side of the same scene (in-

36 T. Clavdon, "Kurigalzu I and the Restoration of Bablylonia,'
Iraq:-'>8 (1996), pp. 118-119. The court we are concerned with
was connected to the (Ej dublalmakh, the name of the building
now translated by A. R. George "(House) of Massive Pilasters," in
'The Bricks ofE-SAGIL," Iraq 57 (1995), p. 186. Note that the pi
lasters he speaks of belong to the Larsa and not the Kassite peri
od, see C£\l1. pI. 117.

37 AJV, p. 400; see also UE\l, p. 76.
<JR
," AJV, p. 388; [7~'\lII, pp. 11,19. What Woolley called the
"Larsa" period covers what is now usually called the Isin-Larsa or

eluding the lower left corner of 12 good face, which
was also reused as a door socket, see PI. 7d) is partially
worn and pocked. Drips of bitumen, a natural adhe
sive used as mortar in Ur, had leaked, probably remelt
ed by some fire, onto the "freshly broken" fragments.
There were also salt deposits on breaks. Both types of
deposits show that the crisply joining fragments
(14a-f) had suffered the same vicissitudes of exposure
as the poorly preserved pieces of stone that lay nearby.

Woolley evidently assumed that the Kassites would
not have left the broken monument on the court, but
they probably did. The pavement on which the pieces
fell (and on which they were found by Woolley) was
not a Kassite pavement but one in use in Kassite times.
It dated back to the Third Dynasty of Ur or to the fol
lowing "Larsa" period.38 We know that the Kassites
found the fragments they used already lying on that
pavement, because they left behind small joining frag
ments (mentioned above, p. 3). Other signs that the
fragments had been picked over and moved around
long after they were originally broken are drops of bi
tumen occurring on both the top and bottom breaks
of a piece (PI. 9a), and different degrees of wear on
joining fragmen ts. The pile may have become a sort of
depository and quarry for reusable stone.

This supposition would explain some of the extra
neous material Woolley found among the stela frag
ments, such as the broken Early Dynastic statue of Da
da-ilum (U.2732, BM 119063). Bits of seven other ste
lae were also found. 39 Julian Reade has discovered
that the fragmen ts of the stela of king Utuhegal, now
in the British Museum, actually come from two differ
ent stelae.40 Among the relief fragments in storage in
Philadelphia were parts of three other stelae (AI-C2),
each of which is carved out of a stone different from
that of our monument. Pieces of yet two more stelae
were retrieved from the 1927 restoration: one is the
fragment of a gown bearing Ur-Nammu's name, Dl;
the other a solitary fragment finely carved from dense

even the Old Babylonian period, e.g., M. van de Mieroop, Society
and Enterprise in Old Babylonian Ur, Berliner Bei trage zum
vorderen Orient 12 (1992).

39 Other fragments included here that look different stylistically
from the "Ur-Narnrnu" stela are 45, 47, and 53, see catalogue en
tries, Chapter 5.

40 Julian Reade, 'The Utuhegal Stela from Ur," Baghr/odf'r Mit
teilungen 27 (1996), pp. 229-234. For the Dada-ilum statue and
Utuhegal stela see AjV, pp. 397-398 and fig. 2; UEVIIl, p. ~(); UE
IV, p. 47, pI. 41c; UETI, no. 11.
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white stone preserving part of a god with rod and
ring, E1.41 Appendix 3 catalogues all these stray
pieces.

These bits from other stelae are frustratingly mi
nuscule. We have only three pieces from one-two
raft-like constructions and an unidentified object
(BI-B3); from another, the head of a god and a lyre
(AI and A2). It may be that these lonely remnants of
other stelae are some of the small, plain, or "relatively
unimportant" bits found near the Kassite well-head in
the courtyard.V These lay almost 17 m southeast of
the facade of the Dublalmakh building.t'' far from the
other pieces, which suggests that some of the bits of
other stelae may belong with the shattered debris dis
covered on the court floor earlier in the 1924-25 sea
son, as described above.

It is unfortunate that we do not know whether the
pavement on which the pieces fell was laid during the
Third Dynasty of Ur or in the following period when
power in Mesopotamia was held by the kings of the city
of Isin and then of Larsa. If the pavement was of the
latter date (ca. 2000-1900 B.C.), the stela could not
have been destroyed by the Elamites when they sacked
Ur at the end of the Third Dynasty. It could have sur
vived, thanks, perhaps, to the rapid takeover of the city
and expulsion of the Elamites by Isbi-Irra, the first
king of Isin. The later kings' well-attested desire to link
themselves to the Third Dynasty of Ur might even have
protected the monument until the sack of the city in
1739 B.C. by Samsuiluna, the seventh king of the First
Dynasty of Babylon.v' In the end, the stela probably
was toppled over, There are no signs of heavy blows on
the relief faces. The breaks and flaking are mainly
along natural cleavage planes (PI. 8a, b). These could

,II God with rod and ring, from E.S.B. ="Dublalmakh, building
south-cast of the court," according to the list in the L'niversin
Museum archives, probably from room 17, the onlv room in that
complex thai Woolley mentioned in his description of the su-la
finrlspots, see n, 50 below.

,I~ U/':VI, p. 75.

,1:\ For well-head location: Sl't' plan, L'/0.'\'111. pI. 4H: drawing, [', 'of
th» ChU/tl/'I'S', p. :!:!:!.

-l-l For Isbi-lrra and his survssors' relationship to I,'r, sec Piotr
Michalowski, l.amentation IIWI' III, Destruction oj Sumer and [',
(Winona Lake, 19H9), pp. (h~; .md William Hallo, in \\" Hallo
and \"'. K. Simpson, The Ancient Xrar FII.\/, .'\ History U\CW York,
1971), pp. ~H-~l:\, 100. For Old Babylonian scribes' preservation
of lIr III traditions, see ibid., p. 165.

I:l :\ hase in the gn'at "Court of Nanna." northeast 01 the ziggu
rat, had tilt' sallll' orientation: {'F V, p. 'i~l, pI. 'i'i, FOI \\'oolk,,'s
opinion on a different locution of the su-la and tilt' possible con
nection to tilt' position 01 the god and ~oddess in rq~istl'l 11,
good fan', M'l' {'F\'l, p, Ti .

be so flat that I at first thought that the surface be
tween 28a and 28b was a cut made bv the 1927 restorer
(see PI. 9a).

As explained above. the original position of the
stela was probably on the base made by L'r-Narnmu.
near where the bulk and the heaviest of the pieces
were discovered, as Woollev originallv wrote (PI. 5),

The sides of the base faced the cardinal points. It thus
stood at a 45-degree angle to the alignment of the
court and surrounding monumental buildingj-' and to
the alignment used much earlier in the ziggurat area
probably by the builders of the Early Dvnastic peri
od.46 However, a different tradition, one that used an
orientation like that of the stela base, is represented by
fragments of two phases of a sloping wall of the fourth
millennium-late L'ruk period-near the ziggurat (PI.
6b).47 The earlier phase was built with red bricks that
were square in section, a crushed limestone floor. and
large decorative clay cones ,vith circular depressions at
their base. The builders of the second phase of the
wall used flat ash and clay bricks and small clav cones.
The cones associated with these remains suggest that
both phases were part of a religious cornplex.f" In
Mesopotamia the sacredness of certain sites was tena
ciously preserved, and the peculiar orientation of the
stela may have been linked in some W~lV to these earli
er structures. Perhaps a very ancient tradition sancti
fied the spot on which the stela stood. [..ur r people
still knew about it and revered it.

In L'r III times a visitor standing at the exit from
the ziggurat terrace49 turned right to face the thick
wall surrounding the Giparu. This housed the high
priestess of the city god, Nanna, and the umple of his
wife, Ningal. The visitor would have seen one face of

46 L', '(llIII, Chaldres'. plan p, 11;'; ibid., p. 46. He",t·\tT, \\nolln
does mention a stretch of Earl" Dvnastic wall. 01 baked plano
convex bricks on stone foundation, m-ar the 1\( -rth corner (If the
Giparu-i.l·. near the base for the sll'tt-Ih;lt W,IS oriented dif
ferently than the Ciparu, AJ \'1. p. :\liI1 :\lltl' that the 1I'l' ,Ii
plano-convex bricks does not nl'tTSS;uih pro\(' the carlv date 01 a
wall. \1 Gibson found them still in lise in I.'r 1I1111l11'S at Xippur:
sce "Investig.uion of the Earlv Dvu.ivtic-Akkadian Tr.m-iuon."
Iraq~i (I ~)q~). p, s.
,ri E. Porada, D. P. Hansen, S, Dunh.un, and "'. II. Bahcork,
ClIIOI/O/O,!.,"';,.\ ;11 Old \rorld \rdl//l%!.,,,, :kd co . cd. R, Elu Ie h
(Chicago and London. 1~1'l~1. \'01. I. p, (l~l and \'01. '2. fi~, T

IX {'F\'. pp. ;"l-11. pis. l lb, l:'h. l lh. li7 1pl.m I: {', ·lIfllI,. (hl/Id,n',

pp. :wI-:n and photo on P: :\1"

1<1 Tlus \\,lS .1 -unplc g;llt' The trout rnOm of 11ll' l.ur-r Duh!'II·

mahk did not vet e'lsl. It is llIist.lkt'l\h shown nil th« plan 1 II the
L'r 111 cit" i'E\1. pl. :l:\ =: i', 'oJ th« ('II/d,[",,\ . P I II "'t t' the plan
and dOt ription of the entrance to till' ll\:;gllr.11 tcrr .« t' •If lilt' l.'r
III period in iF\'. pp '21l.-'27 and pl. liS. 'tT .11", the dltltll'nl ,1\·

fount in { J-\'III. P ~O
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the stela on his left as he walked to the northwest en
trance to this building. To see the opposite face he
needed to jog to the right on his return to the ziggurat
area. Southwest of the stela some buildings 3 m from
the buttressed outside wall of the Giparu (see the cor
rected plan here, PI. 5) 50 formed a passage that led to
the imposing entrance to the temple on the far south
east facade of the Giparu.

The area saw major changes under ISme-Dagan,
the fourth king of the following Isin Dynasty. The en
trance to the ziggurat area was moved to a new set of
wide steps in the northeast face of the terrace wall. The

back of the old entrance was walled in and a room was
added in front, turning the old Dublalmakh into a
"shrine," a place of judgment dedicated to the moon
god Nanna. The open space between it and the Gi
paru was now closed off by a gate chamber, room 33,
lying flush against the north corner of the wall around
the latter.51 The stela would have been directly in the
path between the "shrine" and the southwest exit from
the court, forcing a semicircular swing around it. Per
haps we can speculate that it was left in this awkward
position to remind people of the link of later kings to
the famous Third Dynasty.

ARTISTIC EVALUATION OF THE STELA

The Third Dynasty ofUr, founded by Ur-Nammu,
ruled all of Mesopotamia and part of Syria for the last
century of the third millennium B.C. This is a remark
ably well known period, thanks to thousands of con
temporary cuneiform documents and to well-pre
served physical remains in the city of Ur itself. 52 These
reveal the complex administrative and economic sys
tem that made the state function. Information about
historical events and cultural and religious aspects of
the period is gleaned from year dates on texts and
from dedicatory inscriptions on stone. More is learned
from literary texts copied as practice exercises in the
scribal schools of the subsequent Old Babylonian pe
riod.

The art of the Third Dynasty of Ur is, however,
poorly preserved. Our broken stela formed a major
portion of the corpus. Now, however, we have learned
that the fragments from stelae belonging to Gudea,
ruler of the nearby city-state of Lagash, sixty-eight of
them published, may be re-dated to this period.53

These stela fragments were found by the French at

50 These rooms, omitted from the overall Ur III plan (UEVI, pI.
5~), are in sjv, pp. 391-392, plan p. 387; UEVIII, pp. 16-17.
They are dated by bricks of Amar-Sin (the third ruler of the
Third Dvnastv) found in rooms 4,13,16,18, and 19 there, com
pare PIs. 5 and 6a here. Temple business records dating to Ibi
Sin (the last king of the Third Dynasrv) were found between Ur
III and later floors in rooms 8 and 9 and Woolley refers to
"rough stones" at the Ur III level ofroom 20.

51 For the "Larsa" city plan: [7:'\11, pI. 117; for the description of
the Kassite rebuilding of the Dublalmakh: Aj\'. pp. 385-397; Ur
'of the Chaldees', pp. 218-225, drawing p. 222.

:'>~ Mieroop, n. 38 above.

53 P. Steinkeller, "The Date of Gudea and his Dynasty," journal of
Cuneiform Studies ~O (1~XK), pp. 49-53; Michalowski, Lamentation,
n. 44 above, pp. 2-3 summarizes the evidence for correlating the

modern Tello from 1887 on, together with spectacular
statues of Gudea now in the Louvre, works of art of an
earlier period, and texts that essentially led to the dis
covery of the Sumerians.P'' Important fragments of the
Gudea stelae excavated illicitly, including an almost
complete top register, entered the Berlin Museum in
1897 and were published in 1906.55 Between 1910 and
1914 the French published the large number of relief
fragments they had found in 1905 and taken to Paris. 56

A few of the over two hundred the French left in the
Istanbul Museum were published in 1926. 57

These Gudea fragments come from several differ
ent monuments but they represent only a fraction of
the seven stelae Gudea claimed to have set up. For the
most part they are small, and, with the exception of
the register in Berlin, cannot be combined into co
herent scenes or long superimposed registers.58 In
contrast, the Ur-Nammu stela survives in large enough
sections to show the original sequence of scenes. It
contains, in fact, the longest series of scenes known be
tween the so-called Standard of Ur made in the mid-

date of Gudea and Ur-Nammu with events in Iran.

54 E. de Sarzec, L. Heuzey, A. Amiaud, F. Thureau-Dangin, De
couvertes en Chaldee (Paris, 1884-1912), pp. 211-222, pI. 22,4-6,
pI. 25, 5, pI. 8 bis, 4.

55 E. Meyer, Sumerier und Semiten (Berlin, 1906), pp. 28, 50, 55,
pIs. VII and VIII, left and right.

56 G. eros, L. Heuzey, F. Thureau-Dangin, Nouvelles fouilles de Tel
lo par le Commandant Gaston Cros (Paris, 1910-14), pp. 283-296,
pls VIII-XI. The same material was published by L. Heuzey, "Une
des sept steles de Goudea," Monument Piot XVI (1909), pp. 5-24,
pIs. I-II.

57 E. Unger, Sumerische und akkadische Kunst (Breslau, 1926), figs.
43,44.

58 The reconstructions in BK., Inserts A-F, are speculative.
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third millennium't" and the :'\e()-A<;~,Tian reliefs of the
ninth century B.C. 60 It is, at present, the only reason
ably well preserved royal monument from Mesopota
mia that falls in the 400 years between :'\aram-Sin of
Akkad in the twenty-third century and Hammurabi of
Babylon in the eighteenth century B.C.

The stela has sections of perfectly preserved relief
where the original quality of the sculpture can be seen.
It is very sophisticated. It is much more subtle and ac
curate in its representation of the human figure than
are the Gudea stelae.P! Other than from these stelae,
the art of the Third Dynasty is known primarily from
vast numbers of dull, repetitive seals and sealings and
some clay figurines and plaques.

In 1935 Woolley wrote a chapter on the stela for
his volume on the Third Dynasty. He had to rely on his
own and Legrain's descriptions and the few old pho
tographs that existed rather than taking a fresh look at
the monument, which by then had been in Philadel
phia for ten years. He had studied the fragments of the
Gildea stelae, which were at that time considered to be
much earlier than the Dr stela, and found numerous
similarities. He wrote: "It is quite certain that in this
[the top registers] as in other scenes there was a strict
parallelism and that the subject was repeated on either
side of the relief. "(i~ He ended his chapter: "Admirable
as the Dr stela is, it strikes no new note, but is the last
of a series wherein every detail, it would seem, had be
CO/llC stereotyped and every bit of svm holism had
been consc-cr.ucd by custom; for all its perfection of
technique, it is emphatically a work of decadence. "1):1

Woolley's judgment has influenced scholars up to
the present day. Most, like him, have taken the stela as
proof that under the Third Dynasty, Sumerian art was
uninspired. Even Henri Frankfort described the com
position as st;ltic. 64 It is important to emphasize how
wrong Woolley was. Because the pieces were so poorly
illustrated, we have been forced to depend on his and

r,~l Frankfort .. I and. I. pIs. :\ti. :\i.

lill Frankfort .. I and ,I. pis. H·l-HH. Some date the ,o-cdlt'd white
obelisk, B/\ no. 1:\~. 1'/\(; 14. 1'1. ~()tl. to the earlier Ashurnasirpal
ill the ckvcnth centun B.C .• see.J. Reade. "Assurnasirpal I and
the \\'hill' Ohelisk." Im((\i OQi:)l. pp. 129-150.

til .\, i\loOllg.ll\ remark.. 1,.1. p. 6H, that the L'r-Xarnrnu stela is
"complt'tl'h .lIlalogous in stvlv" to the Cudea stelae illustrates
how misleadill~ the published photographs haw been. There are
;l1so dilli.'I'l'IH l'S in stvlc l)('t\\'('('11 the Cudca tl.lgmenh them
,dyes. NOlle 01 the II\lT :Wtl t~ude;1 fragments that I IU\t· ber-n
.ihk: to c-x.uuiuv ill dct.ul has c.nving .« refined and subtle .IS that
Oil the lll-:'o<.II11I11U sll·b,

ti~ l t \'1. p. iii.

(i:1 l FYI. r HI.

Legrain s sometimes careless descriptions and these
have distorted our picture of Third Dvnasrv art. .\.... the
following pages will demonstrate. Woollev ... idea that
there was strict svrnrnetrv overall was based on hi ... 0\\11

erroneous reconstructions. For example. the four
scenes on the top registers do not repeat each other.
Not only do the kings differ in size, stand in different
positions, and do different things. the "angels" above
them are also not iden tical. Thev fly in at differen t an
gles. The one over the single king bathes her face in
the water she dispenses. The "angel" oyer the libating
king holds her face as far as possible above her liquid.
\ire should presume that the different poses had ... ig
nificance. When the ancient sculptor intended to re
peat a subject-as he did in the second register of the
good face-he repeated every detail.

The scenes are not stereotvped but are for the
most part unique. Strangelv, although considered the
embodiment of Mesopotamian iconographv, thev have
never been analyzed in detail. Some. like the homage
to the temple structure on the third register of the
good face or the wrestling scene on the fourth regi ... ur
of the poor face ..Ire totallv new versions ol sllhjt'liS
that. like the bovine butchering. go back to the Ill'gin
ning of Sumerian civilizatiou.":' Others that look fa
miliar have striking variations from the usual cornpo-i

lions. The objects in the hand of the god in thesecond
register, good Lin'. are not, for example. the l.uuous
"Rod and Ring" but a coil ol five: dangling ... tr.uids of
rope tied around four t inu- .... and a \tTY long tapcn-d

pole. This is not the thin circlet and short i od th.i I tlu

god Sam.is holds out to King Hamrnuruhi on h i ......u-la

or that other gl)(l ... extend toward other king ""
A libation before a living king. fifth regl u-r. poor

face. h,IS no parallels. The implied divinity «tth« roval
figure far exceed ... th.u (,I a king receiving offici.il ... in
"presenration' scent'S. Iii The crvsceu ts O\lT the kings'
heads in the top registers remain unique.':" The l.ut

li-! Frankfort. .-\ and .-\, p ..-1\.•lbCl lotll, the compo-uion lucr.uu
Fur Woolln's statements other th.ui in ('E \1. ,t'l' l', '0/ thr
Chalders'. p. I iH, In The Development oj Sumrrian .-\/1 I "l'\\ '101 k ,
19:t'i). pp. 11~-lH. in which he included appraisal Clf'Clllll' 01
the Gude.i relief fragments. \\'uolll'\ contra..n-d the l·I-:\.IIIlIllII

relief, with the spiritual qualitv cviru cr! in the '\.11m', of (.\ldLI

65 Homage to a temple. here, PI. }11.1: bull butchering. I'/\(; 14.
pI. ~11; wrcvtling. ibid .. pl. ~ Lr. here. 1'1, 14d. I:'),

66 Frankfort. :\ and A. pIs. Ii:) .1110 1~l. The flIp(' Oil ClI\I '1('1.,
could ruther be the lope to til' encmic-. bv the III "l'-ring \I'('d In
Isht.ir at the rock relief 01 Anuh.mini I turn 01 the thu d millen
nium B.C.) at S.II-' PuI. P/\(; 14, P: :~()l and fig I", Cli I· '.11 had
don at xmjirh. ibid .. pI. ~:\~: In: lig ~ I ~l. d. fig ~ 1"

Ii i Wi 11ter Ill~fi

Ii." "'ith the r.m: cxc rpuon Clt u-rr.« otta chair h.« k, I -. I from" IJl-
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that no parallels for these elements occur in the mass
of glyptic material underscores how "Tong was '-\'001

ley's claim that the iconography on the stela was
stereotyped.

The new evidence. combined with a close look at
the familiar scenes and especially the first real scrutiny
of the poor face, shows that the stela belongs to the
verv ancient tradition in Mesopotamia in which a situ
ation is described in clear, brief detail. Here, the vari
ous aspects of kingship are shown, in part metaphori
cally, in part literally. It is not alwavs clear which way to
read a scene-the wrestling match is an earthly event
but it is attended by a deity. V\'e also do not know
whether the events happened on a specific occasion or
were recurring.

The monument differs from the preceding Early
Dynastic and Akkadian battle-stelae in its quiet, reli
gious setting but it is a worthy successor to the Akka
dian monuments that just predate it. The elegance of
the relief, the consistently delicate carving will, I think,
astonish those who have known the monument only
from old photographs. V\'e have the rare luxury in the
third register of the good face of gazing at the almost
perfectly preserved face of the king and god. They are
pleasant faces, impressively calm and serious but not
intimidating. The full, somewhat fleshy features are
well proportioned and smoothly integrated. They show
that the interest in anatomical detail that characterized
much of the art of the Akkadian period, and the re
markable success in depicting it, did not end with that
dynasty. Many details are correctly modeled, with spe
cial attention given to the arm and chest muscles, the
structure of the feet and ears. We see the collar bone
and flexor carpi as well as the deltoid and biceps. The
greater pectoralis, like the goddess's breasts, are shown
under the clothing. The feet show the Achilles tendon,
ankle bone, plump heel, arch and splayed outside of
the foot, and the contours peculiar to the large and
small toe. Likewise, the convex curve of the upper
thumb and plump muscle below the thumb in the
palm of the hand and the fingernails are shown. The

pur where a scene of royal libation to a seated god, almost iden
tical to that of register II, good face, has a sun-disc within a cres
cent above the god, tree, and worshiper, L. Legrain, "Terracottas
from Nippur," Publications of the Babylonian Section IV (Philadel
phia: University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, 1930),
nos. 207, 208(?), pI. XXXIX, pg. 28 E. Douglas van Buren,
"Clay Figurines of Babylonia and Assyria," Yale Oriental Series, Re
searches XVI (New Haven, 1930), nos. 1264-1265, pp. 261-262,
pls. LX", LX\1. Also see idem, 'The Rod and the Ring," Archie
Orientalni XVII (1949), nos. 3,4, p. 438, pI. X, fig. 2; and M.-Th.

details are never over emphasized, nor do the intrica
cies of hair, beard, or jewelry overwhelm the surface

they cover.
Sometimes the composition too continues the in

novations of the Akkadian period. The scenes on the
stela may be in registers but one of these-the build
ing scene-is double and suggests something akin to
the unique open space on the Naram-Sin stela. The
traditional pictures of a man before his god where the
figures seem as motionless as those in a tableau are
found on the stela; but there are also active scenes
where careful observation has made the action believ
able. Angels float effortlessly at the top of the stela. On
the poor face we see a workman brace himself, foot
against a supine bovine's neck, holding the heavy ani
mal steady while a partner reaches down into the
chest cavity. Beyond him another figure lifts a goat
skin as high as he can so that the contents gush to the
ground in a heavy stream. The angle of the back, the
arms bent out holding the animal's legs apart, bent in
under the neck of the goat, make the poses convinc
ing. Farther down on the same face we watch a wrestler
as he reaches over cautiously, head pressed tight
against his opponent's, to encircle the latter's but
tocks. The sculptor's struggle with the arms of the "an
gels" and other poses are noted in the following
pages.69 These are new poses and they are not stylized
or exaggerated as in some in earlier periods.

The spirit behind the new and experimental fea
tures on the stela decends directly from the Akkadian
period. It is this that suggests the monument was
carved not long after it ended. Support for the date
comes from parallels to unusual subjects on the Gudea
stelae-the elaborate chariot, giant drums, men at
work on a building. The stela in fact provides almost
our last view of experimentation within the canon un
til it reappears centuries later in Middle Assyrian art.
On the other hand, elements in the formal scenes of
worship presage those oflater times which do become,
through endless repetition, classical Mesopotamian
stereotypes.

Barrelet, "Figurines et reliefs en terre cuite de la Mesopotamie
antique," I, Bibliotheque archeologique rt historique85 (Paris, 1968),
no. 508, p. 288, pI. xlviii, from Tello. These seem to me more like
decorative elements at the top of chairs, see N. Cholidis, "Mabel
in ton," Altertumskunde des Vorderen Orients I (Munster, 1992), nos.
10, 11, 26, pls, 9, 10, 13.

69 "Angels," top registers, on 1: servant behind k~ng, regi~ter III,
good face, on 14; worshiper WIth both hands raised, register V,

poor face, on 28b.



CHAPTER 2

Reconstruction

Six large fragments comprise about one third of
the stela. With some 25 smaller fragments of relief,
these allow a reconstruction on paper of almost two
thirds of the scenes on the original stela (PIs. 10, 11).
From these fragments we learn the size and shape of
the monument, that it had five registers, that it was
carved on each face, and that the condition of the
stone can differ markedly, face to face.

Fortunately there is little doubt about where the
larger fragments were originally located on the stela,
thanks to two large surviving sections for whose rela
tionship to each other there is good evidence. One
section is made up of once-joining fragments 12 and
14; the other section, of once-joining fragments
28a-28d. 1

The first of these sections contains, on 14, the right
side-face of the stela and three marvelously preserved
rcgistns on what, because of the condition of the sur
lace, can be called the "good" Iace." It is the middle
register of the three that adjoins the good Ltce of 12,
which preserves the left side-face of the stela. This
complete register gives us the width of the monument,
152 m. The upper register of 14 shows the skirt of a
se;Ited deity and the tips of the feet of someone on its
lap. The deity is one third larger than identical figures
in the register below, which prow" that it was in the
top register of the stela. We know this because the
same larger scale is seen on another fragment, 1.
which preserves a small segment of the side face of the
stela slanting inward to form the typically rounded
shape at the top of such monuments. Since the upper
most of the three superimposed registers on 14 is part
of the top of the stela, register I, the middle register of
14 must he register II. The lowest of the three registers
on 14, only the upper half of which is preserved, must

he register Ill. The piece from the top register, L is

1 The 11'.1\' in which c.llalogue numbe-rs (which .ue appended 10

the llpl\! ;\\(('S,SHlll number for the entire stel.1\ were ;lssiglll'd to
th« individual I'ragml'nls is explained .11 the lll'ginllilig of the CII

;lIogne ill Chaptrr 'I.

~ Rrpl.« Ing lhe old term "olnl'l -v." for which there is no l'\ i

detHe

:1 The h.lsk('1 dangling ,lg;lillst the king's shoulder \I;IS \Is('d to
1.\11\ l·.\Ilh IiII' 1l1.,king ln i, ks. the plollslt.lll· 101 dlgglllg th.u
('.Irth ..md the .HI/l· 101 sh.lping lIood,

carved on both sides, signaling that the stela had two
faces.

In register III, between a god and ;\ servant, is a
king who appears to be involved in some sort of build
ing activity since he carries building tools over his
shoulder (PIs. 31, 32).3 The building tool ... tie him to
numerous fragments (15-27) that show men at work
constructing a brick building. They climb up in front
of it to work on top of it. The king is undoubtedlv part
of this large scene, which occupies the space of !\\O

registers ..f I return to the reconstruction of the whole
building scene below. The relevant point here is that.
since the king and his companions in register III are
not shown in front of the brick building, they must be
standing on top of it. The building below them would
therefore have been in register IV of the good l.u«.

One of the fragments of the scetH'. 22, ,... how .... that be
low the building there \\,;IS ;t high plain band instead of
the usual narrow register-di\'idcr. The high band pro
vides the evidence to tie the t\\'o large snlions of the
stela together, as i., explained below.

The second brge «ction of the stel.t, 28a-28d,
contains three regisler... on the left "'Ide olthe suIa. in
cluding the left siclc-Iucc. The ... to n«: on which the

scenes "tTl' carved contrasts ... trikinglv with the fine
grained, hard ... to!H· of th« ,ection of the good l.UT just
described. It is ,oft and, in manv ;lIt',IS. dl ......«lvcd,

flaked, or still flaking, There .m: numerous -mall hoh-.
and craters (...n· PI.... :~~. :~~I, 41). An iden tical ... t\ rl.« l' is
seen on the back of register II on 12, who-«: good l.u«
is described above. It is reasonable to conclude th.u
the large. poorlv prne!\n\ -vction 28a-28d must 1I.I\l'
been on the same badlv prntTYed LtCI.' of the ... Ida, In
the present studv. this is called the "P(-or" l.U(', .Ig,tin
referring to tilt' condition of the stone." The v.iri.uion

in preservation suggnls that the );l\ers (d "'l'dill\l'Il[s in

.f The link between lhl' fi~tlrn IS icollogr;lphic.lI. rhcr« Is 110

phvsical join bctwvcn the s\'I\ ,111 I be-lund rlu- king and the build
ing Slelll', ;IS h.i-, hccn ,ISSUIlI('d tor 'l'.lrs hl'l.IlISI' 01 I ('gl.IIIl'S

claim in R\ "\\. \., pp, Ill. 11 I The lc~ ih.u I ('gl.llll sl"lk(' oIlS

47 here .md jumv .. pier\' from S(OLIg!' 10 lorrn otH' oflh!' liglllcs
01 unknown po-itiou. The kg \\.1' mounud undcr rhc S\,IY,ll1t III

the 111~7 11'1 011 vt II u t \I In.
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the stone run verticallv (see PL Sa). In any case, the
condition of the surface proved an invaluable clue as
to which face a fragment had once belonged.

\\'e know that the three registers of the poorly pre
served section 28a-28d can only fit on the left some
where below the second register. There is no room for
the section on the stela above the third register. Its for
mer position is suggested by the wide band between
registers IV and V. The band, which is inscribed, is the
same height as the plain high band beneath the build
ing on the opposite face (on 22). We know that the reg
isters and dividers on both faces of registers I and II are
the same height, and that registers on one face lie di
rectly behind registers on the other. The wide band on
the poor face should then lie directly behind the cor
responding band on the good face-that is, below reg
ister IV. The register below the band on the poor face
will then be register V of that face. This means that the
second large section 28a-28d formerly stood on the left
of registers III-V of the poor face. The drummers in
the middle register of 28a were originally back to back
with the basket carrier before the building on 25. The
newly found fragment of the stela, 66b, is a right comer
with a section of plain, high band above symbols. Join
ing 66a, it can only fit at the right end of the inscribed
panel. It cannot be placed on the good face because it
is too thick to be fitted behind 28b. 6

Another large fragment, 29, can be assigned a se
cure place in the stela as so far reconstructed. It can
not have been in register V on either face because it
has the normal register-divider above it instead of the
high band. The fragment is too tall to be fitted into the
third register. 7 Only register IV on the poor face can
accommodate it. Confirmation of this position is given
by a faint line marking the edge of the inscription that
would have continued below the scene.

This large fragment, 29, shows wrestlers and atten-

6 Ifjoining surfaces on the backs of these fragments existed when
found, trimming of the back of 25 during the 1927 restoration
has removed any trace of them. See n. 23 below and Chapter 1,
n.27.

7 Woolley, following Legrain, suggested it belonged on register
III poor face, UE \1, p. 79. They did not allow for the divider
above the scene. I know of no photograph of the poor face show
ing the fragment inserted in the stela.

8 See Chapter 1, n. 35. In "A Monumental Puzzle," Exp 29
(1987), pp. 59-60 and fig. 8, unfortunately reproduced in the
long-delayed publication of a 1987 lecture, Canby 1998, p. 46, fig.
12; and repeated in Sumer: The Cities ofEden (Lost Civilizations),
(New York: Time-Life Books, 1993), p. 139. Before we had dis
mantled the stela the surfaces, seen from afar, looked different.
The well-preserved background and plaster fill suggested to me
that the scene with two kings belonged on the "good" face
(Woolley's "obverse"), where the surface of the three registers on
14 is in such excellent condition. The photograph of the piece

dants with towels. A small fragment, 30-one that
joins no other physically-with the surface completely
eroded, preserves the crease between an arm and the
thigh it is pressed against. This surely belongs to the
entwined wrestlers on 29. A large, very worn right cor
ner fragment of the stela, 31, still bears telltale traces
of the unique, high dais in the same wrestling scene.

The top register of the good face proved more dif
ficult to reconstruct. On each face of the large frag
ment of the top register, 1, there is a figure of a king
with a goddess flying above him dispensing a liquid.
On one face, a king stands back-to-back with another
king facing right, of whom there is only the outline of
cap and shoulder preserved. In front of the well-pre
served king is the tip of a tree over which he must have
been pouring a libation (PI. 11). On the other face of
1 the king stands alone (PI. 10). The critical question
is, which of these two scenes was above the good face,
and which above the poor face? In this case, the con
dition of the stone did not indicate how to turn the
fragment, as I had thought when I published two pre
liminary and erroneous reconstructions.f I discovered
the real condition only when the piece was seen close
up after cleaning. Both faces are in some areas well
preserved, and in others flaked or deteriorated. Fortu
nately, evidence for positioning the block came from a
fragment that had been placed just above register II on
the left of the good face in the 1925 and 1927 recon
structions (PIs. 1, 3b). We discovered that the dais and
register-divider above the seated goddess is on a piece
that actually joins 12.9 This was of great importance to
discover because on top of the dais a thin sliver of a
throne is preserved. A deity must have sat on it. There
fore, in the top register on the good face there was an
enthroned deity at either side of the scene. The two
seated deities would have left too little room between
them for the two kings and sacred tree on the one face

propped up on a basket at Ur is misleading (a cropped version is
[1£ VI. pI. 42a; here PI. 20 top). Here the wax in front of the an
gel is visible but the extent to which the piece had flaked is not,
because Woolley had already reattached the loose fragments. He
never mentioned these repairs nor where he found the detached
fragments. The photograph in NfJ18, p. 76 was taken after the
plaster restoration was done.

9 The fragment of a platform was not put there in 1927 arbitrar
ily, as Woolley claimed (UE VI, p. 76: "... e~en the throne plat
form of the Philadelphia reconstruc~l~n.bemg unsupported by
material evidence ... "), but because it joined the regrster below
along a thin edge. The join mu~t alr~ady have been .made at the
time of the London reconstructIon, i.e., by 1925, as It appears in
the photograph of the la~ter, ibid .., pl..43~ (= Alj 18, p. 85; PI. 3b
here), and on the sketch m the shipping ~ISt. Unfortunately I did
not discover that the join was r~al until after publishing the
restoration mentioned in the preVIous n~te. That restoration was
based on there not being a throne here m the top register.
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of the large top register block, I. Only the single king
on the other face could fit into such a scene. The sin
gle king had therefore to be above the good face of
the stela.

When I put the single king in the center of his face
of the stela, the back-to-back kings on the other side of
the block fell exactly in the center of their face. This
must have been what the ancient artist planned. Wool
ley's "parallelism" between the four scenes in the two
top registers, a parallelism that he believed was typical
of the whole stela, does not exist. It could never have
existed. Woolley had overlooked the fact that the
placement of the single king in the 1927 restoration
threw the double kings on the opposite face far off
center. 10 Actually, parallelism occurs only once on the
stela, in register II of the good face.

Important small fragments can also be attributed
to the top register of the good face where one king

10 See restoration UE VI, pI. 41a. The bump behind the king's
shoulder was thought to be the shoulder of the other king, see
below Chapter 3, p. 17. In the 1927 reconstruction, the badly
eroded back of the king was mistaken for the real edge of his
body, which resulted in his being much thinner than the other
kings on the stela. He was also too tall because the fragment was
placed too high.

11 The toes of the figure are also full size.

12 The inscribed plaque from Sarzec's excavations is in the Lou
vre, A.O. 58, Tello, fig 35, g; Canby 1987, p. 61, fig. 11; E. A.
Braun-Holtzinger, Mesopotarnische Weihgaben der fruhdynas
tischen bis altbabylonischen Zeit, Heidelberger Studirn zum Alien
Orient 3 (1991), no. W 24, p. 314, pI. 20 left. The other plaque is
in Museum of the Ancient Near East of the Archaeological Mu
seums in Istanbul, no. 5552, unpublished.

13 CBS 11158, L. Legrain, "Some Seals in the Babylonian Collec
tion," Museum journal (june, 1923), pp. 14~-143; idem. Culture oj
the Babylonians (Philadelphia. 1925). pp. 194-195, pI. XII, pI. LI:
idem. Seal Cylinders. UE X (1955). no. 91.

Since this extraordinary sealing has never been published ad
equately, a brief description of the scenes is included here. There
are two registers and at least twcntv neatly carved. clearlv im
pressed, mostly well-preserved figures. The faces have large
noses and large round eyes oyer which are arched eyebrows. The
gods have long beards that start at the cheek and descend in two
or three strands oyer the chest. The deities wear a flat thick beret
with horns at either side. These, in some cases. seem to turn over
on themselves.

At the left edge of the top register are (1) the concave leg
and two rungs of an elegant table or throne. To the right. emerg
ing from a smudged and pinched area, is (2) the lower part of a
figure in .1 tufted gOWIl. facing right with back foot on a
sphinx(?) right (as viewed) on a lion protornc. Facing him, se.u
cd on a narrow. high-hacked chair. is en a figure in a plain gown
with hare proper right arm across his chest. left. covered. HIS feet
rest Oil a double row of triangular mountain peaks. Then comes
(4) a god with a long tripartite heard. mface. seated on a tufted
stool. feet facing right. arm crossed llyn the chest. There are
tufts on the bottom of his skirt. He has e'}) a goddess nJ [atr sit
ting on his lap. She is identified bv the cuds over lu-r chest which
arc shorter than the beards, Her .IrIIlS ;In' crossed on-r her
hreast.

stands between two seated deities..\ well-presetved
crown and hairdo of a deity (2) and the shoulder of a
deity embraced by a hand (3) are both from a figure
facing left, on pieces that almost join. The hairdo is
masculine. The large hand belongs to an adult and.
like the toes, must belong to the person sitting on the
lap of the deity at right on 14.11 The new fragments re
move any uncertainty about the personalities in the in
timate scene. It is now clear that an adult, not a child,
sits on the lap of a god, not a goddess. Two plaques
from Tello, Gudea's city, help restore the scene (PI.
13a). On these, the goddess on the lap leans against
the god's breast, twining her arm around his neck.l 2

An inscription on the Louvre plaque identifies her as
the wife of the city's god. The Ur stela may represent
the city god of Ur, Nanna, and his wife, Ningal. The
scene is rare, but it was also shown on an Early D\11aS-
tic sealing (PI. 13b).I3 .

This area. which is blistered and dark. includes (6) another
god seated on a tall stool with thin legs, also P1l [ace. His large
proper right arm is extended. hand bent up. He has a staff over
his left shoulder (not rays. as in the drawing in Legrain, Seals, op.
cit., p. 142) Behind him, P1l [are, is (7) a well-preserved figure of
a bearded god in a tufted skirt seated on a high, narrow stool.
With both hands he holds mer his chest a narrow-necked vase
from which a stream curls up on either side. The ridge over his
proper left shoulder may be the remains of liquid. Nrxt to him
stands (8) a figure wearing a skirt with fringes on the bottom.
held up bv a thick belt. He faces the divine couple. His proper
right arm, bent over his chest. holds an implement that curves up
over his shoulder. He leads (9) a figure h, the wrist who wears a
tufted cloak and carries a curved weapon (scimitar) OVlT his
shoulder. Another figure (10) in a tufted cloak follows.

At left in the bottom register all that remains is (11) the face
of a deity facing right. and (12) the upper part of a bearded god.
facing right, wearing a thick belt. He has a mace over his proper
right shoulder and his left hand holding a rnace t P) is extended.
Facing him is (13) another deity in a three-tiered, tufted skirt
with a thick belt, who carncs d mace over each shoulder. He
wears a long pigtail down his back and has feathered feel. :'\ext.
facing right. is (14) is the lower part of a bird-man who carries a
mace over his proper right shoulder. His proper left hand is
placed on the shoulder of (15) another bird-man facing him.
who carries a double-headed mace over his proper right shoul
der and another over his left. He wears a beret with two feathers
protruding. Both figures have wings and tail feathers mer their
feathered legs that end in wide claws. Behind the scroud hirrl
man is (16) a bearded god facing the same way. in a plain. wra)F
around skirt and thick belt. He carries a mace over his ProIIH"
right shoulder and a scimitar over his left. Behind hun IS (171 .•
floating. frontal face with a four-strand, W.I\·V beard. It h.i- a beret
over which SIX circles are entwined Behind the head is (I ~) ,III'
other god facing left. HIS beret has something protruding from
the middle. He wears .\ tiered. tufted skirt with thuk belt, and
carries over his proper right shoulder ;\ lour-prollged Ior k-likc
implement ending in knobs. and over his left a -cimit.u Behind
him comes (19) what rnav ..cprc-cnt .1 lion-headed (·.Igle. head
down mer a mountain or the horns 01';1 small rr-c urnhcnt dc('(
Onh the large wing with <tronglv marked 'tn.Illoll' i, certain.
The last recognll.\hle figure (~n) is that of ,\ bearded god Iaciru;
left with a mace on' I his propt'f light shoulder and .1 scimit;u
ovr-r his left.
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The hairstyle of the restored goddess is drawn to
match that of the goddess at left in register II below,
with a long tress pinned up in back and two single
locks hanging loose over the shoulders. 1--1 A fragmen t
with a right arm outstretched, a vertical stream of wa
ter falling behind it (4), probably belongs to the god
dess on the god's lap. Assuming that the water is the
nearer stream flowing from the flying goddess's vessel
to the foot of the seated god on this face, the arm is
the correct distance from the goddess's shoulder. The
arm is slightly smaller than the king's in the top regis
ters but is larger than any arm in the registers below. It
is extended as if it held something in the hand, which
would have been between the streams of water. A vase
filled from above and overflowing below, a well-known
subject in contemporary art, seems appropriate (PI.
14a).15 A fragment of skirt (5) from another figure fly
ing in from the left can only belong on this good face.
(There is already a flying goddess in this position on
the opposite, poor, face.) She comes in at an upward
angle but just where is not known. I cannot guess how
she held her head because the other flying goddesses
assume quite different poses.

The astral symbols are restored from traces on a
large fragment, 6, and must be placed at the peak of
the good face because they are too large for the traces
of a crescent preserved on the poor face of 1 (see dis
cussion below) .16 On 6, the tip of a crescent is at the
edge of the convex top of the stela. Its outside curve is
preserved for (),21 m. A small section of the inner
curve, ca. 0.11 m from the tip, shows the thickness of
the crescent at that point. Within the area circum
scribed bv the crescent are traces of two points of a
star, or "radiant sun-disc" as some would call it, with a
wide, undulating ray between them.1 7 The size of the
star was calculated from the angles described by the
juncture of the lines of the points. "When projected

1--1 The goddess on the Gudea plaques wears her hair in loose
locks over the shoulders, like the goddesses on the Gudea stelae,
compare BKnos. 41b, 48.

15 For examples on the Gudea stelae, BKnos. 39,40 = PKG 14,
fig. 108, b, c and his seal, ibid., p. 239, fig. -l-lf (here PI. 14a), and
the basin in Istanbul, E. Unger, Der Wiederherstellungdes Weihheck
ens des Gudeas von Lagash (Istanbul, 1933); idem, Sumerische und
Akkadische Kunst (1926), p. 98, fig. 47; Edibe Uzunoglu et aI., Is
tanbul Eskisark Eserleri Miizes, (Turkiye Turing ve Otomobil Kuru
mu Yavini. ca. 1974), fig. 33. For water flowing behind the arm
that holds the vase, see Georges Contenau, Musee du Louvre, Les
antiquites orientales, Sumer, Babylon; El([1II, pIs. 14, 15; Moortgat, Art,
fig. 18K;and from Ur, UEIY, pI. 35, and p. 51.

16The curve along the edge of this fragmen t was trimmed off to
fit the 1927 restoration! The real curve of the top register does
not follow the battered upper edge of the floating goddess
block (1) as the 1927 restoration suggested (PI. 1).

around the center, the angles come closest to those of
a seven-pointed star. 18 They are, however, not quite
identical. The piece is so thick that it can only fit above
the broken upper edge of 1 on the good face. Another
fragment of a star point (7) is the correct size to be
long to this sun-disc and has therefore been added.

Other small pieces can be attributed to the scene
on the top register of the opposite (poor) face. A frag
ment with part of the necklace and beard of a large
scale king with arm extended, 8, can only belong to a
king facing right. 19 A fragment of the tufted robe of a
large-scale deity seated facing left (10) is the evidence
for the god seated to the right of him. Another float
ing goddess above is represented by a fragment of
gown (11) which fits none of the other air-borne god
desses.

Along the top of the preserved relief on 1 poor
face three small remnants of the bottom edge of a cres
cent appear: two to the left of the left king's head, an
other to the right. A thick piece20 of the crescent lies
directly in front of the goddess's vessel. "When the sec
tions of the curve are connected, the lowest point of
the crescent falls directly above the left king's head. It
is not centered between the kings as might be expect
ed. On a monument so meticulously planned, miscal
culation of this order seems inconceivable. The symbol
must refer specifically to the king on the left. The king
on the right must be someone else.

Finally, we return to the building scene in the third
and fourth registers of the good face with its upper
right corner on 14. The rest of the scene is recon
structed from eleven small fragments, mostly relatively
thin flakes, which show segments of bricks. No frag
ment joins another, yet together they provide the evi
dence to reconstruct much of the two registers occu
pied by the unique scene. They prove there were lad
ders leaning against the building, a door in it, a second

17 For the fragment U.6587, which sounds like it came from the
astral symbol, see in the catalogue UEVI, p. 98 (there listed as in
the University Museum) that it contained the "Upper portion of
a frieze shewing right tip of crescent, upper part of angel's head
dress, and tip and flat end of star rays to the left. Reused later as
a door socket." This long missing piece (catalogue no. 66b), re
cently discovered in the British Museum among Egyptian antiq
uities (letters from Julian Reade 1995-96), see below, joins cata
logue no. 66a (Chapter 4, following entry for 28d).

18The type is known from Mesopotamia, see U. Seidl, "Die Baby
lonischen Kudurru-Reliefs," Baghdader Mitteilungen 4 (1968), no.
97,pp. 55-56,pp. 101ff.

19 We found the necklace and beard under the plaster of the
1927 reconstruction of the king facing right, register II, good
face. It can be seen on UEVI, pI. 43a.

20 Found in storage.
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building in front of it, and at least ten people sur
rounding it.

Eight people are represented by only a solitary
arm, leg, or toe, each part revealing which way the per

son faced and whether he was on top or in front of the

building. Moreove-r, because the sculptor always dif

ferentiated right from left foot and made the foot lead
ing in the direction of movement the farthest from the
vieweryl we can calculate which foot is missing and

where it would have been placed. The bare legs show
that the skirts were above the knee. We have shown

them raised by analogy to the butchers' skirts in regis
ter II on the poor face (12).22

Catalogue no. 22, already mentioned, with the
building above a high plain band, shows a ladder

leaning against the structure and two figures facing left
in front of it. Of C~H h person, only a foot remains, the

following (left) foot of the first one and the leading
(right) foot of thc: second. Since the leading foot of

the first person is not directly in front of his other foot,

we have put it on the rung of the ladder. The top end
of the ladder is preserved on another fragment, 18.
The right, following, foot of someone standing on top
of the structure facing right is seen above the ladde-r.

He, and with him the ladder, has to have been SIIIlH"

where to I he- left of the figures of king, dcitv, and ser
vant in the upper right corner of the scelH', That puts

the bottom 01 th« ladder in the left two-thirds of the
S(TIH',

A more prccisc I( xatiou for it is provided 1)\, the

other objects leaning against the building. ,\ second
ladder leans 10 the right, on 17. Oulv OIH' side remains

and because there is no trace of the other side to the
lei I, we: know it is the left upright. The large tl u: IIf the

right, near foot of a person facing right standing
.ibov« it remains. ;\ separate structure is seen at the l.u

left of the scene, on 15. Its smooth, sloping facade is in
front of the brick building. .\ pole, or perhaps \'t'l an

other ladder, leans against it. The approximate P' Isi
tion of all the sloping OhiC( ts can be fixed 1)\ allowing

room for both feel (II the people above the ladders
and tlu-n proj('(lillg the ladders to the ground in

~I Th.u is, i l«- righl loot 01 ~Ollll'lllll' facillg left, the left Iuul II!

~Olla'OIH' I.aillg I igltl.

'2'2 \\'(, know IIUIIl.1I\ Vkk.u li.m ~ll'l.1 /U':no. :.!Ib. c. .uid a (;ulk.1
Il.lglla·ll!. ihid., IlO~, Ii:.!, ."\i. that h1'1l1~ r.u-c-d ill front \1('1(' ~llll\l1l

Oil ligllll'~ wlu» ~luud .I~ \\('II.I~ 011 ligul'l'~ ill .u t u m

'2:\ ll n: l.11 I that the huilrliui; 1.lkn up thl' height oltlu- dl\llh'1
\I.I~ ')\I'Ilook('d 11\ Ihl' I~l:.!i 1I'~lull·I~. who put the lll!l 1\l1l Il'gl~

1(,1~.1 di\ldl'l'~ hl'ight too low Oil the ~h'l.l Tlu-v ('llIll'd('n 111I
Ihl~ Oil the 0PPO~lll' LIl I' hv 1('1 Illl~lllll!illg .1 dl\ Idl'l ih.u ~ltllll-

front of the building without cnJ,,,ing them. The en

suing arrangement show» how wide the building \\.l.... It
extended from near the left side of the scene tl I the

right side.

There, a fragment which presenes part of the -ide

face of the stela (25) shows a basket carrier in front of

the building. His height and ...even courses of bricks

above him show that the brick structure was as high .1'"
a normal register plus a divider.F:' Three more basket

carriers in front of the building are attested bv Ir.lg

ments depicting upraised arms. One of the three (23),
has traces of a left arm upraised in front of the up
raised right arm of another figure, which prme... the

carriers were in a row. There is room for onlv four car

riers between the left-leaning ladder and the right
edge of the scene. The-ref >re, one of the upraised .nmx
has to be that of the person we have supposed to be
climbing the ladder on 22.

Evidence for the entrance to the building I >cnllS

on a small fragment that has the right 'Hie of a typical
double-recessed or rabbetted door jamb (21). The
whole door would have been at k-ast twice .IS wide. The
oulv space big enough lor it is between the laddcr-;

The door is Ell' too short IIII' the people in the scene
but that is often the ClS(' in \11'S'lpotamian iCI lnl >gl ,1

phv (PI. }();1).'24

The king, gud, and ~('I\'.lI1t in the upper right cor

ner of the scene stand on top 01 the building. There
wrn: three or four more people with them there, T\\I I

of these .ue the figur« ... above- the bcld('l s ;t!Il';lIh

mentioned (on 17 and 18), The, Ell (. the comer lig

urcs and their place h.i-, been fixed. ,\ figure who

kneels facing left on the top ot the building (on 16)

must he II >clted ...omcw hell' between the tWI Islanding

figure ... and the sloping wall at left. There is one more
fragment of a person with ;1 right. leading foot ... t.mrl
ing on the brick structure, He l.u I'S left. It is arbitrari

lv attributed to the se-rvant behind the king .IS it \\,1'" in
the 1~l~7 reconstruction, Sill( (' it obviouslv dll('s not

join him it could instead be the kg I 11;1 ",'\('nl h 1'1'1 ...1 III

on top of the structure. II Ill' who turned toward Sl nne

thing at the far left of the scene.

cued rl'gl~tel 1Il \2~al. L'l: \"1, pl.llh. L'ntortun.uc!v till' 1"111
that m.iv vull han' l'\'I~ted between the h.uk I I! the drunmu-i "n
2~a .md the h.r-kvt r.uricr on 2:1 I\-IS Ill"( {PI. III ) when ,11I,l'Illll.:
011'the latter III lit in the wrllng place luh ind tlu- lorm« I ,

'2-l "IT the door- on the (.IIIIe.1 stela, HI,: no. ii, .md on .m :U.\...I·
dian ~(',,,. O. \\' \11I~1 ,111'11.1. I'd, 1,/dd,'I' III H,.,/;·,.", p. '" noll
"I I' on rvlindvr ~('.,,~ III Ihe I'll .te 11t1I'1atl' period. /'1\:(. 11. 1'1
I:.!llc F.lrh Dvn.isn« pcnon, i hu l . pl. lYk. f. '1'1' .11", t',mln
IIIll:)a, p. 1:\11





CHAPTER 3

The Scenes

"GOOD" FACE

REGISTER I

A king, bare right arm raised, hand before his face,
stands facing two streams of liquid falling to his right
(1 good face).J These overflow a vessel held by a god
dns with a single pair of horns on her crown floating
10 the right above him. Legrain dubbed this figure an
",lIlgt'I"; Thorkild Jacobsen called such figures
"mvthopoeic representations of rainclouds. "2 The liq
uid undulates from side to side and in and out from
the surf.uc of the relief as it falls. The "angel" supports
the round-bottomed vessel in the palm of her right
hand and grasps j tx neck under the wide rim with her
left. She lowers her head until the liquid of the nv.m-r

stream bathes her chin. A wavy lock of hair falls for
ward ()\'(T her shoulder. Her dress. pleated lengthwise.
CO\'lTS her breast and shoulder (PI. IH).3 The pleats
undulate as tluv flow behind her. The awkward at
tempt to represent th« torso in profile is unusual and
it is hard to guess where the missing left breast might
have been. The Lice is charming. with a hcuvv-lidded

('\'l'. plump cheek. and short. straight mouth above the
chuhbv chin.

The king holds out his left hand, perhaps to offer
some small thing. There is no room here for a deity to
lx: Il'aning him 10 the god. as is often depicted in sim
ilar scenes on scab. He wears a round cap with wide
turned-up hrim under which three fine W,I\' strands of
hair ;IIT pulled back from the brow. two more appear
ing ;I( the temple. His robe is gathered in soft folds
ove-r the crook of his left arm. ,\ frillg('d edge of the
robe falls hack at ,111 angle beneath his right elbow.
The ot her edge. which would hnve fallen below the left
arm. is chippcd off. He wc.us a necklace with three

I Throll~holll thi» chapter th« dniliplillil 01" each Il'gl"'ln .uid
the ;III,IIl~l'lIIl'II1 oiligllll'''' in the "'ll'nl' I ... h.I"'l'd on the It'l on
... u uc tion PI'llPl,...l·d in (:hapll'l 2,

~ 1'1'\'1. pis. 11.1. I:.!h; 111\ l.l'gl.lin· ... "Ihlllg .1t1~l'k" "'l'l' .\l/l~. P:
7:1; 1"01' T.JIl llh ... l·II· ... term. "'IT III/II", p. :\11:\, n. :.! I.

:\ Sill' i.. dnllllH't1 .1'" h.lll,-llIl·.I"Il'llln I q~I.lill, III .\l/I~. p. T], re
1H',lll'd ill l '1'\'1. p, iIi

I IF \ I. p. iIi 1I11' IIIot ulx-r.m, I' behind the hv.u] in the old
photogl.lph ... i... ,III 0('111.11 i llu ... ion.

:', I F\ II. pI... 1:\h--lti.1 and pp ~~l--:\(l, \ tinv 'l'l,ion 01.1 hllll'l'-

beads below thin strands. The upper part of the beard
is defaced and the lower part is covered by his right
arm. It is slightly tapered and twisted into eight
strands. Despite much damage. the brow. eyebrow. the
front of the en' with heavy lid and tear duct. most «If
the nose. and the inner edge of his raised right hand
are still visible. There is a worn protuberance ca. f) em
behind the lower shoulder blade. This I' what "'oolle,
took to be a part of the fig-ure of another king. facing
the opposite \,,;\\,.4

Facing the king is a seated g-od dn'"ed in ~I tiered
robe of thick strands clustered into tufts (3: d. 14, reg
ister II below). He j" seated on a throne placed on ;1

long. two-stepped di.r-. Like the altar.. found in hou ...e
holds at l'r,~) the facade of the throne imitates a mon
umental entrance to a temple-in this C,I'l' with five n'
n'sses. The facade is unusually el.il» 11.1\(' with a'emi
detached column inserted in a deep rere,," betwe-e-n

the second and third door frames from the outside.6

S"';lg .. over the tWII inlier door frame .. resemble those
on the throne in register II below. The god' .. long h.ur.
gathered into a th« J... hun with e-nds tied up by four rih
boris. is covered bv hatched ltl/l'llgn (2).7 Care ha-,
been taken to render the ear correcilv, showing the he
lix. tragus. and ant i-tr.uru-.

,\ figure "t'''ted on the gocr" lap, ton dangling
along the side of the throne. ellcirrll'" hi .. shoulder
with a left arm (:~), .\ rare Earlv Dvnastir "(',11 ..how-, ~I

similar scene (PI. I:~h).~ Parullcl-, on two plaqu.-. . It the
Cudea period from Tello (PI. l:~a) "lIggt'st that ihi-, fig
ure is a goddn..-pn ih.iblv :\'ing,d. wile of the tutelary
deity ofl'rY.\ carefullv modeled hare right arm (4) \...

probably her", It is extended and bent up ..lightly from

hold altar ,1t,IJll'd like ,I u-mplc cut r,lI11I' \\.1'" .11," IlIlInd. ~l'('

ibid., pI. ~li (l'lll~}.-I),

6 The extra niulu-, .111' xuuil.u in prinriplc to ,It. "I' olthc throne
011 ,I ... 11'\'1 Iragnll'1l1 Irom SII.... I which i, of lilt' ',II1Il' Jll'llod. n,,'
no, \(Ill, \/1 II/ Cal.. 1111 lit I, pp Itill-I il.

I Thi ... 11.lg1l1l'1l1 of the gild', hl'.ul 12\ do'I" not phvvnallvjoi» the
tOI'" fLlgllll'llt 1:\ I

~ "l't' aho\(' Chapin :.!,

II "'('C .ihovc (~h.lpll·1 ~ tnt lcllo p.u-;llll'l,
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the elbow as if holding something, probably another

flowing vase adding to the liquid falling at the god's

feet. (The motif of multiple watering vessels was used a

number of times by contemporary artists [PI. 14a] .10)
The feet, here as elsewhere on the stela, are shown in

careful detail. The leading, right foot shows on the in

side face a high arch, Achilles tendon, plump heel,
and smallish ankle bone. The first toe with nail indi

cated, is thick, the second much smaller. On the fol

lowing, left foot, the small toe is contracted and the
bottom of the foot is made flat and slightly splayed.
The ankle bone is more pronounced (see PI. 31). As
discussed above (p. 15), the foot farthest back from
the plane of the viewer is always shown in advance of
the near foot.

On the left side of the top register there is a
throne on which another deity must have been seated.
The double dais beneath the throne, whose length
might have suggested the gender of the deity, is, un
fortunately, only partially preserved.l ' Above that fig
ure there is another "angel" flying in at an upward an
gle from the left, the nine wafting pleats of her gown
widening toward the bottom (5).

Over the king's head, at the top of the stela, is a
very large star or radiant sun-disc, 12 floating free with
in a crescent (6,7). The star points are outlined on the
interior by two incised lines. Between the points on 6 is
a wavy rectangle of fine rays.11 The star and crescent
symbol is well known but its position here is extraordi
nary. Symbols do not occur above kings or gods in
Mesopotamian art until ;'\eo-Assyrian times.l" They are
normally placed between worshiper and god. Another
svmbol in this unusual position is on the opposite face.

REGISTER II

At the far left a goddess sits facing right on a tern
pie-facade throne placed on a two-stepped dais that,

10 See above Chapter 2, n. 15, on multiple waterings.

11 Had it fallen short of the left edge of the stela we could spec
ulate that it belonged to a goddess, as in register II directly be
low.

12 Le., a star with rays between the points: a well-known
Mesopotamian symbol. The fact that it floats free of the crescent
is unusual.

13 The crescent (6) as reconstructed in 1927 can be seen at the
top of [7:' VI, pI. 41a. This is not block U.6587, ibid., p. 98 that
Woolley described as having had a fragment of an angel's head
as well as bits of astral symbols, That block, which we had
thought was lost, has finally turned up; see cat. no, 66b.

14 The sun-discs on the :'\aram Sin stela of the preceding Akka
dian period, PKG l ..l. pI. 104. are at the top of the mountain,

unlike those of the god to the right and the god on
register I above, ends shan of the edge of the stela (12
good face). Her left arm, lower part bare, has open
hand outstretched towards the king facing her. Her
right arm is entirely bare with fist clasped and held to
her breast. She wears an ankle-length garment made
of eight overlapping tiers of thick wavy strands clus
tered into tufts. It has a double rolled border at top
but is without the extra flap of material the gods have
over their arms. Her breast rises under the thick gar
ment. Like the angel, she has a plump cheek, rounded

chin, and short upper lip. The tip of her nose is dam
aged and a break at the edge of her cheek gives the
false impression that she is smiling. Her hair, gathered
into thick wavy strands, is drawn from her forehead be

hind her ears. It is loosely bent up and tied with a thin
ribbon wound around four times. The ends of the hair
dangle. Another wide wavy lock, cut off straight, falls
down over her bare shoulder between her breasts. She
wears the usual crown, with four horns on each side ta
pering over a sort of peaked beret, and a collar neck
lace made of four thick bands, the topmost one tight
under her chin. The disc of the crown, like others on
this face, is cut off by the dividing band.15

In front of the goddess a king faces left and ex
tends his bared right arm to pour a liquid from a con
ical vessel with a flat base. (The pinched pouring lip of
this type of vessel is preserved near the plant at right,
on 14.16) The liquid falls into a biconical stand with a
rolled edge at the top (and bottom, as seen on the
plant to the right on 14) and rounded band at the nar
row waist. Growing in the stand is a short plant with
gently pointed tip. On either side of the trunk are
branches with wide median ridges and stiff oval leaves.
Bag-shaped clusters of fruit on undulating stems hang
over either side of the stand (see PIs. 25, 26).17

The king wears a simple bracelet on the right
wrist. His closed left hand is held at his waist with the

high above the king' s head. See also Chapter 1, n. 68 for one ex
ception,

15 Because the sculptor forgot to leave space or was the disc an
afterthough t?

16 A bronze vessel of the same type is in The Metropolitan Mu
seum of Art in New York, ace. 1994.45. It is inscribed, and iden
tified there as Akkadian or Ur III (North Mesopotamia, Ur III,
Metropolitan Museum ojArt Bulletin [Fall 1994], pg. 8).

17 Pers. comm., Naomi Miller, April 1999: "On morphological
grounds, the 'bag-shaped clusters of fruit' are likely to represent
fruiting date branches. Dates grow along a multitude of thin
stems in the female date inflorescence. This can be seen togeth
er with a representation of dates from Puabi's tomb at Ur in N. F.
\liller, 'Date Sex in Mesopotamia!' Ex!) 41, no. 1 (1999), pp.
29-30. I have no opinion about the 'short plant'."
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bent left elbow protruding to the side. The left wrist
area is broken. The lower part of his beard is twisted
into seven locks, each ending in a curl. The body of
the king is well preserved. The muscles of the arms,
shoulders, and chest under the ankle-length robe are
carefully rendered.

The bulge of the buttocks and the falling skirt re
veal the lower part of the body in profile but the drap
ery is in frontal view. The unrealistic arrangement is
like that seen on contemporary statues. 18 The fringe of
the curved, proper right edge falls over the front of the
robe along the proper right side of the body, ending
just below knee level. The proper left side of the robe
is also fringed and lies in part over the left shoulder, in
part gathered in folds above and over the bent left
arm. This fringed edge is at a higher level of relief
than the rest of the garment. It ends in a curve at an
kle-level. As on the statues, a puzzling extra flap of ma
terial descends at an angle from the left wrist and ends
just below the calf with a straight fringed border. The
top of the robe has a wide double band with rolled
edge.

Behind the king stands a female figure facing left
with bare arms bent up before her face in the typical
pose of a minor goddess attending a worshiper on
seals (PI. 14a),19 She wears a different type of dress
than that of the deities already described, a long one
that covers her left breast. Unlike the dress of the left
hand "angel" on register I, it has wide panels of small
pleats clustered together like the sections of tufts on
divine garments. The panels follow the curves of the
body, suggesting that the gown was made of thin ma
terial. A heavy lock of wavy hair extends down her back
and ends in a large curl at her waist. Another heavv

lock cut off straight hangs over her chest.F"
Farther to the right on the register a less well pre-

IHSpvckel p. IHH.

\9 PK(; H. pI. 139a, h, k.

~(} The same fig'un: occurs on a Gudca stela fragment, BK no.
H9h. She is vcrv similar 10 Akkadian-period goddesses lrom Susa:
Ihe one behind the kneeling figure of a god on a boulder of
"111m lnshushinak, Amict. l. '(lit d:-lgadt;, no. 3:~, p. 9~ (= .\//\/1

(,'a/ .. no. :)4, pp. HH-90) and another on no. 34, p. 99.

~ I The curve of the buttocks, its surface compleu-lv eroded, IS

preser\'ed on 12 g'ood lace and the lower part of the robe on 14.

~~ Compare the upraised arm of the L1r left figure on reglslt'l V.
pliOI' fan' (28b), where the 1I111gl' is erroncouslv shown ,dong the
outside of Ihl' gown.

~~ One wonders what the difference between the proportions of
Ihe ligmes and ol~il'ets on the two sides of this StTnl' means Dol'S
it mean th.u the kings are two different people, the same king at
different ages (as ill Fg,'ptian tomb st.uues}. or nu-n-lv that the

served, identically clad female figure faces right (12
good face) behind a fragmentary figure of a king
(14). This king is heavier than the other king but
wears the same robe.21 The fringed edges fall in iden
tical fashion, suggesting that the missing proper left
arm gathered the robe across the waist22 while the
missing proper right hand poured the libation. The
king uses the same conical vessel to pour into a plant
stand. The plant and stand are shorter and thicker
than that at left. 23

The stand rests on a wide double dias, the top
stage shorter than the bottom. This dias extends to the
edge of the stela. To the right of the stand is a god
seated facing left on a throne in the shape of an en
trance. Its perfect preservation allows a careful studv of
its details. It is a little shorter than the throne of the
goddess.v' The concave top slopes down slightlv to
ward the front. The first, or outermost frame, which
has a crook at either end, appears to be contiguous
with the top.25 From it hangs a row of scallops. The
swags that hang across the third and fourth'door
frames" may be intended to represent canopies over
the deeper recesses of the door.i''' The inside edge of
each "door jamb" is beveled down against the outside
of the next. creating the illusion of recessed frames.

The god has a flat pillow under his feet. Over his
left shoulder he holds, in his left hand. a short axe
with a straight blade tilted downward towards the
shaft. The shafthole is concave at the bottom and has a
ridge along the top. In his right hand he holds out a
coil of five strands of rope. The coil is held tog-ether by
bands wrapped around at four intervals, The dang-ling
ends of the strands are looped up. with three disap
pearing behind the long tapered pole held uprig-ht in
the same hand. ':!.7 The god' 'i nails are suggested by
small dents at the ends of the fingers. The rise of the

carvers are not usill).{ ~l copy book? :'\nte the position, tl the cn's
rent mer onlv oru- of the two kings in the top rq.,risllT of the poor
face, which suggests that the klllgs ~lIT bcing diffcnntiau-d.

2-! See Martin \kllger, /\'-;//I,I.;\lh1'01l. pp. F)~-I;il. He think, the
swags may be a hanging.

~:) Like the \i~\I11C on the contcmporarv slc1.l lrorn SIIS.1. .\/1 sn
Cal.• no. 110 (= \lllOrlg~ll. A/1. fig. 210). Tlu- is unlike S.IIn.ls·,
throne on the Hanuuurabi slda where the curved ends .1It' CIn .111

extra top frame th,u would have made the sc.11 more comfort
able. \kllglT. /\ii1li10lh/ll1l, p. EH. 'llggnls th.u lin the l'I-'\,IIJI

mil sleb we 'l'l' the front Lilt' Cilthc throne and th.u the 'Ilk lIt

the real throne would not have h.id till' uncomforrahk- laiwd
ends

':!.t; Thr-«: s\\;lgs on ur 011 ,111 ."1.11 on tlu: t.ud('.1 'lc·1.1 where the
top is nat. B/\ IIlIS. ~ 1-.'\4c
'1-
- I Sn' Chapu-r I. II lit;
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chest is shown under the garment. The biceps and del
toid of his bared upper right arm are indicated, as well
as the muscles along the inside of the lower arm. The
feet are carefullv modeled.

The god has wavy locks of hair pulled back from
the brow and made into a braided bun behind the ear.
His beard is different from the kings. It is combed in
to five separate clusters of wavy strands with a curl at
the end of each. Unlike the beard of the king in regis
ter III below (14), it has no curls at the top. The crown
is identical to that of the goddess; its disc also is inter
rupted bv the dividing band. Unfortunately the small
fragment with the face of the god has been lost. It was
restored from a cast of the face of the god in the regis
ter below.28 The god's robe differs from that of the
goddess only in having a separate flap of material that
covers his lower left arm. The tufts on this are twice as
long as those on the rest of the garment.29

"REGISTERS" III AND IV

On the right end of register III, standing on top of
a brick building,30 a king carrving tools faces left be
hind a god also facing left who, to judge from the fact
that his head and shoulders are lower than the king's,
must be seated (14). The god raises his open right
hand in front of his nose in the usual Mesopotamian
gesture of homage.31 The courtesy can hardly be ad
dressed to the construction workers the god faces. 32 It
must be addressed to the structure itself, "raising its
head above" the plain, as Mesopotamian hymns say.
This is the same kind of anthropomorphizing heard in
hymns written to temples which can refer poetically to
details of construction.V' A similar personification of
the structure itself is seen in earlier periods when liba-

~R The original face can be seen on UE \'1. pI. -1~d; the restored
face on pI. 43a (PI. 3a, b here and see PI. :~~).

29 This flap also appears on the Gudea stelae, when the arm is
bent, but not on the robe of a god whose arm is raised, e.g., BK
no. 35 (in Berlin). On the robes of the god on a stela from Susa
that probably belongs in the L'r III period, Susa Cat., no. Ill,
and on the later Hammurabi stela, PKG 1-1, pI. 181, the flaps lie
over the second tier of tufts.

30The sizes of the bricks vary slightly.

31 "Hand to Nose" is the term used in the texts, see Winter 1987,
p.192.

32 Identified as workers bv the length of their skirts, which is
proved by the bare legs of the figure before the king (18) and
the servant behind him (20).

33See Ake Sjoberg and E. Bergmann Sj., The Collection oj the
Sumerian Temple Hymns (Locust Valley, ;\;Y. 1969), especially no.
1, line 1~: "Your firmly jointed house"; no. 5. line 6-1: "Valiant?
brickwork"; no. 7, line 94: "vour bricks are (well) moulded"; and
others. Also from the Kesh hymn, third millennium B.C.:

tions are performed before temples (PI. 16a) .3-1

The god's face is the only perfectly preserved one
on the stela (PI. 31). His eyebrows, carved in relief,
curve from the bridge of the nose to the temple. The
top of the heavy eyelid arches up toward the brow and
descends abruptly to the large tear duct. The nose is
straight and full with fleshy nostrils and rounded tip.
The full upper lip protrudes, suggesting a moustache,
but there is no incision visible. The long wavy beard is
combed into four wide clusters of tapering strands.
The hair is pulled back from the brow and gathered
into a plump bun behind the ear. The god wears the
same crown as the other deities but it is smaller. His
shoulders are also narrower. Once again the disc on
the crown is cut off by the divider.

Over his shoulder the king carries an axe with a
long handle. The blade, unlike the one in the register
above, is at right angles to the shaft. The blade is wider
at the straight cutting edge than at the shafthole.
Hung by a handle over the shaft is a conical basket
with a wide flat base. It is made of seven coils of twisted
material and resembles the basket carried on the head
of a workman directly below in register IV. Behind the
basket is a collapsed plow (PIs. 31-33).

The king' s torso is well preserved. The corner of
his robe is visible here, tucked in over his right breast
as on contemporary statues.35 He wears a necklace and
robe like those of the other royal figures on the stela
and a simple bracelet on each wrist. The brim of a
smooth round cap covers the upper part of his left ear.
A heavy lock ofwavy hair with thin strands on top is vis
ible beneath the brim, drawn back from the forehead
to the ear. Behind this on the nape of the neck are two
rows of tight curls (PI. 32 detail and see Frontispiece).

Only on this fragment is the dressing of the king's

House Kesh, doorpost of the country
to Aratta a ferocious bull.
Grown (to vic) with the hills
embracing heaven,
house, grown (to vie) with the mountains,
lifting the head above the mountains,
opalescent like the deep,
green like the hills!"

House, great corners thrust against the sky,
right good house, great side walls
thrust against the sky, house, great crown thrust against

the skv ...
(jacobsen, Harps, pp. 379-380)

3-1 On an Early Dynastic plaque from Ur, Winter 1987, fig. 2, p.
193 (= Ur 'oj the Chaldees', p. 125); on the Akkadian-period
plaque of Enheduanna, Winter 1987, fig. 1 (Ur 'of the Chaldees', p.
127 = PKG 14. pI. 101).

35The tucked-in corner is also seen on the tall attendant with
towel in the wrestling scene on register IV, poor face (29).
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beard completely preserved. It begins at the hairline
with four rows of tight curls but does not continue
over the lips like that of L'r Ningirsu from Tello.36 The
eight long twisted and tapered strands end in curls
lined up straight. The kings collar bone appears
above the necklace and his chest muscles are clearlv
rendered under the garment. Those along the bare in
ner right arm are also shown and the fingernails are
indicated by notches.

The servant behind the king lightly touches the
plow and basket with his fingertips, suggesting he is
merely trying to stabilize them. Bald and bare-chested,
he looks peculiar because his head is the same size as
the king's and therefore too large for his shorter, slen
derer body. I Ie has a thick strap across his right shoul
der and chest which goes under a wide double belt.
The collar bone at the t'dgt' of the raised thorax and
the channel between the biceps and triceps are cle-arlv
rendered. The sculptor seems to have experimented
by showing the line of the proper left shoulder blade
Oil the torso under the left arm (PI. :)~ detail). This ex
aggnatcs the "hunch-back" always created when an
arm is extended across a frontal torso.

Facing the god is a figure who stands over a ladder
leaning to the left against the building below (18) .:~7

His bare right leg is pre-se-rve-d to calf-level, proving his
skirt was short. Behind him, also LlCing right, is anoth
er figure represented by the toe of a right foot (17).
Beneath the toc: is the left side of a second ladde-r that
leans in the opposite direction. Still farther to the left.
a Iigur« kneels above the building (16). He holds
something in the palm of his right. outstretched
hand. 3H On a famous Akk.u li.u: seal. a god kneels over
the top of a building in a similar fashion to catch or
throw something.

At the righthand side of "register" 1\' below. a
workman. hair combed forward in strands, bces left in
front of the brick building. and carries a haskct on his

:\Ii n«. II. pl. Ii I

:\7 rhl' 101' l'inT ot this 11.lgll1\'llt \\.1' ni,(o\l" ('1\ ill the IiI 'I 'l'.l
'Oil, I q:..':..'<~:\, t\\O \ (',11' hdorl' ilu- di'l OnT\ 01'the 1.11gl' group 01
pinT', II \\,1' Ihought tlu-n to lu- .1 "'U'Ill' 01 Iroop' attackiru; a
w.rlkx l town" .md (\;tIed to the Il'igll 01 the "( .h.ild.u-an gO\l'rllor
• II til ill lhl' tum- III ,\,hur-hal1l-p.1I ((i(i~-(i:..'(i II,C. I." 'IT ,~/lIl. P:
:\:..'1.111\1 pl. \.\. \.1\1 (l!,:\OI\

:IS IIH' thin ('Ilgl' 01 "11lH'thillg lu-ld ill the p.ilm PIIl\l" thix : the

head (25), He raises both hands to grasp the rim be
tween fingers and thumbs. Two coils at the bottom of
the basket may be a separate wicker circlet used tl I ,,( Ih

en or balance the load. Heaped high in the basket is a
smooth material, probablv ordinarv mortar t< II' the
real building operation that seems to be pictured.
Kings of Ur and Lagash usually earn' baskets this \\'.1\

when represented as foundation figurines.i'" but their"
were undoubtedly heaped with the special ingredients
mixed to make the first ceremonial brick (PI. I f)b I. ~II

To the left of the workman stand three more basket
carriers. the farthest out at the foot of the ladder that
leans to the left against the building (22-24 I

Between the ladders i~ the entrance to the build
ing. What remains is a fragment of the light side of the
door with (\\'0 recessed frames (21). The plane lit the
outer frame is 7 mm above that of the bricks to the
right. The door would have been .u ll';\st twice the sur
viving width but would still be too short for the figures
in the scene to fit through. In this. it resembles the
small door" on "e,ds commonly used .ix asort 01 picto
graph for the whole building (PI. }(),1).~1 At the left
side of the ...ccne there I .... t structure with a sloping.
plastered face that cut-, .un '"'s the brick wall (15),

Leaning against it at the top of the register is ,I pole or
ladder from which ,\ curved ""treanll'r"(?) w.ivc«,

REGISTER v

LInder the brick building. ;1 band ().~ I ~ m high
corresponds to the laru« panel of invription on the
opposite face of thcsulu (22), Immcdi.uc-lv bd. I\\' this
on regi"tl'l V are the tips' d ;t pair «II horn" .md the be
ginning of another pair to t lu: right. These .uc: mor«
delicate than the tips ot the crescent on the ... t.mdards
on register I I. poor bcl' (12 poor l.u v l , .md ( ould be
long to animal".

nglll hand.Tn mv prcviou-, 1l'l"Il,tnllllun ill (:.lIllw I'IS7, p Iii,
lig, I :~, I took this hand It I be the left.

:\~I l'r-Xunuuu .1' Ioundauon fiuurinc: p"'(; II. pl. h-,

40 For ~I dl"lTiption of Clllk.1 mixina the ingll'lhl'nl' in " h.I'~l'1
101 the firvr n'll'l1lollial luick . 'l'l'.J,Iloh'l'Il, Hai]». pp IIO-II:.!

III .mbv l~J~n, p. ll~
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"POOR"FACE

REGISTER I

A goddess (an "angel," in Legrain's words), in

pleated gown and two-horned crown floats in from the

left (1) ..\ wavv lock of hair lies along her back and an

other falls over her breast (PI. 20 bottom). Her pleated
dress spreads as it flows back. She holds a vessel like

that held by the goddess on the opposite face-the

round bottom supported in her right palm and the rim
grasped by the left hand. Arching her back, she holds
her head far above the streams which again undulate
side to side and forward and back from the relief sur
face. Between the streams is the tip of a plant toward
which a king to the right, standing facing left, extends
his right arm to pour a libation. There is not enough
space between the tree and the left edge of the stela for
a seated figure under the flying goddess. I have instead
restored a standing figure here, one like the frontal
goddess on sealings from Nippur who stands on one
side of a tree and extends a "Rod and Ring" toward a
king pouring a libation on the other side (PI. 14b).-l2

The king holds his balled left hand over his long
beard which is twisted into seven strands, each with a
curl at the end. He wears the usual round wide
brimmed cap, and a necklace with a large oval bead
flanked by two round ones hanging on five thin
strands. A peculiar raised area above the top edge of
the gown was probably left for the border of the robe,
which was never carved. His face is missing from cap to
the tip of his nose. His upper lip protrudes immedi
ately beneath the nose, but the cracked surface is too
damaged to tell whether there was a moustache. The
muscles of his bare right shoulder and upper arm are
carefully modeled.

Back-to-back with the king is another royal figure,
also with right arm extended (8). He stands before a
seated deity now represented by only a tiny fragment

-l2 Dating to Amar-Sin, B. Buchanan, "An Extraordinarv Seal Im
pression of the Third Dvnastv of u-.: IXFS 31 (19n), pp.
96-101; idem., Earl)' .\'NI/ Eastern Seals in the Yale Babslonian Col
lection, no. 681, pp. ~h2-2h3: R. Zettler, fNES 46 (1987), p. 60
with new drawing. On the seal, see I. Winter, "Legitimation and
Authority through Image and Legend," The Organization ofPoiuer;
Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilizations 46 (Chicago, 1987), p. 78,
pIs. 9b, c, lOa.

n The chip with the top of the king's cap over which is an edge
of the crescent was found in storage at an early stage (Canby
19K!. Canby 1998) and attached.

-l-l See n. 23 above on the difference between the figures of the
king in register II. good face.

of drapery (10). There is no room between the right
facing king and the seated deity for a plant on which

to pour a libation. The king could be raising his hand
before his face or he could be presenting something.

A large crescent in the field above is not centered

between the kings but is instead clearly positioned over

the head of the king at left.43 As noted above (p. 9), it
is not the custom to put a symbol over either king or

god in Mesopotamian art. To place it over just one fig

ure in a pair seems still more strange, and may have
political overtones.v' In any case, it further differenti

ates the two scenes at either side of the register and

the scenes on each face of the top register.

REGISTER II

Only the right half of the register is preserved (12
poor face). At left, two men are butchering a bovine
that lies on its back, head at right. Something around
the neck ends in a tassel. At right, a figure facing left,
foot raised on the throat of the animal, pulls the front
legs forward. Facing him, a bald, beardless man bends
over, hands inside the animal, whose hind legs stretch
out beyond him.-l5 To the right of the butchers, facing
the opposite direction, another bald, beardless figure
leans forward pouring a thick stream of liquid from a
headless male goat or skin-bag.t'' He holds the hind
legs in his right hand and thrusts his left arm between
the forelegs to grasp the neck (PI. 29). All three figures
wear a knee-length, wrap-around skirt fringed along
the end. The hem rises in front above the bent knee.47

Across their bare chests they wear a diagonal strap that
ends in a double belt, like that of the servant behind
the king in register III on the opposite face. The
butchers have thick knives tucked in the lower belt. To

the right of these three figures, a very small, nude fig
ure stands on a two-stepped pedestal. In his right

45 See the similar scene on an Akkadian seal, Amiet, L 'art

d'A.gade, no. 80 (= Frankfort, CS, pI. XXIII, f).

46 The fact that the legs and genitals of the animal are shown has
led some to the conclusion the animal is about to be cut up for
meat. i.e., Woolley, UEVI, p. 78, n. 118. However, skin-bags with
the legs still on do occur. A copy of one in silver was found in the
Ur graves, see M. Muller-Karpe, Metallgefasse im Iraq I, Prdhis
torische Bronufunde II, 14 (Stuttgart, 1993), no. 1489; Sumerian Art
Illustrated lJy Objectsfrom Ur and Ubaid (London: British Museum,
1969), pI. XVld (B.M. 121449).

47 That the angle of the hem on the righthand butcher is not
created by his raised leg is demonstr~ted by the hemline of the
pouring figure, which is similarly raised although he does not

raise his leg.
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hand he holds a rod or stick from the top of which an
other rod projects downward. This has been interpret
ed as a flail, flute, or hoe.48

After a small gap there is a unique scene that is, un
fortunately, badly damaged. Legrain suggested we see
emblems at the entrance to a shrine and a sacred
wood.f" Woolley hesitantly suggested that the objects at
the right might be the wall of a byre.50 Actually, what
we see here is a row of standards, similar to but much
longer than ones on a Gudea stela.51 In front of these
there is a chariot.52 Traces of the latter consist of reins
passing through two rings which can be seen beneath
the third standard from the left (as viewed). Below the
rein rings is a small stretch of the back of the draft ani
mal. The line of the reins, which follows the arched
draft pole joining the animal to the chariot (now miss
ing) to the right, can be traced to the beginning of its
curved downward return abutting the seventh stan
dard. Here a diagonal projection could represen t the
quiver often carried on the front of chariots. A quiver
like projection occurs on a worn fragment found in
storage showing an elaborate chariot (73). Unfortu
n.uely, this area has so many stone chips missing that it
is now impossible to be sure this very elaborate version
with rampant animals above the handrail fitted here.53

A fragment of a wheel in good condition, also found in
storage (13), may belong to the chariot on the stela.

Above the chariot we sec a row of standards com
prising nine vertical poles, some with objects attached
to them (12). None of the tops are Iullv preserved.
The empty Sp;I<'C still preserved to the left of the row
suggests that it begins here. I describe each standard,
counting from the left (PI. 30).

The first standard has ;l crescent across it. It and
the second emerge from a high, rectangular base,
which has curved elements carved on the face. The
third and fourth standards are \'tTY worn but the bot
tom of the fourth can be seen on top of the arched
reins. The fifth standard, which also is seen above the
reins, touches a lower rounded element on the sixth
standard. This is a badly damaged, raised area on

·IH I.l'gr;till, ,\If IH. p. H!I. quotes \\'oolln who thought this W,ls a

statue. See ,\, Spn kc-t, "Lc- sutut'S de culte " (I!H1Hl, p. t10.

.1\1 See ,\1/ 1H, p. H!I; R.:\ xxx, p. II!).

r,o Sl'l' {'I'.' \'1, p, iH, where \\'oolln .I1Sll discussed the fragment
with the kgs of a perslln Iollowcd. perhaps. bv an animal (r.ua
Illgul' no. ·tll l. which W.IS arbitr.uilv restored at the right lit the
SCl'Ill'.

rl\ !H\11ll. (i:\ (::c /'1\.(; II. pl. IlO,Il.

r,~ In this coruu-rriou. illite th.u a gndckss tells (;uc!ea to nell ill
the ll'mpk ,I mall' and <r.urdard .ISwell .10; .111 l'kg.1I1l chariot II

which some curved and V-shaped incision" can be
seen. Above it is another rounded element that curves
out on either side. Standard seven, which also touches
the edge of the lower element on the sixth, ends
against the reins. The surface between standard seven
and standard eight is concave. A tiny well-preserved
fragment from storage preserved the top end of the
seventh standard and a rounded protrusion on either
side of standard eight. Because the edges of the pro
trusion are chipped and pocked, its original shape is
uncertain. The top of the ninth standard flares out on
either side. Farther down it is crossed bv a curved ob
ject with several attachmentsf-) that vaguelv resembles
a bull's head, but the surface of this whole raised area
is lost. Some of the depressions may actually be edges
of relief and not pock marks, because the stone here
appears to be uniforrnlv fine-grained without inclu
sions. Traces of more standards to the right suggt'st
the row continues to the right edge of the stela.

REGISTER III

At the lefthand side, a figure is seated facing right
on a stool set on an unusual podium (28a). It is twice
as high as the elias under the deities in register II. good
face, and lifts the person well above the "n'\H' lx-fore

him. There are three small steps at the top':""I The hark
is lost. The feet of the stool .u« badly dam.un-d hut the
rung makes its identity certain. It is the t\pe co\tTed
with three tiers of fleece tufts that W,lS introduced ill
the Ur III period. Used occlsionally hy dciticv, it is
mostlv seen under kings in scenes in which a pe,,,oll i"
presen ted to hi 111 as if to ;l god (PI. He) .:-,-, .\" St'l' II

there, kings -ometimes even wear a divinitv'< tulu-d

rohe.~'() The humble seat, which occurs on the "teLl Oll
lv here, surely identifies the seated figllle as the king.
The feet rest on a thin. fl.u pillow similar to the god's
on register II of the opposite face.

At the foot of the dais, back turned to the king,
stands a bald, beardless figure in a long fringed robe.
His lowered .ums meet, hands holding a xtr.iiuht thin

he wants to understand the g"d's Wishes Uac"hsl'll, Hnrps. P:
:~%l.

5:~ Cods ;I~ we-ll ,IS kings had charior-. Thcv h.ul nunu-r ous roks
in Sumerian art, Sl't' \1. Civil, "l smc-l i.ur.u: and Flllil's Ch.ui»t."
[ournal of the \ 1/1"1"/11111 Oriental \'"'1'/.\' ss (IqllS I. pp. :~ i.

....,-t Theil' j" ,1 dcitv "II ;1 plain (IIr worn ) tlu on« Oil .1 similar IlIgh
multi-stepped d.u-. lrorn Tello. LOUHl·\.n. :.!7. unpuhlislu-d

~,~, Porada, P.\!. p. :;....' I. "'illtn I !'ISIl pp. :.! ,:~~t)S I similes thi-,
sllhll'CI ill detail. \kll~l'I. KJil/lgllh/lill. l '!': 1 ,'111

-,Ii 1'1\.(; 14, pl. l:\~lg.
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object that touches the thigh of a figure facing right in
front of him. The latter is dressed in a wrap-around
skirt with a triple belt that ends in a tuft at the waist.
Two faint ridges running diagonally forward from the
waist mark the edge of the wrap. The surface is too
worn to be able to tell if it was fringed. It is also im
possible to tell the length of the skirt because the
edges of the lower part of the figure are badly broken.
The surface is lost from mid-thigh down and there are
no good edges along the hollow between the legs.

Woollev thought the bald figure was holding a
rope attached to a prisoner in front of him and that
the prisoner had his hands tied behind him. Legrain
also interpreted this figure as a prisoner but thought
Woolley's "rope" was a baton.57 In fact, the prisoner's
"hands" are actually the short tuft on his skirt.

This thin straight object probably is a kind of baton
but not one used by guards. Instead, I think it is the ba
ton used bv referees such as those seen beside Sumer
ian, ancient Egyptian, and later Etruscan wrestling
matches.:" The "prisoner" would be a clothed wrestler
who is involved, along with the referee, in some sort of
ceremony prior to the match in register IV. Referees
and clothed wrestlers appear in a procession in con
junction with a wrestling match on a stela of the Early
Dvnastic period from Badra, where wrestlers without
skirts also kneel (PI. 14d). All that remains of the right
side of this register is a liquid, falling and spreading
over the top of the divider in undulating waves (29).

REGISTER IV

On the left, bearded men stand on either side of
an enormous drum, beating it in turn (28a). The man
at the left supports the drum with his left hand and
strikes it with his right. The taller man at right sup
ports the drum with his right hand and has his left

!17 For these opinions, see rev». p. 78,

5~ For the referee's baton, see the plaque from Sin Temple,
Khafaje (PI. 15a),]. Boese, "Ringkampf-Oarstellung in Fruh
dvnastischer Zeit," sjo»: (1968/69), p. 35, fig. 7; idem, "Altrne
sopotamische Weihplatten," Untersuchungen zur Assyriologie und
uorderasiatischen Archdologie 6 (Berlin, 1971), pI. IX. below; Del"
Garten in Eden fahrtausende Kunst und KuItII I an Euphrat und Tigris,
Baghdad exh. cat. (Berlin, 1978), no, 67; also the staffs of the ref
erees on the Badra stela, BKnos. 12a-d; F. Safar, Sumer (1971),
pp. 15-24; S. A. Rashid, Sumer (1975), pp. 39ff. Batons were also
used in wrestling matches in ancient Egypt, see A, O. Tounv and
S. "'enig, Sport in AI/nenl Egypt (Leipzig, 1969), pg. 21. For
Etruria, see K. Vellucci, "Etruscan Athletics," Exp 77 (1985), p.
23, fig. 2, Tomb of the Augurs. S. Steingraber, Gatalogo Regionato
della Pittura Etrusca (1985), no. 42. p. 289, color pI. IH.

hand up, ready to strike. The head of the right drum
mer is relatively well preserved with the eye still visible
(PI. 39, detail). His hair is combed forward over the
ears and brow, and his pointed beard is arranged in
rows of curls. He wears a long, pleated skirt with a wide
belt. It splits and exposes the leading leg below the
knee, but the surface is too damaged to see whether he
had a short skirt underneath similar to that of one of
Cudea's drummers.P'' Behind the right drummer
stands another, badly damaged, bearded figure. The
traces suggest that he had his arms raised. Unlike the
drummers, his long robe covers his leading leg. A
drum with a wrestler dancing on top of it occurs on
the Badra stela, mentioned above (PI. 14d) .60

The unique scene on the right side of this register
(29) has been variously interpreted. Legrain, followed
hesitantly by Woolley, thought it might show someone
carrying a dead body. More recently, Borker-Klahn has
suggested that it pictures the king bathing.61 Certain
details indicate it actually represents a wrestling match,
a sport well attested in this period.62

There are two groups of figures. At left, a tall figure
in a long robe is bald and beardless with a long, thin
nose and an ear set far up on the back of the head. He
faces left; with the tip of his cupped left hand he
touches the beard of a figure stooping in front of him.
A long fringed cloth hangs over the tall figure's ex
tended left arm, hiding his right lower arm and hand.
His robe is gathered back over the crook of his left
arm with fringed edge shown hanging down on both
sides of the arm in an unusual fashion. There is no
trace of the flap seen on royal robes. The other end of
the robe is tucked in the top of the gown below the
right shoulder.

The stooping figure has a short pointed beard and
his thick hair falls forward from the crown ending in a
series of small curls around the face and neck (PI. 43).

On the Khafajah plaque, one of the wrestlers is bald, one
bearded; on the Badra stela. there is a procession of bald, c1ean
shaven figures meeting one of long-haired bearded figures.
Probably they are members of the two teams. but unfortunately
only one bald head of the figures actually wrestling survives.

59 BK nos. 45b, 64, 79.

60 See also the figure on top of an enormous drum carved in re
lief on the side of a bowl in the Louvre. Moortgat, Art, fig. 200.

61 "Sulgi Bader," ZA 64 (1965), pp. 233ff.

62 For wrestling texts: recently,]. Klein, "A Self-Laudatory Sulgi
Hymn from Nippur," The Tablet and the Scroll: NearEastern Stud
ies in Honor of William H'. Hallo (Bethesda, MO: COL Press,
1993), p. 126; see also A. Sjoberg, "Trials of Strength," EXj) 27
(1985), pp. 7-9.
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His proper left shoulder is hunched as he twists his left
arm around the buttocks of a figure who faces in the
opposite direction in front of him. The back of the
head of the second figure and his muscular left upper
arm, bent at the elbow, are visible along the break. At
waist-level between the arms of the figures are three
ridges of a typical Mesopotamian wrestling belt. This
type of belt is customarily seen on the Mesopotamian
hero or bull-man struggling with animals or with other
heroes. It appears in art from the Protoliterate period
on hut it is best known from contest scenes on Akkadi
an seals. Figurines of nude wrestlers with belts also oc
cur in Early Dynastic times.63 The fragment (30) that
preserves the crease between an arm pressed against a
buttock in the reconstruction was located in storage
and may belong here.

The wrestling hold is reconstructed loosely on the
basis of that on the lower register of an Early Dynastic
plaque from the Nintu temple at Khafaje, dating to the
mid-third millennium B.C. (PI. ISb, c) .fie! There, a

bearded figure whose right leg is pulled up hv his op
ponent (whose head is missing) leans forward, clench
ing his hands around the opponent's buttocks. The lat
ter leans forward to reach around the bearded figure's
neck and across his chest to pin his left arm.

At right, standing (III (l plain platform higher than
normal but less high than the king's in register III
above, a small nude figure faces a seated deity who has

a nat pillow under his feet. With his left hand, the
nude figure waves a "whisk" in front of the deitv. ,\

raised area along the break beyond the tip of the whisk
mav be the edge of the nowlI,65 The nude figure

holds over the palm of his right hand a long cloth

1;:1 Protoliu-r.uc examples of wrestling bell and ligures: Pl\(; 1·1.
pls. 72. 7:1. F;lIh Dvnast«: statuettes: a kneeling wrestler in stone
with .1 five-ridged hell from the hoard of statues at Tell Avmar, H.
Frankfort. Sculpture from the :kd Xlillcnn ium B.C. hom Tell ,\~

m.u and Khulujah, Onentnl Institute Publications -t-t (Chicago.
19:~~l). no. II) (sn' in the group photograph, Frankfort. A. IIl/tI.-\..
pl. 1:\. bottom row snond from right); .1 similar figure from
,\gl.lh (',11'I ie~ ,I pot. I L Frankfort. :\Iore Sculpturc from the
l Jiv.rl.i Regioll. Orirntal lnstitute Publications 6() (ChILlgo. 19-t:1).
110. ~W. pIs. :t~. :11 (= PI\(; I~I. pl. :1(1a); ,I hull-man with triple belt
from Ummu, 1'1\(; I I. pI. Ill: a kneeling ligurl' with belt from Isin
should probably be added. B. Hrouda et al.. lsm-Isan Bah ttva I II!.
FI,t!,i'/Jllil.ll'I!,'r,\II'.t!,'III/JIIII,!.!,·/'1I /(IS'/S·/ (Munich, IQ:-;7l. p. 61. pI. ~:-1.

l'hc-rv is .ilso all 1':;lrl)' 1)\ 11.1-" ic hi ou,«: ~roup of \lTeqllllg lig
urc:s..11I1I~ gl.lspillg e,\( h olhn's hr-lt-: 1'1\(; H. pl. :1:1 (= Frank
lort, ;\ alit! .I. pl. ~()r); hrou,«: nude with lx-lt, ibid .. pl. :\~I;1 (=

Fr.1l1kl'l\1,;\ and .I. pl. ~()hl: ,II", ~l'l' lhe wrl"Slling ~lene on the
I\;ulra slela .uid pl.iqu« [10m Kh.rl.i]«. II. :-1:-\ .ihov«.

Fill' the II ip,lllite lu-lt 1I'1I.lIh' woru In lhe hull-man on \kk.l
dL1I1 ~I".II~. ~I"I" good n"llllpln III I'l\(; 1·1, pI. I:H.I. l. e-g . .i; I<l\
thl" ~.\Il\(' WOIII In the hero 11\ nllillg ;1 lion. ihld .. pI. I :I.-l.\, h: for
IllI' IOlln hall III an \kk.lIll.lll hron/l' lik-~i/l' Iigun' ~l".lted in "

fringed at both ends..-\ thin raised edge along the
break at elbow level suggests that the deity's arm ,,'as

bent across the waist. The deity is apparently merely

observing the match without making any participatorv
gesture such as those made by the deities on regi..,tn II
of the opposite face.

A dais of the same unusual height as the deity's I~

preserved on a comer fragment (31), which is restored
here as the probable end of this scene. The dais ter
minates short of the right edge of the stela. in the
same way as the dais under the goddess in register II.
good face, which might suggnt the deity here is .\\"'1 I

feminine.
Another wrestler(?) (32-34) probably belongs

somewhere in this scene. He is dressed in a short skirt
with a tuft at the back, like the figure before the refer
ee in register III above. Such tufted skirts .ue worn hv
the bald wrestlers in groups of contestants on the
Badra stela (PI. I4d). The curve (If the hip below the
high waist and the diagonal edge of the skirt-fringe
suggest that he is leaning forward, perhaps with right
leg raised (see PI. 44) .66 On the torso fragment 01 this
figure (32). the elbow is bent. The arm is unusuallv

thick.
It seems probable to me that the scene'" on regi ...-

tel'S III and IV should be interpreted ~IS .\ ingl«
episode which, like the activities at the building itl· on
the opposite face. occupies two regi ... ters.'i7 The central

eve-nt is a ,,-rcstlillg matrh ,II companied hv drum ..... It is
preceded bv xon u: ...ort (II l'I'Iemoll\ involving rl'll'lTl'
and clothed contestant("~) and i ... I 11 NT' cd hv ~I king
and a deitv st'~lted high above the combatants on op
posite sides of the "ring."

t\l I'led positiun on the ground. from B.I~~l·lki in Iraqi Kurdi-t.m:
A, H. Fouadi, "The B.I~~l·tkl ~t,Itlll' with ,III Old Akk.idian Rov.rl
Inscription of :'\,Il,II11-\o\ln of ,\g,lllc. B.C. ~~'l\-~~.-I:\" \/1111''1 :\~

(197Iil. p. h:'•. \\'. Farber. "Die \'l'Ig(',ttlichung :'\,II.llll-""IIl~," ()/1

entalia :-)~ (l~1:-\3). pp. ti7-7~. F. Braun-Hol/ingcr. h.~lltlidll'

Bronvcn au- \kSllpol,lllliell. P,-iihil(II/1I1It" Broll:,'!,,""" ' I (\111
nirh. I~l:-;-t). no. 61. pl. ~:\. pl. 1:1; B. Bll·nl)l". "Te-rr.rkoua und
Crll~~pbsllk in Alrvordcrasicn." Un,llInhl'/l lind /1"1111'11. Frstschn]t
[iuRuth .\Ia\I'r-Opljicill\ (\lun~tl'l. IQ~H). p. 17,

fi-l Pl\(; H. tig :-\ 1.1: \Iuo\ tu.u . .-\/1. lig. :),~

Ii;') The crown I~ not preserved. /'1/" \\"ol\n. t.F\'1. P 7~1

'iii The thigh~ of till' :'\1111 II \\ 1nth-r, .uid ot the 1\ 1("tl('I' on the:

Ba(II;\ ~tel.\ .uc al« unu-u.illv thick. Ancient Creek wrntll"l~ 1\('11'

,tlso heavy. ~l'l' \\'. Decker. '/"'1'1111 ti,', .l.,'71t'lhi\l·/1t"1I \11111., I vlunich.
<:'H. Beck. Ill~I.-»). P: ~ 1. tig ~l; One I' reminded ot till' I en he;",
Jlp~IIH"~e ~UIllO \\ le~tlel ~ and American "pr- ,k"jnn;r!" wn-vtk-r-,

li7 tegrain. quoted h, \\'ool\e\, l"l-\1. p. 711. callc'rI .1111"11 lion to
the sllllil.lrtt\ IwtwlTn tIll' ligul n ~e,lted on high platform, ,lIld
thOlwht thn m.lrked .. it her l'nd 01 .1 "('11(' Thl' .Ign'l'~ wllh Ill'

undl~,t,lIlding ot till' l"Olllp' "llltlll. ("'«'pt th .. t the wn·~tll·'~.
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INSCRIPTION

A panel 22.0 em high with an inscription (see Ap

pendix 1) comes between registers IV and V.68 It is
written in two "columns," lying- horizontally on the
stone, and has incised lines ("cases") marking out the
sections. The inscription begins in the upper right cor
ner as it is laid out in the panel of the stela. On the
lower left edge of the inscription as viewed on the
stela, on 28b (which is the end of column II when the
inscription was read), the signs were erased, leaving
only fragments of two signs. 69 Pressure marks from the
case frames which once outlined the signs are visible
on the lowered surface in this area. The lower column
(II) is much damaged. There are legible signs on 28a,
and two signs on 28d.'o Farther still to the right, 28c
has four cases of the lower column (II) partly pre
served together with a small, broken section of the up
per one (1).71 There is a section of the right side of the
wide panel preserved (on 66a, b), but there are no
traces of inscription.

REGISTER V

At the left stands a bald and clean-shaven atten
dant (28b), taller than any of the non-royal figures on
the stela except the servant behind the king on regis
ter III, good face. He raises clasped hands to his face in
an exceptional gesture. Hands are normally lifted sep
arately in gestures of respect (PIs. l-la, 2S).7~ The
sculptor had difficulty with the pose. Instead of placing
the proper left upper arm outside the torso, he lined it
up with the hips.73 The robe is pulled oyer the proper
left shoulder and falls in folds above the crook of that
arm. The fringed edge is shown hanging along the

because of space constraints, must be placed in register IV. a
register lower than where he had placed them, see Chapter 2.

68For inscriptions, sec UETI, no. H(b), p. 9, pls. r;, 9; M/18, pp"
r;H, 89, 91-93; [7:'\1. p. 79, pIs. 41b, 4c.

69These arc just visible on the photograph in UE \1, pl. 44c (=
.\lj 1.'\. p. 9~). The isolated traces are verv difficult to see and
were probably not noticed. They are not mentioned in the Ur
publications, see PI. 60 here.

70 L'1:"TI, no. 44(b), fragments 1, 3.

71 C1:'1" I, no. 44(b), fragment 2.

72 Like those of the goddesses on register II. good face.

7:) The proper left upper arm of the typical goddess with up
raised hands is conventionally covered either by the other arm or
bv the fringes of her robe. The same pose as the worshiper here,
and a similar solution to the difficulty it causes can be seen on
the relief, said to have come from u-. in the Ladden to Heaven

outside of the gown, as is usual when a figure facing
right has the proper left arm extended.

In front of the worshiper stands a king facing right
(28b). The figure is badly damaged but the outline im
plies his hands were clasped over his waist in a familiar
gesture.7-! He faces a plain, empty, rectangular altar on
the other side of which an attendant, facing left, holds
up a traditional high-footed vessel in both hands. The
libator wears a long robe or skirt. Most of the elements
of the scene are familiar but the arrangement of fig
ures is unusual. Woolley thought that the king was
watching the libation, but if that were the case, he
should stand behind the libator.75 Legrain believed
that the royal figure was being worshiped, but that it
was a statue, perhaps a figure of Ur-Nammu set up by
his son Sulgi. 76 However, if the worshiper standing be
hind it to the left means the figure does not, like a stat
ue, stand against a wall, the royal figure may represent
a living king. Worship of kings occurred during the
Third Dynasty of Ur when living kings, with the excep
tion of Ur-Nammu, were deified. 77

Behind the libator there is the top of a plant like
the one over which a king pours a libation three times
elsewhere on the stela. There is a gap between the
plant and the piece that preserves the upper right side
of the register. Here there is a row of seven symbols
like those above the chariot in register II above. On
the left is the trace of an object tapering upward. Then
come a crescent, a flat-topped pole, a second crescent,
a sphere on a short collar above something with a wide
concave top, a third crescent with a flattened curve at
the bottom, and then a fourth, normal crescent on a
pole or collar. The tight spacing is like that in register
II. Tips of horns also occur in register V on the oppo
site face, but they are more broadly spaced.

collection, PKG 14, fig. 116a. The rather crude carving of the lat
ter piece and the gross facial features are quite unlike those seen
on the Ur-Nammu stela or any head from the Gudea stelae.

74 Not necessarily holding something as Woolley thought, UEVI,
p. 79: see Gudea on his stelae, BKnos. 75, 81b. The pose also oc
curs on numerous seals .

75 UEVI, p. 79, referring to the Early Dynastic plaque (PI. 16a),
UE IV, pl. 39 (= Ur 'of the Chaldees', p. 125) and the plaque of
Sargorr's daughter, UErv, pl. 41 (= Moorey, p. 127). On these
pieces. figures stand behind the nude priest who pours a liba
tion from the same type of vessel as that used on the stela.

76 lvlj 18, pp. 94,95.

77 For a recent explanation of the deification of kings in this pe
riod, see P. Michalowski, "Charisma and Control," in The Organi
zntion of Power: Aspects of Bllrmllrra()' in the Ancient Near East
(Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1987),
pp.65-68.
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Standards, free-standing or carried by someone,
are well known in Mesopotamia from very early times.
On one of the Gudea stelae, four upright maces are
lined up beside a standard topped by seven spheres,
and all of these seem to be repeated on the other side
of a blank stela represented there.78 Another fragment
shows a row of three men carrying standards.I" How
ever, I know of no representation of such long rows as

7H IU": no. (l:\ a-b.

79 !U":no. (lH.

/'l0.Jacnhscll. 1If111}s. p. ,I:\i =Cvlinder B. xiv.I

those on the Dr Xammu stela. Nine standards are
mentioned among weaponry in Gudea cvlinder B.sli

The convex shape under the sphere is also unfamiliar.
Could it be the top of a parasol like the one carried be
hind the king on an Akkadian stela?81 Actually. the
closest parallel may be the object carved on dense gray
stone found here with the Ur Xammu fragments. 81
(PI. 61; Appendix 3) .

st Amici. L 'art d:\gl/(!t'. p. s. li~. 1. p. i:\. lr = PI\(; I t. pl. 11~I,1 ,11111

b =Susa Cal.. fig. ot6.





CHAPTER 4

Catalogue of Fragments Restored on the Stela

INTRODUCTION

Catalogue numbers

The University of Pennsylvania Museum accession
number for all the pieces of the Ur-Nammu stela is
CBS 16676. The separate pieces received individual
numbers after the general number and a period, e.g.,
CBS 16676.1. Many of these pieces are themselves
made up of fragments joined by Woolley or by me.
Three pieces are made up of fragments known to have
had important separate histories; in these cases each
piece was given one suffix number with the individual
fragments labeled alphabetically, e.g., CBS 16676.14a-f,
~Ha-d, and 66£1, b. Throughout this publication, pieces
are catalogued by the unique suffix number in bold
face type, dropping the CBS 16676 prefix.

A few of the pieces of the stela were given Ur exca
vation numbers (U .---) by Woolley, and these
numbe-rs are included in the catalogue.!

Plarrmrnt

If a piece is in the reconstruction of the stela on pa
per (PIs. 10, 11), its location there is given in the cata
logue. If followed by"?" the fragment does not join but
is thought to be from the same sceuc. Ifit had been in
a former reconstruction, that information is provided
ann the heading "Formerly." "From storagc" indicates
that the piece was found in the storage areas of the
University of Pennsylvania Museum, labeled "Ur-Nam
mu stela."

The two faces of the stela arc here labeled "good"
and "poor." The terms reflect the general condition of
the surface on that face, ~I surface that may van' in
places. The terms replace "obverse" (= "good") and
"IT\'crse' (= "poor") for the faces, for which there was
no evidence. Only two pieces, 1 and 12, have both
faccs preserved, and each face is described separatelv
under the headings "good" and "poor" face.

/)t'.\('/'i/Jtioll and condition. definition of t/TIlIS used
"(Like": .1 fragment detached in ~I thin slice along a

I III two ('I~C~ I 1. numbers \lcn' ~i\l'11 to ph()t()~r;lph~~ Ouc of
Ihc~l', l I.TI',!I), IlllllpnSl" tlu- pin cs (OIlC of which had ~cpar;llc

h n'lcl\cd the numhcr tI.:IWI [see IS hcre l ) restored into un

bedding plane

"chip": a fragment detached in a large or small chunk
"pocked": containing round holes left by loss of small
pebbles or fossils
"worn": abraded
"dissolved": worn by water
"crisp": clean, sharp

Stone
The stone is pinkish buff in color and mostly fine

grained. In places, fossils or small stones remain or.
more often, pocks where they once were. Breaks seelll
to be along vertical bedding planes. but some H'IT flat
breaks (i.e., 14, 28) are perpendicular to bedding
planes (PIs. 8b, ga). There is sometimes a rusty stain,

especially along crevices and pocks. (This staining also

occurs on some of the fragments from other xu-l.u-, sec
Appendix :).)

Bitu men and salt drjrasits
Bitumen is a natur.illv occurring adhesive found

in Iraq (ancient \lesopotamia) that was used hv an
cient builders to waterproof or adhere an ohjnt or
architectural member. If these things burned, the bi
tumen melted and could drip OIl objects below.
Here the description of the hitumen accumulation
on the fragments is supplied in order to illuvt r.uc
something of their history. If bitumen occurs on a

broken surface on the bottom of a Iragrnc-nt. it
dripped when the block was upside down: if on the
broken top, when the block was broken. but upright;
if on both broken surface". the dripping occurn·d OIl

two different occl"iolls after it "'~IS broke-n, ann "0

on.

Sampling
In December 1~l~lO. core s.unples (ca. O.()~.-) 1<. O.()~.-l

m) of the brgt' blocks wrr« t.ikcn III he ... urr: t hcv all
came from the S~lIlH:' stone. which proved 10 he the

c.ulv reconstruction of the buildinj; 'ITIll' .11111 puhlishcd .1' h Clll

(F \'1. pI. U, The other. l'.:tI:\i). W,I' g1\l'n to the 17 fr.lglllelll'

published on ibid.. pk 1:\ \ .md B.
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cl ....e. In Xlav 1991, samples were taken of the frag

ments carved from stone that did not look the same as

that of the Ur-Nammu stela (Appendix ;)). (The" were

compared to additional small samples taken in 1994

from the core holes previously made in the large
blocks.) In lq~l~, a groove 0.01 m wide, 0.01 m deep

was polished across the broken surface of the bottom
of the "angel" block, 1, to ascertain the stratigraphy of

the stone. A thin slice along this groove was taken in
I QV4 in order to make a new acetate peel for exami

nation. All these projects were supervised by Dr.
Robert Giegengack (now Chair of Department of
Earth and Environmental Science, University of Penn
svlvania). :\'0 conclusions have been reached from the
latter two studies except that the fragment with Ur
Nammus name on it, D'l , is carved from a different

stone than that of the stela (pers. cornm., R. Giegen
gack, ;via"31, 1994).

Findspots
These are based primarily on Woolley's attribu

tions in the catalogue in UE VI, pp. 88, 96-98. Loca
tions abbreviated there are followed by "=" and the lo

cation given for that abbreviation in a list in Museum

archives. I have assumed that pieces "from storage"

were part of the large group of fragments found on

the southwest court of the Dublalmakh (see Chapter 1,

p.2).

Dimensions

"GPW," "GPH," "GPTh" signify greatest preserved

width, height, and thickness, respectively.

Publication
The list of references includes only publication of

the fragments by the members of the expedition to Ur
or by me. It does not include all citations.

CATALOGUE

1 "ANGELS" A.'\JD KINGS U.3266

1 good face, register I
PIs. 17, 18
1 poor face, register I
PIs. 7a, 19-21
Formerly register I, both faces
GENERAL CONDITION Natural cracks along and per
pendicular to bedding planes; surfaces flaked and still
flaking; small section of side face completely pre
served. Bitumen drips on side face 0.12 m above bot
tom break. Unrecorded repairs in field before pho
tography; no record of findspot of detached frag
ments; break at top trimmed for 1927 reconstruction
of crescent (joining chips in plaster drips inside re
construction) .
1 good face: Surface partially preserved on part of
king's brow, beard, robe, arm, "angel's" face, dress
above left arm; "angers" cheek, king's nose worn flat;

chipping along king's proper right side, upper arms;
larger chips above relief; "angel's" lower body on two
separate fragments with well-worn, salt-covered breaks
between. Bitumen drips extending from bottom break
up to sections of vessel, water, "angel's" dress (i.e., de-

2 Woolley described (0:' \1, pp. 76ff.) a "protuberance of stone
the fragmentary outline of which is sufficient to identify it as a
crescent carved in relief' directly above the king's head. That
protuberance is now missing. A segment with a crack above the
head of the king is visible in a photograph of the piece propped
up on a basket at Ur (PI. 18 top) of which [lEVI, pI. 42b (= AJV,
pI. XL\l, ~) is a cropped version. That segment was missing by
the time the piece was published in MJ 18, p. 74 (= UEVI, pI.
43a) but the curved line at the bottom of it was believed to be the

posited when block upside down, but before dress
fragment had been separated from the main block);
bitumen extending down from top break on good sur
face in fron t of king, on broken surface before "angel"
(i.e., deposited when block upright, after surface dam
aged). Sliver of surface with supposed "outline of cres
cent"(?) mentioned by Woolley above kings head, lost
(PI. 18 top).2
1 poor face: Thin chip with kings turban.f thick frag
ment with crescent section, both found in storage. Sur
face partially preserved on background, water, "an
gel's" dress and crown, king's torso; "angel's" eye sock
et, back of lid, bridge of nose, thumb and fingers on
left hand still clear; outline of parts of second king and
three small sections of crescent preserved. Extensive
flaking and chipping on upper left quadrant; "angel"
and vessel entirely detached from main block in three
fragments; gap up to 0.03 m wide (PI. 7a), large
chipped areas filled in at Ur with wax, plaster before
photography.
SAMPliNG 1990, core sample 0.025 x 0.025 m, taken
from top break; 1994, core hole resampled; 1992,
groove polished across and along bottom break from

edge of the crescent in the 1927 restoration. Actually the line
seems to be a crack rather than a protuberance because it casts
no shadow. The edge of the crescent must have been outside the
preserved edge of the relief.

3 Canby 1987, p. 57, fig. 6c. The crisp condition of the fragile
piece with the king's turban, which makes a tight join to the
main fragment, suggests it was not in situ when excavated or
Woolley would surely have joined it.
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tree tip on poor face to kings forearm on good face;
1994, thin groove along same strip to examine stratig
raphy of stone.
FINDSPOT UE VI, p. 97: "Filling of Lower Courtyard
L.L." = "Dub-lal-mah": no record of findspots of reat
tached fragments
DIMENSIONS Entire block, GPW 0.74; GPH O.?);)O;

GPTh 0.28 m. Relief, GPW good face 0.,'")4; GPH
good face 0.;)92; GPW poor face 0.652; GPH poor
face 0.50 m
PUBLICATION Good face: AiV, pI. XLVI, 2, opp. p. 39,
p. 399; M] 18, pp. 74,77,80,83; UEVI, pIs. 4Ia, 42b;
Canby 1987, p. ;-)4, fig. 1, p. 58, fig. 7 b: Canby 1998, p.
45, fig. 10.

Poor face: MiI8, p. 76; U/:'VI, pIs. 4Ib, 42a; Canbv

1987, p. 58, fig. 7 a, p. 59, fig. 8; Canby 1998, p. 45, fig.
11, p. 46, fig. 12, p. 48, fig. 14 top right

2 HAIR AND CROWN OF GOD U.29174

Register I, good face?
PI. ~~
From storage
CONDITION Fine-grained surface, well preserved. One
small drop bitumen on back edge of hair bun, two
drops on top break; two small, thick patches of salt on
back edge of top break. U. number written on back, 7
very light.
FINDSPOT ES = "Dub-lal-mah, building S of main
court"
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.07; GPH 0.09; GPTh O.O~:-l m
PUBLICATION U/~ VI, pI. ·t)A.d, turned sidcw.ivs: C.UI

by 1987, p. 57, fig. () a, p. !)q, fig. H; Canbv 1998, p. 46,

fig. I~, p. c4H, fig. I c4 top left

3 HAND ON SHOULDER OF GOD
Register I, good LIce?

PI. ~~
From slor~lge

CONDITION Three joining fragments, two joined be
fore 19H6; fine-grained stone; right edge of figure, part
of garment. hand well preserved; other surface-s dam
.Igec\ and worn; all breaks wont except crisp h.uk. :'\0

bitumen or salts.
DIMENSIONS GP,,' o.n. GPH 0.1 rl;-l; GPTh O.O~ m
PUBLICATION {'F \'1. pI. ·1:)B.b (lower arm); Can l»
IQH7. p. !)7. fig. ti. p. .rl~), fig. H: Canby 1~)qH, p ...H). lig.

1~. p. -tH. fig. 1410wcr left

I I ~ ~ql i in tidd 1., r.1I1Iglll· rc.u l- "Rclicf of hUI1I.In figurl' .md
nl hl'l nhjn'" "

:', 1111' lu r.rk is not \ ivihk: in l I \'1. pl. I~ll_

4 AR\I \\lTH \\'ATER BEHI~D

Register I, good face-
PI. 22

Formerly register I, "obverse

CO:--lDlTIO~ Two joining fragments of fine-grained
stone, broken subsequent to first photograph (?):1; sur
face for the most part well preserved: breaks old and
worn except for small areas on back. :'\u bitumen or
salts.
DIMENSIONS GP,r 0.0:1: GPH U.I 7: GPTh O.O-l m

PUBLICATION 1Ui1';",. pp. ';",0. ';",~: [1:"\1. p. It). pis. -lLl.

45c Canby 19H7, p. 59. fig. ';",: Canby 1~l~l.". p. -iIi, fig. 1~

5 PART OF ".-\~CEL'S"GO"~ .~'\D SIDE F.\(:F
OF TOP REGISTER
Register I, good face
PI. 23
Formerly register I, "( .bverse"
CONDITION Fine-grained stone. worn with ~I few vm.il l
pocks; all breaks old. One small bitumen drop on
front; no s~tlh.

DlMENSIO;\;S GPW 0.1;-); (~Pl-I 0.23; GPTIl 0.04 III

PUBLICATION [F\1. p. 'ti. pI. 4Lt

6 CRESCE~T .\:'\ 1) STAR'i

Register I, ~ood face

PI. ~:)

Fornu-rlv regisll'J I, "( .bvc-r:«:"

CONDITION Three long-separated f r~lgmen Is: vcrv

worn with thick salt deposits on breaks; ",urLln' 01

background well pn'sl'l'\'ed: parts of relief ck-nu-n Is

chipped off; slightly c 1I1H" side face prese)\l'<\ in part.
roughI\' finished. SOIlll' bitumen bits; one small ""til rh
posit on relief face. In I~1~7 edge of side l.u« trimmed

and covered with pla-ter, presumably to m.rk« pit·«· lit
restored curvature of monununt.
DIMENSIONS C;PW O.:F); (~PH 0.19; GPTh O.~~5 III

PUBLICATION CF \'1, pI. 4 l a

7 STAR P01:'\T
Register I. gO( .d Ltce~

PI. ~-i

From storage
DESCRIPTION Double IlH i-cd lim- in-,«!« L,i"'l'd "'I.rr

point; s.une Sill' ,I'" tho-«: on suu-di-«: llll "'tt·LI.
CO;\;DlTION Surl.lll' in part well prc-crvcd: 11ILlk,
worn. Overall thin white (""t1I~) film: <ide hrl'"k", (11\'

ercd with ""tlIS: IlO bitumen.
DI'(E~SIO:\S (;P\\' (1.0';",; GPH O.tH; (,\, I'll 11.11 m

,i ll'~I.1I1l I'\TOIlC( III "I\, \ '1'1' below l'nln fOI Y'l' d.lil1lcd thi-,
plnl' \61 joined th« other 1.111': R \ \. \. \. p. I I I
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8 :,\EC:K .-\:'\0 SHOULDER OF LARGE-SCALE

1'.1 -« ~

Register I, poor face
PI. ~.t

Formerly under plaster in 1927 restoration of king at

righ t. register II, "obverse"
CONDITION Relief surface slightly worn; side breaks
dissolved; right break flat. Bitumen drop on top, right

break. beard; salts on neck.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.06; GPH 0.06; GPTh 0.045 m
PUBUCATION [7:\1, pls . -ll a, .t3a

9 PART OF LARGE-SCALE KING'S ROBE
Register I, poor face?
PI. 2.t
From storage
DESCRIPTION ~aITow slice of robe extending from
proper left side of a standing figure facing left to the
vertical fringe; width suggests from large figure, im
mediately below a bent arm; d. left-hand king, register
II, good face.
CONDITION Surface well preserved; breaks worn ex
cept at bottom. Two bitumen drips on relief surface,
one on the face from top to right break; salt speck on
surface.
DIMENSIONS GPvV0.07; GPH 0.015; GPTh 0.06 m

10 PART OF LARGE-SCALE DIVINE ROBE
Register I, poor face?
PI. 2.t
From storage
DESCRIPTION Flake of drapery from waist of seated de
itv; length of tufts below triangle at waist suggests fig
ure facing left;7 raised area to right of middle row of
tufts might be edge of cluster of tufts?, object held by
deity?
CONDITION Surface in part worn and chipped; back
break crisp; edges thin, worn; left face deteriorated.
Salts on relief at right; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.075; GPH 0.08; GPTh 0.17 m
PUBUCATION Canby 1998, p. 48, fig. 1.t lower right

11 PART OF "ANGEL'S" DRESS
Register I, poor face?
PI. ~.t

From storage
DESCRIPTION Four undulating pleats and edge of

7 Compare the goddess facing right, register II, good face (12; PI.
~5), where the tufts beneath the triangle get shorter from her
hip to her knee.

S Xote, the missing lower part of main block and the fragments

fifth.
CONDITION Surface worn with small pocks. Two

droplets bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.04; GPH 0.07; GPTh 0.01 m

12 KING BEFORE GODDESS (GOOD FACE);
BUTCHERS, CHARIOT, STANDARDS (POOR
FACE) U.3264 (main and corner fragments only)

12 good face, register II
PIs. Sa, 25, 26
12 poor face, register II
PIs. 7b-d, 27-30
Formerly register II, both faces
CONDITION 12 good face: Three joining fragments.
Main block with king and goddesses. Surface varies be
tween excellent and worn with pocks, some large (as
on poor face); layer with finished relief surface thinly
flaked off in some areas; ear of goddess very worn;
most of front of throne missing; tip of goddess's nose
and fingers, tip of fingers of minor goddess, and king's
buttocks worn off. Small drips of bitumen on relief
face extending from top break; small deposits of salts
on relief and on broken surface below.
Lower left corner with part of dais and throne, and part of
registerIII. Worn join to main block; broken from core
of stela along horizontal bedding plane running
0.02-0.08 m beneath relief surface.f surface preserva
tion very good to very worn and chipped. Bitumen
drips from bottom break into worn relief areas when
upside down. Back reused as door-post socket (diam.
0.08 m; PI. 7d); thick bitumen deposit on back break
from above door-post socket into crack above join (i.e.,
deposited when corner fragment detached but in situ
and face-down); some bitumen drips on adjacent main
block and two specks of bitumen on upper edge of
door-post socket but no salts pose question whether
corner ever moved away from main block.9

Drouler with part of throne on register1.Join along thin
edge at base of divider; surface good except at right;
all breaks old. Heavy salt deposit on back, drips over
adjacent edges. Dais extended to right in plaster in
1927 and covered with plaster film.
12 poor face: Surface flaked, fractured into many thin
fragments (PI. 7b, c); very weathered breaks; some
good surface on left side, part of relief at right worn
beyond subject recognition. Numerous bitumen drips
on reliefs and worn areas.

of the right side of the stela on this face (14) detached along the
same line of cleavage (PIs. 7d, Sa).

9 See n. 13 below.
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Pieces detached but found in place-face-up ac
cording to Legrain, I0 face-down according to Woolle\,.ll
Reliefs waxed, plastered, sawed off in field; saw marks
now on surface of stone core behind three figures at
left; saw mark on back of figure with goatskin; modern
cut with smooth face (PI. 8a) from behind right kings
buttocks 02 good face) to waist of figure leaning into
bovine. 12 Before photography, pieces of butchering
scene bedded in plaster then attached to other flakes or
plaster-backing with shellac by Woolley at Lr (PI. 7b);
surface partly covered with mud mixed with water-solu
ble paint. According to drawing on shipping list, both
scenes reconstructed onto slate background as separate
segment before being shipped to Philadelphia: right
section (standards) wrongly placed too low on regis
ter; 13 disman tled in 1927, placed correctly on core
where joining surfaces still exist (PI. 7c); in 1996, tips of
seventh and eighth standards found in storage.
SAMPLING 1990, core sample 0.025 x 0.025 m, taken
from broken surface of main block below attending
goddesses on 12 good face; 1994, core hole resampled
FlNDSPOT (U.3264, main and corner fragments!") UE
VI, p. 97: "Filling of Lower Courtyard L.L." = "Dub-lal
mah"
DIMENSIONS Entire block, GPTh 0.~5() m. GP\tv good
race, relief surface 0.984; GPH good face (main and
corner fragments only) 0.57; GPW poor face, butcher
ing scene 0.50; GPH poor face, butchering scene 0.:)-1;
GPW poor face, standards scene (main block on lv)
O,T); GPH poor face, standards scene 0.30 m. \J\'eight
or main and corner fragments combined, 218 kg
PUBLICATION Good face: /~/V, pI. XLVIII, opp. p. :)q~l;

u: VI, pp. 75, 77, 97, pis. 4la, -1~c, -t:)a, left (I q~5 re

construction)
Poor face: Butchering scene: . t/ \" pI. XLVII, I

opp. p. 398 (as repaired in field); J'U 1H, p. HI. Entire
SCl'lll': UE VI, pp. 78, ~l/, pis. -11 b, -1-1a (1~l~!) recon
struction with 46 added. The drawing, PKG 1-1, fig. :)H,
p. ~Wl is based on this); Canhv 1987, pp. 6~, (1:), fig. 7

13 (:HARIOT \YHEEL

Register II, poor race?

10 .\l/IH. p, HlI.

II L'F \'1, P: 7H. .'1.111 ill~ them oil in that position seems to me im

pussihk-.

I~ 'I'll lighten stone lor lilting:

1:1 .'Ike\( hcd in shipplllg list ;IS shown III (F \'1. pl. -l-la without
the light IIlIlH'I (Llt.doguc no, 46: rcet and hoof): latter shipped
sep.IIall''' .Illllllllng to the list.

I I (:OIlH'I Iragllll'nt II;IS prob.ihlv 100.III·d .u .1 door. <incc it h.IS.1
(It H l\ -pI "t socket.

PI. 30
From storage
DESCRIPTIO:\, Section of chariot wheel appropriate
size for missing chariot on 12 poor face; rounded
knobs along outside of rim, double incised line along
inside; something abuts last preserved knob.
CONDITION Surface worn with some large chips:
breaks worn with some globules salt. Xo bitumen.
DIME:\'SIO:\'S GP\f U,O~~: GPH n.n.:1:i: GPTh O.O~ m:
Diam. of wheel 0.10 m
PUBLICATION [1:' \ 1, pI. 43B.e

14 LOvVER PART SEATED GOD (REGISTER I);

KI:-\G BEFORE GOD (REGISTER II); GOD,
KIi\G, SERY.-\--.'\T (REGISTER III) l',~7tll

Registers I-III. good face
Pis. 8b-d, 31-:~:~

Formerly registers I-III. "obverse." Doweled tl1gt·ther,
restored with king before goddess, 12 good face, in ex
hibition in London (PI. 3b);I.-, separated from ....uuc: be
fore being shipped as one piece to Philadelphia. 1q~.-l:

reassembled with 12 good Lin' in Philadelphia,
I~)~:-l-~(): Ifi dismantled and placed in recon ... truetion of
whole stela, 1~1~7,

Fragments labeled a-f by \\'oolle\': a: dais, fool. reg
ister I plant tip, rod tip, regi ... u-r II; b: throne, dais, reg
ister I; crown, regi .... tcr II; c: skirt, register I; d: upper
part throne, regl'illT I; e: hairdo of god, rl'gi ... ur II; f:

lowe-r part of king before "'t,;ttl'd god, rcgi ... ter II; upper
part servant, king, god, register III.
CONDITION Six joining fragments, all fine-grained

stone, most very well prt· ... crvc-d: broken from ... It·LI
along same c1e;I\;lgt· plane ,I'" 12 good btl'; natur.il.
straight-edged joins (PI. Hh), tight at surface, In......o be

neath.
Right heel and I11mt of left foot of figure ...('.Itt·d on

god's lap, register I. chipped I Ill; Lin' of god, regi ... ter II.
lost,17 restored in plaster Irom C\--t of god on Il'gi ... lt·l
III below (see PI. :)~); forehead, bridge, .md tip of III , ...,.

of king, cheek of servant, regi ... u-r III. dam.un:d: latter
h.is ridge-like ,lIT;1 bevond en', Back of a. bused .IS

door-post s()ckd ... (PI. Nt. d): ... tri.uions from that 11"'(,

l~, it.vi. pl. Lh

II> Sl'l'll in restor.ition in CII ..... l' \\'ing, R, Dv-un, "Arr luv a]
Climpsc- of the L:I Expcdiuon in the YC.II' lq~o III 11I:.!Il,'" '!1'20

(1977). p. '21. tig, '2;),

I i For the origin«! fan- III t lu- gild. st'!' \I\', pl. \.1.\'11 I .\f/I Il,

P: I~ I (= £7-.' \ 1, pl. "''20I (till PI. :~'2 here): It m.w have ht'l'lI \,,,(

when making the LI'1 .11 the British \I",,'lIlll th.u \'-.Is mentioned
in a letter. Kcuvon to (;nroon. 1111 ~:), l'P\1 \Irhin-,
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preserved, crisp on a, Salt deposits on both sockets, bi
tumen spots on a; numerous shallow, modern chisel
marks back of f: bitumen drips from above sprinkled
over the relief face, down in to breaks (therefore when
piece was face-up, already fractured); also onto back
breaks of a, c. e (therefore when face-down , separated
from stela); also on entire side of e, f near seated god,

register II.
SAMPliNG 1990, core sample 0.025 x 0.025 m, taken
from area to right of dowel holes on back of b; 1994,
core hole resampled
FINDSPOTS a, b: used as door-post sockets in "impost
boxes.t'" probably in row of chambers along the wall
northwest of the ziggurat;19 UE\l, p. 96: a, b "from L4
P\VD," C "from ES" = "Dub-lal-mah, building S of main
court," probably "Room 17 of the E-Dub-Ial-Mah";20 UE
\'1. p. 96 gives no location for d-f: elsewhere ([~\1, p.
75), d-f described as from "gateway group," i.e., found
inside or just inside doorway 33 of Dublalmakh court.
DIMENSIONS Entire block, 14a-f, GPW 0.718; GPH
1.05; GPTh 0.11 m
PUBLICATION lV V, p. 398, pI. XL\1II; MJ 16, pp.
49-S5; MJ 18, pp. W1, :--\4,86, 89; l~\1, pp. 75-7'b, pls.
41a, 42d, 43a (right); Canby 1987, p. 61, fig. 13 (lower
register in reconstruction); Canby 1998, p. 46, fig. 12
(register I), p. 4~), fig. 7 (register III)

15 POLE vv1TH STREAMER(?) AGAINST TOP
OF BUILDING
"Register" III-IV, good face
PI. 34
From storage
CONDITION Three joining fragments of fine-grained
stone, long separated, worn joins; middle, very worn,
some chipping; small piece at left added in 1997. Salts
on face of middle fragment; bitumen drip on right
fragment; no salts or bitumen on back or side breaks.
DIMENSIONS GPvV0.13; GPH 0.075; GPTh 0.02 m
PUBLICATION (without left piece) Canby 1993, p. 148,
fig. 1; Canby 1998, p. 43, figs. 5, 7, p. 44, figs. 8,9 top left

16 KNEELING FIGURE ABOVE BUILDING
"Register" III-IV, good face
PI. 34
Part formerly "register" III-IV, "obverse": knees, upper

1:-\, See Chapter 1, n. 18.

19 :'\ot -sw.: as in LEVI. p. 75: the original report, 1925, AJV. p.
399, refers to room 5 on plan, ibid., p. 353, fig. Lb, where there
are no room numbers. In the final report on the ziggurat terrace
!n 1939, the impost-boxes are said to have been beside a doorway
III the range of chambers along the northwest side rebuilt by
Kurigalzu. "Range" describes the line of single rooms along th~

arm from storage
CONDITION Four joining pieces; fresh(?) breaks, thin
edges; surface very good where preserved. Relief cov
ered with bitumen; flows over right break; none on

back.
FINDSPOT UE \1, p. 97: "Filling of Lower Courtyard
L.L." = "Dub-lal-mah '
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.09; GPH 0.095; GPTh 0.012 m
PUBLICATION UE \1, pI. 43d; Canby 1987, p. 61, fig.
13; Canby 1993, p. 148, fig. 1; Canby 1998, pp. 43-46,

figs. 5, 7

17 TOE ABOVE LADDER
"Register" III-IV, good face
PI. 34
Formerly "register" III-IV, "obverse," far left
CONDITION Fine-grained surface; back break crisp.
Covered with bitumen; goes over top right and left bot
tom break; in part scratched off; salt globules on crisp
break at bottom of ladder.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.082; GPH 0.08; GPTh 0.035 m
PUBLICATION UE \1, pI. 41a; Canby 1987, p. 61, fig.
13; Canby 1993, p. 148, fig. 1; Canby 1998, p. 43, fig. 7

18 FOOT ON BUILDING, ABOVE
LADDER21 large part V.305

"Register" III-IV, good face
PI. 35
Formerly "register" III-IV, "obverse"
CONDITION Five joining fragments of fine-grained
stone; back, bottom breaks crisp; surface well pre
served. Sprinkling of bitumen drips on face over top
right, left, part of bottom breaks.
FINDSPOT AJIII, p. 324: "South-east entry court of the
temple by the outer gateway"; V.305 (UE \1, p. 88):
"T.T.B:4 [= "E-nun-mah"] with U.304"; U.304 (ibid.):
"Found in the NW guard-chamber of the gateway
from the Dublal-mah courtyard to the Sacred Way."
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.15; GPH 0.24; GPTh 0.065 m.
Thickness is 0.055 m less than that recorded at time of
shipping, 1925
PUBLICATION AJ III, pI. XXXIII (minus two joining
fragments), p. 324; MJI8, pp. 94, 95; UE\1, pp. 76,88,
pIs. 41a, 43b; Canby 1987, p. 61, fig. 13; Canby 1993, p.
148,fig. 1; Canby 1998,pp. 42-43, figs. 5, 7

wall better than room 5 in E Nannar, see UE V, p. 49 and UE
VIII, plans 47,48.

20Location given in AJV, P: 399, quoted here Chap. 1, p. 2 (see
plan ibid., p. 387).

21 The piece was part of the University Museum's share of the
finds, according to the division list of 3/21/23, UPM Archives.
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19 BRICK5 WITH SO~lETHI0:GABOVE
"Register" III-IV, good face
PI. 35
From storage

DESCRIPTION Five courses of brick curve slightly out
ward at top; above top course, something raised almost
to brick height, possibly a platform(?).
CONDITION Well-preserved, fine-grained surface; all
breaks crisp. No bitumen or salts.
FINDSPOT UE VI, p. 97: "( .ourtyard filling L.L."
"Dub-lal-mah"
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.05; GPH 0.09; GPTh 0.022 m
PUBLICATION UE VI, pl. 43A.b (upside down); Canby
1998, p. 44, fig. 9 (upside down)

20 FOOT ON BRICKS
"Reg-ister" III-IV, good face
PI. 35
Formerly "register" III-IV, "obverse," combined with
leg- on 47 and both given to servant behind king on
14£
CONDITION Fine-grained surface in good condition;
break above ankle repaired before 1925-26 restora
tion. Drop of bitumen below ankle.
DIMENSIONS GPW IL05; GPH 0.076; GPTh 0.017 m
FINDSPOT UE VI, p. 97: "Filling of Lower Courtyard
L.L." = "Dub-lal-mah "
PUBLICATION UEVI, pIs. 41a, 43b; Canby 1987, p. 1)1,
fig. 13; Canby 1993, p. I.tH, fig. 1; Canbv Iq~IH. pp.
4~-L13, figs. 5, 7

21 DOOR FRAME
"Reg-ister" IV, good face
PI. 35
From stor.ur«
CONDITION Two joining fragments; fine grained, well
preserved; crisp breaks. Salt globules on face of right
frag-ment; tiny drop bitumen on back.
DIMENSIONS ( ;PW o.o~n; GPH 0.05; GP1l1 O.o.t m
PUBUC.ATION Caubv 1987, p. 61, fig. 1~); Canhv 199:).
p. 1 IH. fig. 1, pI. I~A; Cunbv 199H. p . .t:), fig. 7. p. -H.

figs. 8, 9 top left

22 FOOT BESIDE BOT1'( )[\1 OF lADDER
"Register" IV. V. and band, good face

PI. :)()
Fornu-rlv "register" IV. V. and band, "obverse ,.
CONDITION SlIrLIlT tine grained. well preserved: two

slashes .IlTOSS foot on right; flat-edged hrc.rks sides and

~~ II is .1 pitv that Ihe li.uk of':!!l \\as trinuncd. This I' the onlv
pi;" (' "here lhl' h.« k 01 good .uid pOOl bll' Il'.Igllll·nls mav <till

bottom, as on 14: extensive chisel marks lower part of
back break.
DI~IE~SIO~S GP\\' 0.32; GPH fl.:):): GPTh (1,1 I~ 111.

Thickness is 0.035 m less than that recorded at time of
shipping, 1925
FlNDSPOT LE YI, p. 97: "Filling of Lower Courtyard
L.L." = "Dub-lal-mah"
PUBLICATION .\IfIx. p. 9.t: CE\1. pls . -ll a ...13b: (anbv
1987, p. 61, fig. 13; Canby 199:). p. 1-4,,",. fig. 1: Canby
1998,pp.-42-43.figs.5,7

23 AR\I OF BASKET CARRIER .-\:'\0 CHEST OF
,--\...'\'OTHER
"Register" IV, good face
PI. 36
Formerlv "register" IV, "obverse ,.

CONDITION Two joining fragments; surface fine
grained, worn, bodies badly chipped; breaks rlc.m.
worn. :\'u salts or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GP\\' 0.1 fl: GPH 11.11; GPTh o.or. III

FINDSPOT C/:' VI, p. 97: "Filling of Lower Courtv.ird

L.L." = "Dub-lal-mah "
PUBLICATION .H/IK. p. ~1-4: CI-:\l. pis. .n., -4:)b; Canl»

1~IH7, p. 61, fig. I:): Canby 19~n. p. 1-4~. fig-. 1; Llllby
1~19H. pp. .t~-.t:~. figs. ;), 7

24 BE:\'T AR\I Ir\ FR():,\T (>F BRICK Bl'ILDI:'\(:

"Register" IV, good face
PI. :)1)

From storage
CONDITION Old break joined with gr;t\'i'dl g-Ille. not
removed; worn , fine-grained surface: no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GP\\, fl.I)(): l:PH O.fl:Fl: GPTh O.fl:FI rn

PUBLICATIO~ Canbv 1~IH7, p. ()I. fig. n: Canbv pl~n.

p. l'-!K. fig. 1; Canbv EI9K. p. -4:~, fig. 7. p . .t.t. fig. 9 hot
111m left

25 BASKET CARRIER BEFORE BRICK Bl'ILD

II\:C
"Register" IV, gO( Hi LIre
PIs. ~lc, :)7
Formerly "regi~ler" IV. "OI)\'lTSI' "; small chip joining on

left side from stllLIge
CO;,\DITIO~ Complete section or right side bn' prl'

served: latter roughI\' finished l·\.Cl·pt along edge I II re
lief; fine-grained stone in fair condition: ligllll' d.uu
<lged under arms: b.uk worn with new chi"l'l m.nk- WI.
9c): the chipped h.ick probably trimmed. PI~7. 10 IiI
behind drurnrncr-. registn IV. I"ll)r face (~Sa I ,,'2 Thin

han' joined .uid continued the ITCllll,tllllllllll of tlu: ,(1'1., "tT

l 'h .•pter ;'. n. ti.
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~Irt'as of salts on face; no bitumen.
F1NDSPOT ['F \ 1. p. 97: "Filling of Lower Courtyard

L.L." = "Dub-lal-mah"
DIME~SIO~S CPH O,~8: GP\\' 0.215; GPTh 0.09 m.
Thickness is ().()~5 m less than that recorded at time of

shipping, 19~5

PUBUCATION "IjlN, p. 94; UE\l, pls. 41a, 43b; Canby
EIN7, p. 61, fig. 1:); Canby 1993, p. 148, fig. 1; Canby
1998,pp. 4~-43,figs.5,7

26 T\\'O COURSES OF BRICK
"Register" IY, good face? (not placed in reconstruc
tion)
PI. 37
From storage
CONDITION Well preserved; surface flaked at top
edge; all breaks crisp (fresh?). Thin salt film.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.105; GPH 0.05; GPTh 0.004 m
FINDSPOT UE VI, p. 97: "Courtyard filling L.L."
"Dub-lal-mah "
PUBUCATION UE\;l, pl. 43A.a; Canby 1998, p. 44, fig.
9 top right

27 TWO COURSES OF BRICK
"Register" IV. good face? (not placed in reconstruc
tion)
PI. 37
From storage
CONDITION Parts of four bricks on four small frag
ments, pre-1986 joins; fine-grained, well-preserved sur
face; bottom break crisp. One smear of salts on corner.
DIMENSIONS GPv\' 0.06; GPH 0.025; GPTh 0.025 m
PUBUCATION Canby 1998, p. 44, fig. 9 middle right

28A SEATED KING AND "REFEREE" (REGISTER
III); DRUMMERS (REGISTER IV); INSCRIPTION
U.3265
Registers III-IV and band, poor face
PIs. 9a, 38-40
Formerlv registers III-IV and band, "reverse"
DESCRIPTION Joins fragment with inscription 28d, also
28b under relief surface:23 the flat-edged break at bot
tom left joins flat break on 28b (PI. 9a).
CONDITION Soft stone in poor condition, still full of
salts; pocked, flaked, eroded; shattered or missing
areas below relief surface impossible to fill; filling ma
terial absorbed by stone or too thick to flow. Thick bi
tumen drops into worn, pocked areas, over both sides

23 The joins were unexpected. They occurred under the surface
and were hidden bv plaster. Woolley did not know of the joins, to
judge from his remark that 28d could be placed by means of the

and top, bottom breaks; thick drops on back break; no
bitumen drips on left side face of stela. Extensive
modern chisel marks on back; large area chiseled-out
across back below middle; consolidated in field before

photography.
FINDSPOT UE VI, p. 97: "Courtyard L.L." = "Dub-Ial
mah '
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.57; GPH 1.14; GPTh 0.18 m;

weight 298 kg
PUBUCATION AJV, pl. XLVII, 1 (opp. p. 393) (earliest
photograph, cropped); MJ 18, pp. 88, 90, 91, 92; UE
VI, pp. 78-79, pls, 41b, 44c; inscription UET I, no.
44(b) fragment 1, p. 9, pls. H, III

28B INSCRIPTION AND LIBATION U.3328
Register V, poor face
PIs. 9a, 41
Formerly register V, "reverse"
CONDITION Joins 28a, under relief surface: a flat
break at upper right joins a flat-edged break at bottom
of 28a (PI. 9a). Little of surface preserved: dissolved,
deeply pocked; pits, powdery at bottom, in left torso,
skirt of king, bottom of altar, lower part libator's robe;
here some thick shapeless fragments attached by Wool
ley, reattached by us; small, smooth areas ca. 0.01 m
square on back =modern saw marks?; shallow modern
chisel marks on damaged surface below libator, altar.
Single bitumen drops on all surfaces except back, de
posited while block face-up and already pocked and
worn.
SAMPLING 1990, core sample 0.025 x 0.025 m, taken
from middle top break; 1994, core hole resampled
FINDSPOT UE VI, p. 97: "Filling of Lower Courtyard
L.L. " = "Dub-lal-mah"
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.60; GPH 0.64; GPTh 0.19 m
PUBUCATION MJ 18, pp. 88, 95; UEVI, pp. 79,97, pls,
41b, 44c, bottom left

28C INSCRIPTION FRAGMENT
Inscribed band above register V, poor face
Pl. 42
Formerly inscribed band above register V, "reverse"
CONDITION Joins back of 28d (PI. 9b). Face not as
worn and pocked as relief registers above; all breaks
worn. Salt globules, left and back breaks, also covering
entire flat bottom break.
SAMPUNG 1990, core sample 0.025 X 0.025 m, taken
from back break; 1994, core hole resampled

inscription (VE VI, p. 79). Note also that the fragment is pub
lished as 3 in VETI, no. 44(b), pl. IX, whereas it actually joins be
tween 1 and 2.
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DIMENSIONS CPV\' 0.31; GPH 0.30; GPTh 0.25 m.
PUBLICATION UET I, no. 44(b) fragment 2, p. 9, pl.
IX, no. 2; 1\1JI8, pp, 88,90,91; UEVI, p. 79, pIs. 41b,
44c

28D FRAGMENT WITH I:\,SCRIPTIO:\, A:\'D
TREE

Inscribed band and register V, poor face
Pis. 9b, 42

Formerly inscribed band and register V, "reverse"
CONDITION Joins 28a under latter's lower right edge;
joins 28c over latter's break on left side (PI. 9b). Relief,
most signs dissolved and pocked; surface of head lost.
Bitumen drips from above on surface and top and left
upper breaks; bitumen dripped on right break when
fragment face-down; no salts.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.26; GPH 0.39; GPTh 0.17 m
PUBLICATION VET I, no. 44(b) fragment 3, p. 9, pl.

IX; MJI8, pp. 88,89,91; UEVI p. 70, pIs. 4lb, 44c low
cr right

66A, B~4 SYMBOLS (ON

STANDARDS?) Right piece (66b) U.658725

PI. 52
66a: Left piece formerly register II, "reve-rse." above
standards; middle piece from stoLlge; 66b (right
piece): British Museum WA 118545 (l~)~7-.r)-:n-l)

CONDITION Large pocks, pits, and worn breaks. Left
piece modern chisel marks on back. Salts on top break
of k-ft piece; no bitumen. Top of right piece, door

,'iockct, diam. O.OH m.
FINDSPOT U.6.GH7: UEVI, p. ~)H: "Ixing on west sick of

courtyard of Dublal"
DIMENSIONS 66a: GPW 0.19; GPH 0.1 ~.G; GPTh (I.(l/:-)

m. 66b: GPW O.~.r); GPH 0.16; GPTh O.:~O m
PUBLICATION Left piece: UE VI, pI. 41b, register II;

right piece: description o n lv, ibid. p. 9H.

29 WRESTLERS AND ATTENDANT; Nl'})F SER-
VANT AND SEATED DEITY U.1H:1~()

Register IV, poor face

PI. ..t~
Foruu-rlv register IV, "\"l'\'nSl' "?, upper left corner of

~I This pin I' appears out or nnnu-rir.rl IlIdl'l bcr .ru«: 66b \\,I~

lilsl examined hv me 1111 IIIIll' ~l, E)~)9, ill the British Museum.
Oulv rlu-n could I ~1'IIIIl'h pl.lll· it 011 the su-la.

~!'1 The U, 1Il1\1l11l'1 ~ho\\s that the piece \\.I~ catalogued ill the
Iq~:-,-~(; ~l',I~OIl, the \l';11 after tlu: majoritv of the 1t-,lgllll'llls \\ITe
louud. 66b \\~I~ found ill 1~)~1(1 in the British Museum Fg'pll,1I1 '[111

,Igl' ,1Il'.\' where it \I,l~ Idi wlu-u the \"ni,1I1 and l g' \1(1.111 antiquities
\l1'1l' di\idnl III pr,";" U"ll,11 Rl'.\llc, pIT' couun.. :'\11\. PI, \llllt)\.
TIll' Il.lgllll'nt 1i~lnl ,ISl ' ,;.-,:-:";" ill l F\1. I' ~I:-:, i~ then- dnllih(.'d.ls.

divider and liquid from storage
CO:\'Dmo:\' Part of surface smooth, fine grained: else

where worn, pitted, except for wrestler: back break
worn almost flat; large pock" on divider.... dais. deirv ....

skirt; some on background: shallow flaking above head
of wrestler, below whisk; hollow under surface near di
agonal crack. Much bitumen over relief surface: flowed
over breaks at left, bottom, and over joining surface of
top register at left: short drops over top break: flow"
from back onto right break; scratches on relief face
from attempt to remove bitumen.
SAMPLING EJ90. core sample n.n~.1 " ().()~.1 m. taken
from top break above wrestlers head: 1~1~14. core hole
resampled
FlNDSPOT P.I H:1~1): t t: Y1. p. 10:): "In the brick pa\'t'
ment of Kuri-Calzus :\ingal temple. front court," C1'.'
Y, p . .1.1: In 10\\'(.'1' level of pa\"ement, northeast edge of
front court, Kurigalzus :\ingal temple, ziggurat trr

race.
DIMENSIONS GP\\' U.:19: GPH O.S7; (~PTh 0.19 m
PUBLICATION University ,\!/l\i'/l/ll Bullettn (Philadelphia,
I~l:n), p. 9~1. pI. V; C1'.' Y1. pp. 7~1. Hn, pI. 44h: (:;1111)\

1987, p. 63. fig. 1K: Canbv PI~)K, p, 40, fig. ~

30 THIGH .\:'\1) .\R~I OF \YRESTLERS
Register IV, poor face?
PI. 44
From st. Irage
DESCRIPTIO:-.l Edge II/ 111\\"1 right arm of liglill' 11Il· ...... l·(I
along edge of buttock... 01 different figur« to right.
CONDITION Surface di ......olvcd and (()\t'lt·1I with tim
pocks: all breaks verv worn. Bitumen on face, thick
(I\'(']' the depression between arm and horlv: some tinv

drips 1111 b.uk break.
DIMENSIONS (;1'\\' O.O!; (~PH O.OW): (;PTh O.OF) III

31 PODIl'~l

Rcgl ... u-r IV, poor face. right?

PI. 44
From stor,lge
DESCRIPTION Podium, s.u m: height ,I'" that in \\Tt"'tling
set'IlC, 29; ends short of side LICe: outline partlv prc
ser\'ed.~i

"l'ppcr portion (II frit'/e shewing n~lll tip of nl·~II·Ilt. IIpplT p,1I1
III ,Inger" headdr cv., and tIp .md flat end III -tar I-;I\~ to lett."
\\'ool1l'Y'~ 1,11.110gUl' card in lhl' Briush \hl~elllll 1l'.ld, diflcreru
lv: ..l 'ppcr portion 01 Iiiell' <howuu; portion 01 nnll·nt[.]lIpPlT
part of headdrr-,-. and two morv 111"1('111' 110m Idt to right.
Rl'lI'l'd in l.uc-r period .1'.1 door « ukct ."

~l; Then' i~ no illuvn.iuun I Ii thi-, pinl' 111 -iru o n rill' '11'1.1

~7 The ~hol I podium, -unilar to that on \:! ~O( ,d l.« e . II'gl'II'1 II
kit. 1l11~hl 'lIggl"t .1gnddl'" "It here
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CONDITION Surfaces grainy, worn with some large
P' Ie ks: all breaks worn except for one small back
break; bottom break dissolved. Bitumen on left of top

break near relief face, bottom break, side face; salts on
relief face and top and left breaks.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.135; GPH 0.115; GPTh 0.235 m



CHAPTER 5

Catalogue ofFragments Not Restored on the Stela

See pp. 29-30 in Chapter 4 for explanation of

terms and conventions used in this catalogue.

32 TORSO AND LEFT BENT ARM OF WRES
TLER(?)
Somewhere on register III or IV, poor face?

PIs. 12,44
From storage
DESCRIPTION Probably joined skirt, 33.
CONDITION Surface very worn with small to medium
pocks overall; fron t of chest lost; breaks are dissolved.

()IIC tiny drip of bitumen on forearm; some salts in

pocks on back break.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.07; GPH 0.07; GPTh 0.02 m

33 FRINGED SKIRT WITH TUFT OF
WRESTLER(?)
Somewhere on register 111 or IV, poor face?

PIs. 12,44
From stoLlgc
DESCRIPTION Probably joined torso, 32, at waist; too

wcathererl to do so \lOW,

CONDITION Surface similar to that or 32. Tiny drop of

bitumen below tuft; no salts.

DIMENSIONS GPW O,O(); GPH 0.075; GPTh O.O~ m

34 EDGE OF SKIRT AND LEG OF v\'RESTLER(?)
Somewhere on register III or IV, poor bee?

PIs, I~, 44

From stoLlge
DESCRIPTION Slanted skirt over thick leg.
CONDITION Entire surface worn with small pocks, :'\0

salts or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS (;PW 0.025; (;PH 0.0-l7; GPTh 0.01 m

PUBLICATION n: \'1, pI. -l:~B.h

35 KNOB
Somewhere on the top registers

PI. I:)
Formerly register I, "I l'\l '1Sl'," .u top

nESCRIPTION .\ gentle protuberance above the
xu u rot h background ,II the right side of 35 is what

I "I'I,lIldll'", ,'l-lIt('IHlalll 11'111\1'1.\(1':1 \';11111('" ill R\ \.\.\.. P:
I 1-1,

Legrain took to be the remains of a crescent. The

piece does not join the crescent block 6 or reach to
the other face, as Legrain claimed.! A di.uronal incised

line along the left side marks the edge of the 1~)~7 plas
tel' over the ancient surface. The fragment presep,es

0.13 m of the side face of the stela and that surface":..

convex curve is like the preserved part of 6 on the op
posite, good face, prming it belongs on register I.
CONDITION Worn; newly chipped area on back
break,2 Salt patches on face. right and left hre.ik-; no

bitumen.
DIMENSIONS (~P\\' 0.1 N: GPH 0.11; GPTh 0.1 ~ m

PUBLICATION Knob visible only in n'cllllstructi()n: L'l:

\1. pI. -lIb

36 STAR POI:\T
PI. r)
From siorage
DESCRIPTIO]'\; The tip of ,I star point outlined inxid«

has ,I 1l,IITOWlT .mgle than docs th« -t.u on 6, Prob.iblv

does not belong to stela,
CONDITION Surface <lightlv worn; hrl'(lks \\11111. ( )11l'

bitumen drip on face.
DIMENSIONS GPW O.! H):-): (~PH (l.()-l; (~PTh o.rW) in

37 LARGF-S( :.\I.F eRO\\':\ \\TI'II CRF."'i( :F:\I

Somt'\\'here (111 the top regisler...

PI. -l:1

Formerlv register L ..obvcr:... l'''

DESCRIPTION The tTl'SCl'nt on the top 01 Ih is four

horned crown identifies it ,IS belonguu; to ,I moon
god. probablv Xanna, who \\',IS the tuul.uv deitv 01 l'r.

It is the onlv recognizable divine attribu«- Oil th«

stela. L'nfortun.ur lv. the ,In',l be-low the horu- prl'

sen es no part of the h.urd- I. which would inclir.ur IIll'
gender 01 the deity and how he or she !.\ll'd, \\'l' kno«

th.u the crown did not bellll1g III t lu- Sl',lll'd god ,II ih«

right on regl ... tvr L good face. to "hom it W,I' gin'll ill
the 1~)~7 reSI(u.uiou. hn,lIlsl' nne horn (II the C1« 1\\'11

01 that figure is presern'd above the bun «II hair Oil 2

CO~DlTIO~ Two joining ILlglllen,,: -u rI.« l' mostlv

well preserved: all bre.ik ... worn. '-I1lI,11l ,I III 011 11I ol,.tll ...

~ Fi c-vh chip' ut -ronc "('f(' h umd in-ide the "d.1 durinj; Its rli .....
m.uuling.ju-t heluw I, the ",Inger' hlor],
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in crevice of 100HT horn; no bitumen.
DIME~SIO~S c.rw ().~(); GPH 0.20; GPTh 0.03 m

Pl'BLICHIO~ ,\1j l~, p. ~(). photo p. 8~ left; ['}~' \'1. p.
ih, ph. 41a, 4;)(l

38 FR-\G\IE:'\T FRO~l LARGE-SCALE DI\l:\'E
ROBE
Somewhere on the top registers
PI. 4;')
From storage
DESCRIPTION The left side of a figure in a tufted
robe. The outside edge of a row of tufts and a small
section beneath survives. A chip along the edge of the
top tier makes the straight edge look wavy.
CONDITION Worn overall; all breaks clean. No bitu
men or salts.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.025; GPH O.OS; GPTh 0.005 m
PUBLICATION ['£\1, pI. 43B.f, upside down

39 FRAGMENT FROM LARGE-SCALE DIVINE
ROBE
Somewhere on the top registers
PI. 4S
From storage
DESCRIPTION The upper edge of a tufted robe hung
over the bent lower arm of a deity comes from the left
arm (the right arm is usually bare).
CONDITION Stone dissolved overall. No bitumen or
salts.
DIMENSIONS GPyV0.04; GPH 0.03; GPTh 0.01 m
PUBLICATION ['E \ 1, pI. 43B.d, upside down

40 LARGE-SCALE HAND
Somewhere on the top registers
PI. 4h
Formerly register I, "obverse"
DESCRIPTION A left hand has fingers outstretched. It
comes from a figure facing right, hands upraised like
the minor goddesses on register II, good face, or ex
tended in greeting, like the seated goddess at left in
the same scene. It could also come from a frontal fig
ure.3 The plump heel of the palm and profile of the
thumb are carefull v modeled.

3 Like a frontal goddess on Gudea stela: BK no. 4l-\, Louvre.

-l This fragment, 43. and that of the bearded worshiper, 44, are
confused in \\'oolley's records. An illustration of 43 is on the list
with other fragments for shipment in November 1925, The cata
logue number U.6409 actually belongs to the bearded wor
shiper excavated in the 1925-~() season, i.e., 44. 0:' VI, pl. 45e,
since it matches the description in the Ur field catalogue and the
Ur Photo Album no. 559, to which the catalogue refers. (A note
attached to the photo there gives the erroneous number

CONDmON Small pocks on surface; missing tips of all
fingers except forefinger; breaks clean, evenly worn.
="10 bitumen or salts.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.065; GPH 0.07; GPTh 0.025 m
PUBLICATION Seen only in 1927 reconstruction: UE
\1, pI. 41a

41 DIVINE CROWN
PIs. 12.46
From storage
DESCRIPTION A fragment with the back of the crown
and hair bun of a male deity, facing left, is on the scale
of the gods in registers II and III, good face. Traces of
hatched lozenges on bun.
CONDITION Fragile stone, worn, badly flaked at left
edge, side; edges thin and sharp; back break crisp. No
bitumen or salts
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.041; GPH 0.07; GPTh 0.015 m
PUBLICATION UEVI. pl. 43B.a, upside down

42 FRAGMENT OF DIVINE ROBE
PIs. 12,46
From storage
DESCRIPTION The bent tufts on this robe suggest it
comes from the waist of a seated deity facing left. The
division between the clusters of tufts is preserved, and
the spacing between them suggests they belong to a
deity on the scale of the gods on register II, good face.
CONDITION Surface partly eroded; all breaks crisp.
Droplets of salts on damaged relief surface; no bitu
men.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.025; GPH 0.07; GPTh 0.015 m

43 FIGURE WITH AXE 4

PIs. 12,46
Formerly register V, "obverse"
DESCRIPTION A figure, in a long robe that covers his
bent left arm, faces left holding an implement with a
rectangular blade upright in his left hand. He is ap
proximately the size of the kings on register II, good
face.
CONDITION The relief is in good condition; broken
areas on front face, worn. Drips on right break from

U.6609.) The findspot given for U.6409 in UEVI, p. 98 is "KPS,"
which is between the Giparu and Ekhursag. This corresponds to
the location given in the report to the Director, Nov. 25, 1925
(British Museum Archives), in which a photo of the bearded wor
shiper 44 is labeled "found in a wall of a later building second
site," i.e., the site described in the report after the excavations of
the Giparu, A}VI, pp. 377ff.

However, ibid., p. 377, Woolley tells of a bearded figure from
the stela in the destruction of the Giparu by Samsuiluna of the
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puddle of bitumen on upper right comer; sanded to
remove>; small drops of salts on bottom break. Short
modern chisel marks and large chipped area on back
break; cracked through shoulder since 1925 photo
graph.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.19; GPH 0.23; GPTh 0.085 m.
Thickness is 0.07 m less than that recorded at time of
shipping, 1925.
PUBUCATION MJ18, p. 96 right; UEVI, p. 79, pI. 44g,
wrongly labeled U .6409

44 BEARDED WORSHIPER t. .64095

PIs. 12,47
Formerly register V, "reverse"
DESCRIPTION A bearded figure facing left has the
edge of a hand preserved before his face. The angle of
the proper left arm shows that it is extended. The head
is the small size of the drummer on register IV, poor
face. The hair style and beard is likewise similar to that
drummer's and the wrestler's in the same register.

This is the only case on the stela in which someone
with hair and a short beard wears the robe of the king
and bald attendants. This recalls the statue of the
crown prince of Lagash, Ur-Ningirsu, who is shown
curly headed and bearded in contrast to his bald and
clean-shaven father, Gudea.f Perhaps the hair and
heard on the ste-la identifies the figure as crown
prince.7 One such bearded figure clothed in this robe
appears on a floating fragment of the Gudea stelae.f
Another is led before a seated goddess on a cvlinder
seal belonging to a scribe of Gudea.9

CONDITION Relief moxtlv verv worn; bridge of nose.
front of eye with brow preserved; back break worn,
with fresh chisel marks. Bitumen drip on top of head.
chipped shoulder, robe, bottom break; chip found in
debris inside bottom of stela that joins top break.
TLHTS of numerals visible on top of head:
"A) ... f) ... 76[?]" possibly = "16676, ,. the Univcrsitv :--'111

scum accession number for the whole stela.
F'INDSPOT ?10

DIMENSIONS «rw O.ll; GPH 0.1 ~F"); GPTh ca. ().():)~ m

lsi Dvn.istv of Balwlon-a diffe-rent and earlier context than the
one just d('sl lilH'd hUI lllle thai matches the context llf l'.().l09
gi\l'1I on p. II in {'F \'1 (with the rn oueous reference to pI.
·l!lh). The discllvery of.1 piece III the stela in this destruction fill
clluld lu- of importuno: for determining the date ~II which the
mouuuu-nt \\~IS dl''\II()\('d. sn' Chapter 1.

:lTll1 ... II.lgll\l·nl is l:.IiIll~I. illustr.iu-d {'FYI. pl. Flt': SIT pll'lt'd
IlIg 1101(' h n 1 oul u ... illll with .. :~. the fi~ull' with an .1"1'

II n«. I I. pl. 11 I: Sp\lkl'l (111"1. no. (:t~

7 Sp\lkl'l (Ihid .. l ': (1IIi) sllggl' ...u-d Ih.11 l'I-:"ingir ... u m.r, h~l\e

\\llill the hl'.u d hcc au-«: Ill' \\.1' .•1' hi ... e\l· ... "'"ggnt. ill.

PUBUCATI0:\ [E \ 1, ph. -11 b. -1,3e

45 FIGCRE wrrn CCR\"ED OBJECT ('\l-IIS~:)

PIs. 12,47
Formerly register III. "obverse
DESCRIPTION A figure, bald and bare-chested, extends
his muscular right arm across his chest. The figure j ...

much smaller than others on the stela. In his left hand,
raised to shoulder level, he grasps the handle of a bad
ly denuded object that has a slight curve on the left
side.l ' His inner ear is articulated onlv with .l drill
hole; his eyelid is heavier, eye rounder, and neck
longer than those of other figures. Xo collar bone j"

indicated. The edges of the relief are cut back straight.
If these peculiarities mean that the piece is from a dif....
ferent stela, it was one carved of the same stone ,IS the
other fragments.
CONDITION Surface mostly good; tip of nose. cheek
damaged; bottom, left. and back breaks slightlv dis
solve-d. \1£111\' drops (If salts on top break with thin film
toward front face; small. thin bitumen patches on rc

lief surface.
DIMENSIONS GP\\, ().~~: GPH ().W-F): GPTh ().():) .....) m

PUB UCATION ,\If I H. p. q{l left; ['1'.'\1, pp. ii- iH. pIs.
41a,44d

46 FEET ,\;,\0 HOOF(?)
PIs. 12, 4~
Formerly register II. "reverse," right, beneath .... \;\11

douds
DESCRIPTION This fragment of an unusual ....1 I'fl(' i .... un ....
Iortunatelv in poor condition and difficult to interpret.
On it, the feet and h.m: lower kg.... of a IH'I 's( III l.11 illg

left .uc placed far apart, perhaps to .... lIggn! motion.
Behind him is wh.u may be the foot of an animal. ,\
human foot in this position would have till' .mh show

ing. This one is nat .md there is a wide flange (I II' un
finished .ue.i) behind the heel. The leg is .... tn·!1 hed
forward at a -l.i-degree angle .. \ projection on the II l>
per back of the leg look .... like the beginning of an .1IIi

mars underbelly but the vurl:u c here i ... too badlv pre-

s Bl\no.. 55, from {:ros· ... I·V.I\~llions.

9 Porada. PJ[. no. ~7,l. pI. XLIII: inscription: ibid .. tcvt \'01.. P: :,.,.
III commenting on the ...c-al, POI.IlI.I. llollng the smularirv 10 the
l.'r-Xmgirsu figure. suggn[('d the ()('.II'I-1 111.1\ he .1 <urviv.rl of
vkkadian traditions.

10 ,,",n' above 11. .f 011 probk-m-, with the pro\l'llan, ('S gin'n 101

1111'" piece.

11 An implement like th,u 011 .111 inl.n IIo III Kish? ,,( ( 1 \\',llchn.
'"' Langdon. Fxcavatiouv at 1\1\ !I ll'-( )\/0,." rid" .\[I/It'"m F\!"tllt,oll
(\'.111'. l~l:q), p. tl). pI. '\'\X.:'
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«-rvecl to rule out its being a skirt. Something with a
vertical left edge preserved hangs down against the top
(Ii the foot. Part of the area above this is raised but no

-h.ipe is discernable.
CONDITION Crack behind figure's back leg; relief sur
face badly pocked, dissolved, in places soft; little origi
nal surface. Bitumen drops on surface and damaged
areas; one drop on back; no salt deposits. The lower
edge and right break of the divider was chiseled flat in
antiquity (i.e., before the bitumen dripped), perhaps
in an ancient repair.
DIMENSIONS GP\Y 0.2S: GPH 0.165; GPTh 0.035 m
PUBUCATION UF\l, p. 78. n. 118 on p. 108, pls, 41b,
register II right, -1--1-a right

47 LEG AND SKIRT
PIs. 12,49
Formerly, leg alone, on register III, "obverse"; re
stored together with foot on bricks, 20, as left leg of
servant behind king, register III, good face (14); skirt
from storage
DESCRIPTION A figure faces left, proper right leg prob
ably raised. His skirt pulls taut over the thigh and up
above the proper left knee. It is unusually short and
has a very wide fringe that ends above the hem. The
proper right kneecap is indicated bv a groove, the left,
hv a raised area. The edge of the proper right calf ap
pears along the left break.
CONDITION Three pieces; excellent condition; leg
more worn than skirt; breaks clean, worn. No salts; two
bitumen drops on leg, left and back break.
FINDSPOT "Filling of Lower Courtyard L.L." = "Dub
lal-mah"?1~

DIMENSIONS GP\N 0.08; GPH 0.1 OS: GPTh 0.02 m
PUBUCATION UEVI, pI. -1-1a, register III, right; [lEVI,
pI. -1-~b, at right above building

48 S~L\LL LEG A.l'\lD SKIRT
PIs. 12,49
From storage
DESCRIPTION Section across a small figure facing
right, which includes both sides of the body, part of
the diagonal skirt hem, and the sides of the proper left
leg. This fragment must represent the part above the
knee, as there is no curve for knee or calf. The surface
of the skirt follows the shape of the underlying legs.
CONDITION Surface and breaks in good but worn
condition; leg surface lost. No salts or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPvV0.065; GPH 0.048; GPTh 0.021 m

12 This findspot was given tL 'EVI, p. 92) for all brick fragments
illustrated on ibid., pI. 43b. where 47 is illustrated.

PUBliCATION [IE \1. pI. -1-3A.c

49 CROSSED ARMS
PI. -1-9
From storage
DESCRIPTION A lower right arm with clenched fist is
crossed tightly over the lower left arm of another fig
ure to the right, suggesting some sort of struggle. The
crook of the arm of the figure at right is preserved.
The arms belong to small figures approximately the
size of the butchers on register II, poor face (12).
CONDITION Worn overall; pocks, some large; back
break dissolved. No bitumen; several tiny specks of

salts.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.025; GPH 0.065; GPTh 0.012 m
PUBUCATION UEVI, pI. 43BJ

50 LARGE HEAD
PIs. 12. 49
Formerly register IV, "reverse," right, on right side of
restored drum in 1927 reconstruction; moved to left in
same register when wrestlers (29) inserted
DESCRIPTION The head of a large male figure facing
left, with hair combed forward in thick wavy strands
over the brow, would be approximately the size of the
wrestler's on 29 if he had a beard. The curve in the
worn jaw area suggests that he had no beard.
CONDITION Surface very worn with small pocks; eye
socket, back of eyelid, bridge of nose, lip-line visible in
raking light; back break pocked and chipped. No salts
or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.07; GPH 0.08; GPTh 0.035 m
PUBliCATION MJ 18, p. 90 top row center; [IE VI, p.
79, pls. 41b, register IV, right, 45b

51 HEAD UNDER DMDER
PIs. 12, 49
Formerly register V, "obverse," left
DESCRIPTION Facing right immediately under a di
vider is the head of a bearded male, approximately the
size of the wrestler's on register IV, poor face (29).
The figure must be standing on an unusual platform
as high as that under the nude attendant in that
scene. The hair is combed forward and the beard
arranged in rows of curls. It is uncertain whether the
thin lines in the moustache area are carved or are
cracks from weathering like those on the nose. The
proper left shoulder looks hunched.
CONDITION Four tight-fitting fragments mended be-
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flaking. :\0 salts or bitumen.
DI~IE:\'SIO:\'S GP"r O.()-J-; GPH n./H5; (~PTh ().OI m

55 HA.."D(~)

PI. 50
From storage

DESCRIPTION Possibly a tapered lower arm and ex

tended hand, in the scale of the king on register II.
good face (12).

CONDmON Surface partlv lost: one edge of thumbj P).
fingers(?) preserved: old breaks. Salt drop, bitumen on
back.

56 OBJECTS ABO\'E DI\lDER
PI. :10

From storage

DESCRIPTION .\ho't· (?) a base line there is. at left. an

object shaped like a small foot (with something at
tached to the heel?); at right, a puzzling quasi-pvr.uni
dal element.

CONDITION Re-lief -urface losl: background well pre

-crved. Two large globules of salts on bottom hrcak:

several drips and wide film on top break: no bitumcu.
DIMENSIONS LP\\, fl.~-I-; (~PH fl.06: CPTh (1.1-1- m

57 PART OF FI(a'RE 1:'\ FRl:\(;ED ROBE
PIs. I~. ;-) 1

From ~I( lrage

DESCRIPTION The CI nnplctc (II )'>'> "l'lllOIl of the lowcl
part ofa figure is at till' scah: of the king Oil Il'gi~llT II.
good face, at left. .\ II lot under the ge iwn "he1\\" I he fig
ure \\';\s facing left and the central vertical lrillge '>lIg
gl'Sl~ the arm w;p, bent ()\'IT the w.uvt. There is no ,>igll

01 the flap oyer the arm. but the are~l the flap u-uallv

occupies is raised above the rest of the g,trI11t'Ilt.
CO;\;DITION (~ood relief surface; (t'nter chipped ofl.

:\0 salts: thick bitumen from back break O\l'I onto left

face and top and bottom hrc.ik«.

DIMENSIONS GPW fl.1~; GPH fl.0:-1.-); LITh ().fl:~ 111

GPv\' 0.06; GPH 0.06; GPTh fl.fl:! m
[7:' \ 1, pI. -I-:).-\.f

DIMENSIONS

PUBLICATION

52 HEAD FRAGMENT
PIs, 12,50

From storage

DESCRIPTION The back of the head and rim of the ear

of a figure facing ri~ht is probably the same size as the
nude attendant in the wrestling scene on register IV,
poor face (29).

CONDITION Surface worn; back break dissolved. No
salts or bitumen.

DIMENSIONS GPW 0.028; GPH 0.04; GPTh 0.014 m

fore first restoration of building scene; breaks worn ex
cept back; surface well preserved except for shall 0",,'

chips in hair and beard. ~o salts; bitumen drop in eve
partially scratched off.

Findspot "Filling of Lower Courtyard L.L." = "Dub
lal-mah"13

DIMENSIONS GPW 0.07; GPH 0.14; GPTh 0.045

PUBLICATION As single fragment: MJ] k, p. 94; UEVI,

pls, 41a, 44e; in restored building scene: UE VI, pls.
41a,43b

53 SMALL BEARDED HEAD
PIs. I~, 50

Formerly re~ist(T IV, "reverse," right, on left side of re
stored drum in 1~)~7 reconstruction; nu ivc-d to left in

same registcr when wrestlers (29) inserted

DESCRIPTION The head of a bearded male facing

right is about two-thirds the size of the wrestler's on 29.
His hair, combed forward from the crown, is clustered

into an unusual style with groups of w.ivv strands. The

short beard is CI )\'(Ted with squares. The scale and stvle

of the figure suggest it could come from a different
monument.

CONDITION Worn; crisp breaks; front of face lost;

pock at thro.u: ;\ bump on forehead. Some small

specks of salts; no bitumen.

DIMENSIONS GPW 0.0-1-0; GPH 0.07; GPTh 0.034 m

PlfRLICATION MIl H, p. 90 top middle, n: VI. p. 7~),

pIs, -I- I b, 45d

54 SI-IOULDER(?)
PI. 50
From stor;\ge
DESC.RIPTION ,\11 finished relief edge in the shape of a

proper right shoulder h.is ,I n.urow width of back

ground .uound it.
CONDITION Relief sutl.uc: loxt ; back break ck-an but

58 FRAC\IE:\T OF FRI:\( ;ED R( )BE

Pis. I:!.:1I
From storage
DESCRIPTIO;\; A portion of the right "ide of a fi~lIle ill

a fring-ed robe is prl"'el\ed. The g;trI11ent '" 111111'>11.\1 ill
haying the wide border along the left edge of the HT-

l:i (,hi, Iilld'p(l\ \\.\' ~I\('I\ (i "'\'1. p. ~l~) for all "IiI k Ir.'~IlH'Il"
illll'Ir.llt'd nil ibid .. pl.t:\h. whl'l (' 51 j, illu-uan-d.
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tical fringe. The remains of the flap over the arm is al
so unusual in that it falls immediately beside the verti
cal fringe and h.is fine. thin fringes.
CONDITION Relief surface worn: some medium size
pocks; small shell imbedded left of fringe; back and
bottom breaks dissolved. :\'0 salts or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPvV 0.065: GPH 0.055; GPTh 0.02 m
PUBUCATION [lE\1, pI. -!3B.g, turned on left side

59 FR-\GMENT OF FRINGED ROBE
PIs. 12,51
From storage
DESCRIPTION A section of vertical fringe raised above
the left side of the garment has a narrow border on
the right side. An incision to the right of the fringe
marks the edge of the flap which is raised slightly. This
could belong to the figure with an axe, 43 (PI. 12).
CONDITION Relief surface good. No salts; bitumen
drips on relief and top break.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.03; GPH 0.015; GPTh 0.006 m
PUBUCATION [7~' VI, pI. 43B.c, turned on left side

60 FRAGMENT OF FRINGED GOWN
PI. 51
From storage
DESCRIPTION One section of fringe exists on this frag
ment. The condition suggests it could come from 28a.
CONDITION Relief surface almost detached from very
worn stone. No salts; two small drips of bitumen on
broken surfaces beneath relief.
DIMENSIONS GPvVO.O-!: GPH 0.07: GPTh 0.015 m

61 DRUMMER'S(?) SKIRT
PIs. 12,51
From storage
DESCRIPTION This small fragment has a section of a
pleated garment like that worn by the drummers on
register IV. poor face (28a).
CONDmON Center surface worn off; all breaks old.
Two globules of salts near bottom break; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.06; GPH 0.06; GPTh 0.02 m

62 DRUM FRAGMENT
PIs. 12.51
From storage
DESCRIPTION A small section of a drum rests on the

H On BKno. 65 and Istanbul Archaeological Museum no. 5805,
unpublished, the figure around the corner from the drum has
arm raised, presumably to strike a drum. This suggests that two
drums were used side by side, However, the fact that the second

top of a raised surface on which there is no trace of an
inscription. The drum is of the same knobbed type as
that on register IV, poor face (28a) but larger. 63 may
belong to it. The only place the drum can fit on this
face, assuming a drummer on either side, is on the
right side of register V. There is no room for it in reg
ister III above the wrestling block, 29. We might expect
it there (i.e., in register III) by analogy to the drums
shown side by side on Gudea stelae where there is
sometimes only one drummer. H There is too much
uncertainty to include the piece in the reconstruction.
CONDITION Surface worn with pocks; back break dis
solved; all breaks old. No bitumen or salts.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.09; GPH 0.11; GPTh 0.02 m

63 DRUM FRAGMENT
PIs. 12,51
Formerly register IV, "reverse," right, restored drum in
1927 reconstruction; moved to register V when
wrestlers (29) inserted in register IV.
DESCRIPTION This fragment of a drum probably be
longed with 62 and has been restored with it here (PI.
12) .
CONDITION Surface and breaks very worn. Salt glob
ules on top break; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.12; GPH 0.13; GPTh 0.04 m
PUBUCATION UEVI, pl. 41b

64 GOATS(?)
PIs. 12, 52
From storage
DESCRIPTION Part of two bearded goats(?) standing on
a low platform facing each other. The platform is ap
proximately the height of the top step of the goddess's
dais on register II, good face (12). What appear to be a
hoof, slender leg, beard, and edge of shoulder of the
right goat are preserved together with the tip of the
hoof and beard of the left. Both "beards" have slightly
concave sides and are wide and cut off straight at the
bottom. The legs are slenderer than those of the goat
in the butchering scene on register II, poor face (12).
CONDmON Worn surface with small pocks; large chip
on platform and divider; back, left, top breaks slightly
dissolved. Small globules of salts on back, left, top
breaks; two tiny drops of bitumen on front.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.07; GPH 0.11; GPTh 0.03 m

drum is always around the corner and that from certain angles,
only one drum could be seen at a time could mean that the same
drum is represented twice. See the drum without a drummer on
BK no. 89. The relief around the corner is broken.
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65 COW ANI) CALF
PIs. 12,52

From storage

DESCRIPTION A bull calf stands in front of a larger
bovine. Only the forward leg of the latter is preserved,
and shows a raised disc at the knee joint.
CONDITION Surface slightly worn with small pits; old
breaks except at lower left; shell in back break. No salts
or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.07; GPH 0.06; GPTh 0.02 m

PUBLICATION UEVI, pl. 43A.e

66A, B
See following 28d in Chapter 4, p. 37.

67 COILED ROPE(?)
PI. 52

From storage
DESCRIPTION Section of curved object outlined by
three rounded ridges that taper down to the back
ground. These bend up just before the top break (as
orien ted here). A wide curved elemen t extends in
from right to cover a section of the lower ridges.
CONDITION Stone well preserved; crisp breaks. ;\10

salts or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.03; GPH 0.045; GPTh 0.02 m

68 CURVED OBJECTS
PI. 52

From storage
DESCRIPTION On the end surface of a deep, narrow
slice of the stela is a small section of three concentric
ridges, the outside one the largest. These abut a thick
element curved in the opposite direction.
CONDITION Surface well preserved; all breaks crisp
but worn. Some salt globules on face and right break;

three drops bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.03; GPH 0.09; GPTh 0.10 m

69 POLE(?)
PI. 52
From storage
DESCRIPTION ,\ bee along the left side of the stela has
a vertical dement with something else at right angles
to it (as oriented here). To the right is a section of
g-ood surface. Above this is a raised area.
CONDITION Worn ove-rall. front face covered with
pocks; top. rig-ht and buck breaks dissolved.
IlIMENSIONS (;PW 0.05; (~PH O.OWl; GPTh 0.02 m

70 \\'ATER(?) ALO:\G PL-\TFOR.\I
PI. 53

Formerly register I, "obverse," before seated god
DESCRIPTION Two streams of liquid undulate along
the front of a "platform" on top of a divider. Falling
onto them, at the right side, a small element with two

horizontal groO\'es remains. The left, sloping edge of
this element is preserved: the right edge is broken.
CONDmON Relief surface mostly well preserved: small
pocks; chips; breaks worn. :\0 salts or bitumen,
DIMENSIONS GPv\' 0.105; GPH 0.10:1; GPTh 0.0-1:1 m
PUBLICATION L'!:-' \1. pl. -l l a, register I. before the
seated god

71 HEAPED BASKET (~)

PI. 53

From storage
DESCRIPTION On the end of a deep slice through the
stela is a triangular relief surface with a good edge.
Midway down the left side (as oriented here) an edge
of relief is preserved. There is also an edge of relief
along the right side. Recessed above this is ~\ ridge end
ing in a circular element at left. Above this are multi
ple wavv ridges. one surrounding an almond-shaped
element. Something with surface lost projects to the
right at the bottom of the preserved relief.
CONDITION .\11 surface" dissolved. Bitumen drip un
der salt deposit on back and upper right ot break,
DIMENSIONS (;P\\' 0.1 Ii: GP\\' canoed -urface (J.O:l;

GPH 0.2-1; GPTh 0,20 m

72 ~vl0LDI:\G (~)

PI. :l:)
Fr. nu storage
DESCRIPTION \\'h~\t appears to be a section of an elab
orate edge consists of a wide band that "lope" inward
(as orien ted here). bordered at the top hv two ridgn.
the outer lower than the inner. Something (that is now

lost) projected at the bottom of the band.
CONDITION Surface tine grained; breaks dis« lh «d.

;\10 salts or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS (;1'\\' 0.016; GPH O.O-l2: CPTh O.O:):1m

73 CH.-\RIOT FRO:'\T
PIs. 12. :)-l. :1:)

From storage
DESCRIPTION A chariot front seen en[arc has a double

curved handrail ending .ibov e the tron I. Thi- h.i-. .1

midrib decorated with three vertical riduc-; ()1\ either
side of the midrib are two figures in horned (TO\\n v.
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probablv bullrnen like those on the chariot fronts on
the Gudea stelae.!:' A series of notches is visible on the
proper right edge (It the crown of the figure at left. It
i~ just possible to make out the raised areas of the
....hould.-rs of both figures, and that of the face and
beard of the one at the right. That figure's proper up
per arm is preserved, as well as the lower edge of his
proper right forearm, which crosses his waist. A vertical
strut on the left side of the chariot front extends
above it. Another strut projects from it to the left. This
could be the arched pole or perhaps the pointed bot
tom of a quiver like those seen attached at an angle to

the front of chariots in the Early Dynastic period.I''
In the pocked area above the double curved

handrail (the left tip of which is preserved) the bat
tered outline of two rampant homed animals opposite
each other, heads turned back over their shoulders,
may be seen in a strong contrasting light. The outline
of both pairs of horns and the lower part of the back
legs of both animals, though damaged, may just be
made out. The back side of the animal at left is com
pletely missing. Judging from the short curved horns
and the puff at the end of the tail of the right animal,
these are bulls. Tendrils ending with a leaf may lie to
the right of the right bull. A sketch of what, from the
faint traces, I think was there is on PI. 55.
CONDITION Four long-separated and worn but still
joining pieces; soft, Yen' poor surface, covered with
deep pocks. No bitumen or salts.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.13; GPH 0.19; GPTh 0.01 m
SAMPUNG July 1991

74 OBJECT V\1TH CROSSED STRUTS(?)
PI. 56
From storage
DESCRIPTION Under a raised area at the top of the
fragment are clear but disjointed traces of some object
or objects. One "strut" crosses over another at about a
4D-degree angle. The upper end of the top strut (at
left as viewed) abuts a wide area whose edges curve
downward and seem to continue on the left side along
the raised area on the small left piece. At the bottom
of the fragment, the acute intersection of two other
straigh t edges is preserved.
CONDITION Three fragments, the two large ones
joined before 1986; surface mainlv dissolved with wide,

15 BK nos. -l5a, -lha, b, n in Berlin, Paris, and Istanbul, respec
tivelv.

16 Best represented in the Early Dynastic period by the series of
chariots on the standard from Ur, Frankfort, A and ,1. pI. 36; for
this and other examples, see I\L-Th. Barrelet, "Peut-on remettre

deep pits; large pebble behind crossing elements. No
salts; bitumen on lower right corner of relief face.
DIMENSIONS GP,,,' 0.14; GPH 0.17; GPTh 0.03 m

75 "AL'\lGEL"TORSO(?); ANIl'v1AL HEAD(?)

PI. 56
From storage
DESCRIPTION A large curved object is attached to
something that is covered with wavy lines and has a
double curved edge. In 1986 I thought this was part of
a "flying angel" with a misshapen arm like the "angels"
in the top registers. Turned differently (as here), the
curved element looks like the horn of a very large ani
mal with shaggy hair.
CONDITION Two pieces, joined before 1987; worn
and chipped; incisions are clear. No salts; bitumen
above "horn' partly scraped off.
DIMENSIONS GPv\' 0.075; GPH 0.05; GPTh 0.015 m
PUBUCATION UEVI, pl. 43A.g; Canby 1987, fig. 8, p.
59; Canby 1998, fig. 12

76 UNIDENTIFIED
PI. 56
From storage
DESCRIPTION A worn fragment has several rounded
and straight areas of no recognizable shape neatly
raised above the background.
CONDITION All sides dissolved; grainy surface. No
salts; numerous bitumen drips on the relief face; small
er ones on back break.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.09; GPH 0.045; GPTh 0.015

77 CURVED ELEMENTS
PI. 56
From storage
DESCRIPTION There are clear edges of two curved ele
ments on the fragment, but surfaces are gone and the
carved area too small to suggest the subject.
CONDITION Fine-grained stone; some areas well pre
served; all breaks old. Small areas of salts on face;
speck on left break; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.03; GPH 0.92

78 FIGURE(?)
PI. 56
From storage

en question la 'restitution materielle de la stele des vautours'r"
JNES29 (1970), p. 242, fig. 9 a, b, f, h (the last three quivers have
pointed bottoms). For original of ibid., fig. 9 h see no. 255 in B.
Buchanan, Catalogue ofAncient Near Eastern Seals in the Ashmolean
All/IPI/ln. CvlinderSeals (Oxford, 1966).
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DESCRIPTION The edges of the raised areas on this
fragment suggest that a figure in a short skirt facing

right may be represented. The surface is too damaged
to be certain.

CONDITION Condition similar to that of chariot (73):

soft stone, dissolved, pitted, and pocked overall. Film

of salts on the back; bitumen on lower left relief face.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.09; GPH O.OH?i; GPTh 0.03 m

79 STANDARDS(?)
PI. 57

From storage
DESCRIPTION Two upright poles(?) are discernable.

CONDITION Condition similar to that of chariot (73);

pits smaller; stone dissolved. Salt film on back; bitu

men drop bottom of right pole.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.07; GPH 0.065; GPTh 0.015 m

80 STANDARDS(?)
PI. 57
From storage
DESCRIPTION Two upright poles and another element

at rig-ht.
CONDITION Two pieces with worn joins. Condition
similar to that of chariot (73); pocks not as large. Salt

film; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.09; GPH O.O~I; GPTh 0.015 m

81 POLE(?)

PI. 57
From storag-c
DESCRIPTION Sccl ion or a rounded pole (?) at the left

edge of the fragmen I.

CONDITION Relief surface flaking; dissolved. S;d Is on

front surface: no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW O.O~!); GPH O.OG; GPTh O.OF) m

82 ELEMENT ABOVE DIVIDER
PI. 57
From storage
DESCRIPTION . \ small section of a divider below piece

or lhc background and some relief ;11 left on it.
CONDITION Slone vcrv fine graillcd; in part polished;

hrc.rks dissolved. Smear of salts on corner back break:

small binuucu drip on top brenk.
DIMENSIONS (; p\\' O.w; ePH O.O:~; ePTh 0.07 m

83 EI .FI\IFNT .\IH )\'E Dl\'IDER

PI. r17
Fn I III slOl.lge
DESCRJI>TION SOll\ething (uvitlu-r an undul.uiuu liq

uid nor ;1 root) lies along the outside edge abov« .1 di

virlr-r. The lop of the regisler below is preSlT\nl.

CO:":DITIO:": Surface good; old, clean breaks. :\c) salts

or bitumen.
DI\IE:":510:":5 GP\Y U.U6: GPH ().fl': GPTh D.n:t-) m

84 COR.'\ER FR-\G~lE~T \\lTH POLE{?)
PI. 57
From storage

DESCRIPTION A deep slice of the edge of the stda pre
serves a small segment of two registers of the bee.

Along the left edge of the lower regi'\lt:T is an upright

polet-) .
CONDmON Three very worn pieces; old breaks: relief

surface more pocked than divider. Side face and p;lrt
of front face covered with thick salts. in places over hi

tumen; large areas of bitumen on side and front Laces.

some in thick drops; right break clean.
DIMENSIONS CP\\, side face O. n: GPH"ide Lin' D,Iq:
(~P\\' front face (1.1)~ m

85 C:\IDE~TIFIED

PI. :)H

From storagc
DESCRIPTION ,\ wide flat surface with non-parallel top
and bottom edge-, i ... O.Il.) m abc» e the h;ll'kground . .\

convex edge is at the top of background.

CONDITION Re-maining "'lIrbces we-ll prnl'l\ «d: all
breaks dissolved. Salts on top break; t huk globllin and
film or salts on left break beside relief "'llrf,IlT; sLlt

tered drops farther hack: no hituuu-n.

DIMENSIONS (~P\\' O.(Hi: CPH 0.11; (~PTh 0..1fI.-1 111

86 EDGE
PI. :)H

From stllLlge
DESCRIPTIO:" On the lowe-r left corner of a fragment
of b.ukuround (.IS orie-nted here) i ... a I oundcd l'(1~e

(';1. O.O:~ m high.
CONDITION Fine-grained surface, smoothe-d .... t uuc

chipped areas: all old brcak-. Fat globule of s.llls OJ\

bottom break; fat, sagging globule ... on right and top
break, salt film with s.ilt SpCl ks on right l·dgl· of fl.u

surface: no bitumen.
DlI\IENSIONS GP\\, 0.17; GPH O.Oli; (,1' n. fl. I :Fl m

87 EDGE OF POLE(?)
PI. .-);-\

From ... lllrag('
DESCRIPTIO:" A fr.urrneut of h,llkgl ()lIIHI with ;, "'111,111

battered sectioJ\ of ,I rounded object ;\1 Uppl'! kit (.1'"

oriented here).
CO:"DITIO:\ Relief ...urfucc fine gLI\IH'd. smoothed:

scatter('d sm.rll l" ll"ks: worn hll',lks clc.m . ".,g~ing

drop ,II hiturneu on top break.
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DIMENSIONS (~PW 0.06: GPH 0.11; GPTh 0.08 m

88 DIYIDER(?)
PI. :1R
From storage
DESCRIPTION Part of a dividing band(?) projects an
unusual 0.02 m at a sloping angle from the back
ground.
CONDITION Very fine grained stone; dissolved and
weathered overall. :\'0 salts or bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GP\,V 0.05; GPH 0.07; GPTh 0.035 m

89 INCISED SURFACE
Pl. 58
From storage
DESCRIPTION One small edge of a raised flat surface is
preserved in the upper left corner of the fragment (as
oriented here); three faint incised lines at right are at
an acute angle to this edge.
CONDITION Stone weathered and chipped. Large
globules salts on bottom, back, left sides; one drip on
face; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.04; GPH 0.06; GPTh 0.025 m

90 EDGE
PI. 58
From storage
DESCRIPTION Raised edge at top left of background
(as oriented here).
CONDITION Relief surface with numerous wide, deep
pocks, pink buff (rusty) tint overall; top break dis
solved. Bottom break covered with salts; some on top,
hack breaks.
DIMENSIONS GP\J\' 0.09; GPH 0.06; GPTh 0.05 m

91 EDGES
PI. 59
From storage
DESCRIPTION Small raised areas remam at the top
right corner and left edge (as oriented here) of a wide
flat face.
CONDITION Relief face smooth, mostly fine grained;
small pebble in face; scattered pocks, some large.
Heavv salt deposit on right and back breaks; some salts
on face near right break; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.14; GPH 0.09; GPTh 0.06 m

92 DI\1DER
PI. 59
From storage
DESCRIPTION This section of a divider has a slightly ta
pered juncture with the background.
CONDITION Very fine grained; relief surface
smoothed; clean old breaks. No salts or bitumen.

DIMENSIONS GPW 0.065; GPH 0.035; GPTh 0.015 m

93 DMDER
PI. 59
From storage
DESCRIPTION A section of a divider projects 0.01 m
above the background.
CONDITION Stone worn, pocked. No salts; bitumen
drips in damaged areas on face.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.05; GPH 0.085; GPTh 0.05 m

94 CORNER
PI. 59
From storage
DESCRIPTION This section of a corner comes from a
background area.
CONDITION Fine-grained, smooth surface, well pre
served; clean breaks. Speck of salts front face and back
break; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.04; GPH 0.065; GPTh 0.035 m

95 SURFACE
Not illustrated
From storage
DESCRIPTION Deep, diagonal sliver through stela with
one small recessed worked surface.
CONDITION Dissolved and pocked overall. Scattered
thick salt clusters on bottom (as oriented here) break;
also on right break with mildew(?); bitumen left of
worked surface; large drip on bottom break.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.23; GPH 0.08; GPTh 0.27 m

96 BACKGROUND
PI. 59
From storage
DESCRIPTION Deep slice through stela with one plain
worked face.
CONDITION Smooth surface; some scattered pocks,
several large; large globules salts on top, bottom
breaks; thin salt skin running over left break; salts with
some bitumen (?) on top of back break.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.15; GPH 0.07; GPTh 0.25 m

97 BACKGROUND
PI. 59
From storage
DESCRIPTION Small section of stela probably contain
ing background.
CONDITION Stone fine grained with scattered small
pocks; right side dissolved with larger pocks. Large
globule salts left upper corner; several on left break;
some salts on top, bottom breaks; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.13; GPH 0.06; GPTh 0.062 m



APPENDIX 1

The Text of the "Ur-Namma" Stela
Steve Tin n0'

The text of the stela I was published in copy as VET
I, 44(a) and (b), with a photograph of fragment 1 of
part (b) on pI. H. It is republished here in line draw
ing and tonal copy (PI. 60). Although the copy in VET
I sometimes presents as perfectly clear signs that can
be read only partially and with great difficulty, the pho
tograph in VET I suggests that the inscription itself has
not deteriorated dramatically over the last seven tv
years. Some specific points of disagreement or diffi
culty are addressed in the commentary below. Other
recent scholarly editions of the stela inscription are to
be found in Steible, FAOS9/2, 134-138 (as Urnammu
29), and Frayne, RIME 3/2, 57-58 (as Ur-Nammu

£3/2.1.1.22).
The following edition of the inscription omits the

piece LET I, -l-lfa) , Ur-Xamma's name, which Ius
now been shown not to be part of the stela (see Chap
ter 1, n. 3). The old reconstruction of the monument
shows that CET I, -l-lt b) fragments 1. :!. and 3 join in
the order :2+:)+ 1. The transliteration given below IS

based on renewed collations, but the surface of the
monument is so pitted and difficult to read in plan's
that it is unlikelv that anv reading of the text could be
considered cornpletelv definitive.

Note: signs underlined are given on the hand cop"
in UETI, but are not legible on the stela.

TEXT AND TRANSLATIOr\

Column i
(approximately 32 lines missing)
I'. [ ]
2'. [ ] IXI

T. [ ] 1M

4'. [ ] 'x' [...]
(gap of approximately 2 lines)
0", [Id ... ] the canal ..... "

1". 'mul-[ba-al] he dug;
~" id[ ... ] the canal .....

T' [ ...]
,t" 'rnul-ba-al l] he dug;
r;" id [x-(x) ]-na the canal ...... "
.) .
Cot lid? (x) x I DU? the canal' .....) .
7". dnanna (of) Nanna,"

~" mu-ba-al
g" id drnannal-/gll-gal

10" lid ki-sur-ra'

11" [d] rnin-gir-su
1:!" 'rnul-ba-al

IT' id gu-bi-eridu "1_g~l

H" id riL-1_[x]

1-" dnin-Igir-su1:)

16" 111u-ba-a [I]

Column ii
(approximatelv :27 lines missing)
I'. [ ... ] IKI 1

he dug:
the canal ":\ .m

Ila-gugal .',

the hOUIHbr\,
ranal
of \:illgirsu.
he dug:
the CII\;1! "( -uhi

Eriduga."
the canal. ..
o! \:ingirsu,
he dug.

I The following bibliographic abbreviations are used in this Ap
pendix:

,I.\! '"" ,ltlll ,.... //IIII·'olop,'I'tl!II/)II/I

Sn-iblc, I-:It).\ ~l '.! = H. Su-ihh-, Frn/l/I/:c:n ultonrntalisclu SI//t/II'II

q'.!: 1>1I'/II'//\//IIII'I';,,!lI'/1 Bnu- lind \\·nhIlI\IIm/I,·/I. Teil '2. SllIttg.lIl.

1"1.1111 SlciIH·I. Iqlll,

1·,....1>B .... I''''III\\'!I'flnifl .\1111/1'/111/1 l ti.tionarv. B. ,\kt' \\" SI(lhng. eo,
Phil.nh-lphi»: tllll\CI '11\ \11I'elllll, I~IKI

FI.l\ IH·. Ul.\lF:\ '.! n. R. Ft.1\ Ill'. UO\'tlIII/\"''1/lllol/\ III \/,'\1'/'01,111111/,

1,'11 II\' I'I'/'ltlt/\:\ '2: I 'r III P''I'IOt/ (:: II ::-::00·' e.c.). TOI 01110: t'l1l\ 1'1-

sitv ofToronto Pre". 1997.

('ETI =CJ. Gadd and L l.eg-r.II11. 1?1I\IIIIII\m/lllOm, Ir lvrm-n

lions, '2vols. Vol. I' T".\'I\ l.lll1do11jninl Expedition of lhe Brursh
\llIseUI11 and the Museum III the l'11iH'I,in III I'cnn-vlv.uu.r 10

\I\"o0PI11.1lll1.1. lq'.!~

Roval III'tTlptillllS ofL'r-Xnmm.r are (Ited .u cording t" the
numbering in Stl'lhlt-, F \1)\ (I '2, with the numlx-r- IISnl in
Fruvnc. RJ.\lF:~ '.! following in ,rpl.ln' lu,« I--I't, '1'.11 narnr- III

the I .lg,IS and l'r III ki11g' .m: nlnl .It I I lllllllg In the Ii,,, given III

pp. :~17-:~'2~1 of\\ "ilt::n'l and T. t;'lmi. rh, C,.m!""!I,·II\/i·,, Cata
logll" otPublishr»! t. III 1,,/IIt'I\ (Bethesda. xrn .m I'll''' Iqqll
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~'. [su bij-ib-z'{ur-a]

(approximately 3 lines missing)
1" 'x' [x(x)]/[x(x)]
:2" 'x' [x(x)] I~l_g£!

11" 'x '-]: .. ku s]
(approximately 4 uninscribed lines to end of col

umn)

3" lu[gaJ? x(x)] GIIZI? king of .. ,

r [... ]
~" luga]l ] king of ...
6" [Xl [ ]

7". lugal [ ... ]
HI! rdi [ ... J (the god) ...

9" nin IXl [x(x)]j[xx' [x(x)] AN queen of

T.
.1'.

6'.

7'

l X (x ) ]_IX l-se
[x]-[xl-da

lx] mu-da-gi,
III [al _ nig/-hul-d[im-ma]

[ib-si-ag-/ga-a]

[hi mu-sar-raj-ba

whoever gives a
malicious in
struction
toward it (the
stela) ,
erases its in
scription,

10" nam [x(x)] 'x' may they curse
(that person).

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES

i 6". UET I's MAl::J is quite uncertain, and the extant
traces have exactly the form of DU in monumental
script. Perhaps read [SUljUS1.

i 14". This line was read and copied id gu.-u.r in UETI,
but neither GU nor UR is convincing in the present
state of the inscription, which most closely resembles
the beginning of IL.

ii 5'. Previous editors of the text have corrected [7:"1'l's
DA to A. Collation shows that there are traces of small
inscribed wedges indicating that Awas on the original.
ii 9"ff. The curse element restored in 7'-8' often con-

tinues with mu-ni bi-ib-sar-re-a, "and inscribes his
name," which might have occurred following 8', split
over 2 or 3 cases. However, note that Ur-Namrna 40
has an abbreviated form of this curse element which
omits the second clause.

ii 11"ff. At the end of column ii of the inscription is a
level area on which traces of erased case rulings are
just identifiable. Presumably the cases were engraved
first therefore and some were left unused at the end of
the text and so erased. The traces indicate that at least
4 lines were left blank at the end of column ii.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE INSCRIPTION

The even spacing of the cases and the reconstruc
tion of the true breadth of the stele allow the inference
that about ~):2 cases are missing from the start of col
umn i. Of this, one can reasonably estimate, based on
extant Ur-Namma inscriptions, that as much as half
may have been the normal preamble of dedicatory and
titulary material, meaning that about 16 short lines of

substantial content may have been lost.
The end of the text is clearly a curse formula, of

which ii 5' is probably the first line. The formula is too
fragmentary to permit a complete reconstruction, but
the typology of such formulae is well known, and the
element given in ii 5'-6' is normally the first element of
the curse formula.f

WHOSE INSCRIPTION?

Since geological testing has left the stele without
certain attribution, it is worth reviewing the evidence
that might bear upon this issue. Two angles of ap-

q

- For a useful description. see P. Michalowski and C. B. F. Walk-
er. ".-\. :'\e\\S~merian La,~' Code," Pp. 383-396 in DC\1UE

2-DUE
EA.-A.: Studies In Honor ofAh« If SjobeJg, ed. H. Behrens, H. D. Lod-

proach are offered by the language of the inscription
and the names of the canals.

ing, and M. Roth (Occasional Publications of the Babylonian
Fund 11,1989).
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LANGUAGE

The verb used for canal-digging, ba-al, exhibits cer
tain distributional features. As observed by H. Steible,
FADS 9/2, 117, ha-al is not used in the Old Sumerian
royal inscriptions when canal-digging is referred to. Al
though Ur-Namma is the only king of the Dr dynasty
to use the term ha-al in his inscriptions, the expression
occurs in several Lagas year names.P and is relatively
common in year names and in Old Babylonian in
scriptions from Isin, Larsa, and Babylon."

From the late third millennium onwards, ha-al was
evidently the standard verb for "not only the initial dig
ging of a water course but also its subsequent enlarg
ing or deepening'f and one cannot therefore attribute
the stele to Ur-Namma on this basis alone. It is a strik
ing fact, however, that until Lipit-Estar of Isin the only
royal inscriptions proper describing canal-digging with
the verb ha-al art' those of Ur-Namrna, for whom four
such accounts are known.P

CANAL NAMES

Only two canal names can be deciphered on the
sule inscription: Nanna-gugal and Gubi-Eriduga. The

:\ (;II<1c•• '\"C;II Nauu- ~: mu id dnin-gir-su-usumgal ba-ba-al-la,
(:mk.l \'C;II Name 17: mu-id dpirig-gin7-du ba-ba-al-la: l'rh.lh.•
\'C.II Name h: Il1U id gis-sub-ba ba-ba-al-Ia. \'C;II' name-s ;111' cited
(rom tlu- collation of 1\1. Sigrist .uid P. Damcrow at http://mpiwg
berlin.mpg.delYearnames.

I Sec I'SI> B IO-I~,

:' 1\1. (:i\il. l'hrFu nnrr » Instructions (.\111.\ Oricnr.ilis Supplcmcnta

[l) lin

Ii tr-Nauuu» ~~ [F:\ ~.I.I :\~ll, ~:\ IF:\ ~,1.1 ~Iil, ~I

IF:\ ~.I.1.IO I. ~~ IF:\ ~,1.1.~~ I

Gubi-Eriduga canal, which is not known from el'e
where, cannot be localized.i

The Nanna-gugal canal is well known from several
contexts, the most leading of which is an L'r-Xumma

inscription recording its construction: id-da ~anna-gU
gal mu-bi id ki-sur-ra-kam mu-ba-al "he built the canal
whose name is Nanna-gugal. this is a boundarv canal. ",,",

This canal is known from administrative texts dating
from the Dr III to the Kassite period.., and also appears
in lexical texts."

CO:\'CLCSIO:'\S

It is presently impossible to attribute the stele with
complete certainty on the basis of the inscription. ,\" it
is impossible that the :\~lIlna-gugal canal could han'
been used from Ur III to Kassite times without period
ic maintenance work. the fact that L'r-Xanuua I'> the
only king for whom we have extant data attesting til
work on the canal is not sufficient to a"sign the "tl'k II I

that ruler.
While the philological inforrn.uion from the '>Idl'

makv- attribution to Ur-Namma plausible. therefon-. it

don not independently confirm this.

iF. Carrou« "Etude de (.l·' IgL'l'hll' et dc TIII'"gl.lflhil' xumcri
cnne Ill. L'Iturungal et lc Slid SlllllITII'n,r \ "/1-,. 11-1)'1,1"1'

II

~ l;r-:".lIl1llla~:-'; 1 I ()-U, Sleihk. /\()\ ~l ~, l.i l : FLl\IH', Rlvtt
:\ ~,Ii I

9 SI'l' mo-t lell'nth, F. ( .11 rlllll'. ,\ "/1.-', 1.-) .md 11 I,,: ( .11 I II lit'

.lis" brieflv drscu-.«: the v.iriou- -ull-inconclu-ivc 'uggt"!Ion' 1111

idcntilviru; the c.uial.





APPE;\DIX 2

Conservation of the "Ur-Narnrnu" Stela
Tamsen Fuller

GENERAL CONSTRCCTIO~

Because of the paucity of records, almost all the in
formation concerning the reconstruction of the stela
was gained during the actual process of removing the
limestone fragments from the restoration materials
that formed the larger part of the reconstructed stela.
For example, only during the final stages of the dis
mantling was it realized that the stela had been recon
structed in situ in the gallery of the museum.

Basic construction techniques and materials were
consistent with the times: wood, iron rod and wire, wire
mesh, plaster, and paint. The stela had been built from
the floor up, based on tie rods bolted into the floor and
a foundation of plaster and bricks (PI. 9d). Wood
framing had been used to provide "floors" for various
parts of the upper registers. Much of the stela was actu
ally hollow.

Large blocks had been positioned with the aid of
metal rods sometimes doweled directly into the stone,
wood braces, and quantities of plaster, sometimes re
inforced with flat iron bars. Unfortunate liberties had
bCCIl taken with some of the pieces, which were

trimmed with chisels to fit the space available (PI. 9c).
Manv of the uncarved fragments thus removed were
found in surrounding plaster or inside the stela at the
bottom.

Expanses of flat background had been fashioned
with flat wood pieces or, more usually, "ire mesh sUJr
porting a plaster facing, Smaller pieces of the original
relief had been inserted into pockets in the plaster. of
ten backed with wire mesh. The restoration plaster
had been painted, apparently at two times in the
stela's history. The later color was a gr~l\-~ITcn.

Other materials that had been used on the ,IOIlC of
the stela included various co.rtings and adhcsivev, col
ored filling plasters. and overpaint from the painting
of the surrounding pl.rsu-r. Some of thcsc material,
are likelv to have been applied in the field at LTr. ()J in
previous restorations. The coating that had been nu '''I
cornmonlv rubbed over relief surt.u l" appe.ucd to be
a wax. colored with either pigment or "oil. The com
mon adhesive "';1" shellac (PI. 7b).

GENERAL TREAT!\lENT

The stela was treated in a series of steps, beginning
with dismantling the reconstruction and removing the
stone pieces, and taking them to another space for ad
ditional examination and cleaning. The stela was taken
apart from the top. First the perimeters of the stone
blocks were exposed by removing surrounding plaster
with percussive techniques, mostly using hammers and
chisels. Small pieces were lifted out by hand on their
backing plaster, while larger pieces, some weighing
several hundred pounds, were lifted down with heavier

equipment. These larger pieces were padded with
polvcthvlcnr foam, sl'cun'd with padded steel cable,
and lifted out and down to waiting wheeled dollies
with a winch-like "( .ome-Along" hanging from the

apex of a large aluminum tripod.
Om« in the conservation room, restoration mate

rials were removed from the limestone fragments.
The pllrposl' in cleaning W.IS to IT\ l'.l! original stone
surf.ucs clcarlv enough that rl'sl'.m:hns could stud"

t1ll'fLlgmcnts.

Again, percussive technique" \\lTl' U"l'd to remove

the majoritv of the pl.istvr from the ..,Ione, while or
ganic solvents were u-vd to re-move ovcrpaint and old
adhesives. Metal dowels were removed . ..,onH:tinH'''' by
loosening them from the plaster filling the dowc] hol«

and pulling them out, and sometimes by drilling t lu:

metal out.
Final cleaning ".IS conducted using .lqueou.., meth

ods, which were purpo-elv delayed until this point be
cause of the salt" nature of the linu-vu me. Se>l1ll' of the
smaller pieces were immer-vd in w.uer and bru-herl to
lousen burial soil, plaster dust, and the W,I\.\ mud-col

ored coatings simulating "mud." Llrgl'l blo.k-, th.u

could not be immersed -alelv were bru-Ited with w.ucr
on soft brushes and the soiled water v.uuumvd ;1"';1\.

Plaster in st<'Ile pun'", W;I'" moi-tened .md rem- 1\ cd

with scalpel-, and "Icel IHTdle"',
The -u-la ha- not h('('n reconstructed..rlthougl:

-ome small fragments \H'IT joined U"'lIlg .\ ... t.ihle .md

rever-ible .urvlir resin.
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.\" treatment of the stela proceeded, the extent to
which it had been restored and the original pieces al
tered became increasingly clear. The limestone itself
w.» often found to be in poorer condition than had

been originally thought. These factors meant the treat
men t project took longer and was more difficult than
envisioned.

TREATMENT OF THE BUTCHERING SCENE

The butchering scene (12 poor face, left; PI. 29), in
particular, had been heavilv restored, so that it was im
possible to distinguish original stone from restored
features. The scene was at points almost paper-thin, in
contrast to the thick block of the king before goddess
(12 good face; PI. 25) to which it had been adhered
with plaster and shellac. Because of the thin and frag
mentary nature of the scene, its removal from the
backing plaster was dangerous, difficult, and time con
suming.

Sections along with their backing plaster were re
moved from the parent block using small chisels and
saws. Once the plaster-embedded scene was removed,
the plaster was wetted with water and mechanically

scraped and picked from the back of the relief. The
stone proved to be laminated, and splintered pieces
had been attached to each other and to the surround
ing plaster with layers of shellac mixed with plaster (PI.
7b). To remove this combined material, some sections
were immersed in solvent combinations. Immersion in
fluids rendered the stone even more fragile and fur
ther prolonged treatment time.

The butchering scene was reconstructed using a
minimum of adhesive, reinforcing backing material,
and glass bead filler. Although in some places it se
curely joins the back of the king before goddess scene
on 12 good face (PI. 7c), for safety's sake it remains a
separate work at present.



APPENDIX 3

Fragments From Other Monuments

The following pieces are published here because
they were either restored on the stela in 1927 or

found among the fragments labeled "Ur-Narnrnu stela"

in storage in the University of Pennsylvania Museum,

In 1991, specimens for mineralogical examination

were taken from all fragments whose appearance sug

gests they do not belong to the stela, except for AI.
These were given to Dr. Robert Giegengack, Depart

ment of Earth and Environmental Science, University

of Pennsylvania. Final results are not available except
for DI, fragment of Ur-Nammu skirt (see n. 4 below).

See pp. 29-30 in Chapter 4 for explanation of terms

and conventions used in this catalogue. The University
of Pennsylvania accession numbers follow the identifi

cation.

Al HEAD OF GOD (98-9-12)
PI. 61
From storage
DESCRIPTION Stolle gray, lightweight, porous, with fine
grains like A2. A god facing left has W,\\'\' hair pulled

back across the forehead beneath the crown and

swooped up along the edge of a hack horn to at least
where the horn turns inward. This arrangement has

no parallels on the stela. Part of the profile, the hcavv

lids at the front of the eve, and the outline of the ear

are still visible.
CONDITION Orange tinge to relief surface; \'(TY worn,

chipped; all breaks old; left break flat (uaturalr). Clus

ters of salts on back break; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS CPW O.OH; GPH OJ)7:); CPTh O,W~ m

PUBLICATION Reconstructed as head of "angel" in Can

by 19H7, p. 59, fig. H; Canbv 199R, p. 46, fig. 1~

A2 LYRE (9H-9-l:~)

PI. III
From storag-e
DESCRIPTION (;r.\\, light, porous, grainy stone like AI.
The lvrc has seH'n thick strings that spl.iv out slightly

toward the top. To the right of the strings is a section

II,ik,'lhe Lunou- lv n: Oil a slcl.I Ir,lgllwlllllolll Tello. BAno, ~IO,l.

which 1), Colloll, "II'il'l ,\11 1l.lologisch," 1~t'(dl"\"1/;"" tin ,h",.,,,t"gll'
\'1. Clsil Ilk i -."\ ( 11):0;:\) , r :) ill, cI.I"i1il'd .•sl\PC 11. \S\ nuucttir.rl.
1l0. I, 1''';lInpll'.i,''l'he I'cllo 1'".lInpll"s Ill'" PIl'lI' is, hO\\I'\('1,
"Iighll\' llll'\l'd. ,I" is Ihe left sidl' of the "HII1<1 box.

of a wide frame. The tops of the five strings to the left

of the frame are preserved. The third from right is
shorter than the first two. The fourth from right i...

longer. The fifth and sixth strings are probablv also

longer but the damaged tops make this uncertain. The
seventh string from the right looks splayed out. The

length of the strings suggests the top piece must have
been concave! or possibly that the arm t)f the plaver

rested across the string-s, At the left edge, a short

straight element could be part of an animal incorpo
rated into the frame, similar to the hull's head on ,1

Ivre of a Gudea stela fragment and the well-known

lyres from the Early Dynastic period."
CONDITION Some orange-buff areas not .isvociated with
relief; Yen' pitted, pocked, and worn; all old bre ,11... ",
Salt film(?) on <orne div-olved an',ls; no hitunu-n.

DIMENSIONS GP\\' tI.tI~),-); (;PH tI,tI~; (~PTh o.o-n m

Bl OBJECT (q~-~l-F))

PI. III
From storage
DESCRIPTION Dense, gr.l\ stolle like 82. 83, The out

lines of this object are tor the rm )"1 part cle.u but I LIIl

not identifv it. Left (.\'; oriented) of a frame with ta

pered edge lies a cvmbal-like object wit h an articulated
knob on top. The curved profile (d the left edgt· m.r, be

due to a chip. Then' i" se .mething lH'le lW the "cvmbul."

CONDITION SlIrbcl' worn with se 11l1l' chipping; all old

breaks; chipped ,IIT,I" on back, bottom hn-uk-c xonu

sparkle. Spots of s.ilt film on relief surf.nx-: (lilt' "1)( It bi

tumcn(?) on l.u«.
DIME:\'SIO:"iS GPW 0.1 :~; GPH 0.0,-); (;PH O,llIl,-) In

B2 ROPE .\:\1) BOARDS(?) (qK-q-14)

PI. (1~

From storage
DESCRIPTION He,I\''', dense, g-r,l\ ... te lilt' like 81, 83,

Three flat planks lie ,Iht l\l' LiS oricn u-d hen') ,I log

with rope wound tightly around it .u ,111 angk, The

broken area to the rig-ht of the rope h.e- pUllling

~ Fill' l oIldc;\ "ICI.I I\1T, Sl't' preceding uotv: .utual cx.unpk- trorn
the l ': I'l l\.11 tornh-. 1"1'11\11/1'\ /111/1/ tilt' 1\",1// 1',,1/1/" 1/1 L'r ('ds R. I
Zettler and I ' Horne t Philadclphi.r: l niH'. sll' 01 Pr-unwlv.uu.r
\IIISCII111, 1'111:0;) , pp, -):"-,-,7
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straight incisions.
CONDITION Crisp carving; smooth relief surface; all
old breaks; back break fractured and chipped. Salts on
top break; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GP\V 0.12; GPH 0.05; GPTh 0.11 m

B3 BARGE(?) (98-9-16)
PI. 6~
From storage
DESCRIPTION Dense, heavy gray stone with fine grains
like Bl, B2. Four "logs" over a longer one could rep
resent a barge.3 The small logs have a slightly curved
surface, that of the long one is fully rounded.
CONDmON Well preserved; all breaks worn. Patches of
yellow-buff film on relief surface, back break; no bitu
men.
DIMENSIONS GPv\' 0.08; GPH 0.05; GPTh 0.04 m

Cl POLE (98-9-17)
PI. 62
From storage
DESCRIPTION Dense, light-colored, flint-like stone like
C2. A pole with finely grooved surface is preserved.
CONDmON Three joining pieces; pre-1986 mends; pol
ished white film on relief surface; scattered iron stains;
some breaks fresh (?). Salts on back break; bi tumen
drips on face.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.055; GPH 0.06; GPTh 0.03 m

C2 CORNER(?) (98-9-18)
PI. 62
From storage
DESCRIPTION Stone like Cl. A sharp corner is raised
above a flat surface.
CONDITION All breaks except bottom old. Some white
salts on back; no bitumen.
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.03; GPH 0.03; GPTh 0.012 m

Dl SKIRT WITH INSCRIPTION OF UR-NAMMU
(98-9-19) U.3215
PI. 63
Formerly (1925) register I, "obverse," on reconstructed
king's skirt; in 1927 reconstruction, moved to register
III, "obverse"; small piece at lower right from storage
DESCRIPTION Grayish pink stone with red specks.? The

3 See Gudea stela, BKnos. 58, 59.

-1 According to Giegengack, referring to DI, "it is unlikely that
limestone incorporating so much sulfer could have been de
posited in the same oxygen-rich depositional environment in
which the major slab of limestone that makes up the bulk of the

important fragment with a section of a fringed robe
bearing the inscription "Ur-Nammu King of Ur" joins
a small piece from storage. The latter has the fringe of
the flap restored in plaster on the stela in 1927. Like
the vertical fringe on the robe, it is finer and longer
than that on garments on the stela. The new fragment
also has the missing right edge of the figure, who was
larger than the kings of the stela. The vertical incised
fringe at left (as viewed) has no border. The vertical
fringe at right side, which is raised, has a border on the
left side. The area where the flap is usually seen is
merely raised.
CONDITION Four joining pieces; old worn break at
lower right; face in good condition; back breaks dis
solved. Salt speck on the face of the small piece;5 bitu
men drops on the face across the inscription.
FlNDSPOT VEVI, p. 96: "Courtyard in front of Dublal"
DIMENSIONS GPW 0.14; GPH 0.18; GPTh 0.02 m
PUBliCATION AJV, opp. p. 399, pI. XLVIII; VETI, no.
44(a), p. 9, pl. VII; MJ 18, p. 85 = VE VI, pl. 43a (first
reconstruction), pI. 41a (1927 restoration), register III,
p.96; Canby 1987,p.55,fig.3

El GOD WITH ROD AND RING (98-9-20) U.3209
PI. 64
Formerly register III, "obverse"
DESCRIPTION Hard white stone with fine gray grains. A
god clasps a ring and rod in his right hand between
fingers and thumb, which has the nail indicated. This
contrasts with the way objects are held by the seated
god on register II, good face. The god wears a robe
with clusters of tufts faintly separated by deeper
grooves. His beard is divided in to five wavy strands,
each ending in a single backward spiral.
CONDITION In excellent condition; crisp carving; rem
nants of a smooth polished film over relief; all old
breaks; back dissolved. No salts or bitumen.
FlNDSPOT "E.S.B." = "Dub-lal-mak, building southeast
of main court"; probably room 17, the only place in
that building Woolley lists as a findspot of a stela frag
ment.?

DIMENSIONS GPW 0.095; GPH 0.065; GPTh 0.02 m
PUBliCATION MJ 18, p. 96, lower left; VE VI, p. 96, pIs.
41a,44f

stela was deposited."

5 The lack of incrustation could be due to the cleaning the frag
ments received during two restorations.

6 UE VI, p. 75. This complex belongs in the Ur III period, see
Chapter 1, p. 8, nn. 51 and 50.
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Plates





I q~ 7 l"cs(lI r;ll il III , "gooci " face ,
I'llp(,, : l '1'\1 II (,~ . S !Ill ;

PL1TE 1



PL4.TE 2

1927 restoration, "poor" face.
Photo: CP;"l neg. 8407



PL-\.TE 3

a. 1925 restoration in the field at Ur, registers I-III, "good" face.
Photo: UPM neg. 46886

b. 1925 restoration at the British Museum, London, registers I-III, "good" face .
Pholo: UPM neg. 8881



PL4TE -I

a. Building scene restoration, 1923-24?
Photo: l'Pivl neg. 8415

b. Courtyard of the Dublalmakh at Dr, where stela fragments were found, from VEVIII, pl. 2a.
Photo: UPM neg. 8748
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PLi.TE "I

a. 1 poor face, ,he ,\\'in ,~ sto ne
loss under relief surface .

c. Fragments of 12 poor face. lying in situ o n back of 12 good
E\cc; note true join of middle fra gment.

b . Butchers on 12 poor face , slw \\'i ng ch ips of
relief helcltogether bv \\'()( ,lIt' \''s pla ster
an d shellac ad hesive.

d. Back of 12 good face , ... howiru; brgl'
co rne r frag me n t with d eIeII" 'ieIc kl't

reattach ed to main block liv \\ '( II " ll'Y,



c. Back of 14a showing ridges and bitumen drips on door
socket.

a. 12 good face, showing area ofjoin to 14 at
righ t, flat cleavage under relief surface, and
modern cut to relieve weight.

b.14, showing flat natural horizontal
cleavage under fragments a and b, and
bitumen dripped onto breaks.

d. Back of 14a-e with tight joins and with door
socke ts on a (right) and b (left).



a . Top of 28b , showing bitumen on
natural flat break between it and
28a.

r, Back (I f basket car rier, 25 (good f;\Cl') ,

slHl\\'ing modcru chise ling to fit it beh ind
drum uu- ts . 28a q)()or LIce).

PL4.TE 9

b,28d (l 'ET I, rio . 4+-:~, len ) and c (ibid , 4-l-~,

right) with j oin under rcli cf su rl.ue .

d . Back Id' p ll11r facv, n ' gi sllT" IY and \ ' ;\I1 c\

iuscri bcd hand IW n \TC I1, in (kl lllwr 1 '. 1,-';'. 1,

s lw \\' illg uchn iquc -, IIr 1~1~7 rnll 'L lt iclll;

wrestl e rs. 29 \ .11 l r-It i . in serted after " I ' ;\SlIn of
I ~ 1:;:2 ,
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Hypothetical reconstruction of some fragments not placed on the stela. 1:10



PL4.TE 13

a. God with goddess on
lap. plaque of Gudea.
Tello. Iraq, ca. ~n()() Be.

Photo:.J. Canbv: courtesv

Museum of the Ancien t \" car

LI~l. Istanbul. no. :l .i :i ~

h.Sc;t1illg . ;\;ippllr. lLI\I. Llrly Dvu.rsti« or ..\kkadian. late third millennium 1\<:'

Photo: l 'I'i\\ ( :ns III:-)~. lleg. SI -II :\liS I



a. Impression of seal of Gudea. Tello,
Iraq, ca. 2000 BC.

Drawing: from L. Delaporte, Catalogue des

rylilldres orienteaux (Musee du Louvre) I,

Fouilles et Missions, 108.

b. Sealing. Nippur, Iraq, ca. 2000 BC (see
Chap.3,p.22,n.42)
Drawing: courtesy of R. Zettler

c. Impression on tablet of seal of King Ibbi-Sin of Third
Dynasty of Ur, seated on tufted stool.
Photo: UPM CBS 12570

d. Stela. Badra, Iraq, Early Dynastic Period, ca. 2650 BC.

Drawing: V. Socha after drawing and photographs of F. Safar,

Sumer 1971, pp. 15-24



PL4.TE 15

a. Bottom regi ster of plaque. Sin Temple. Khafaje.
Iraq, Early Dynastic Period. mid-third
millennium Be.
Drawing: after]. B"e"e. sjo »: l Yh ..... :~ . fig. 7. p. :~ .:l

b. Plaster cast of plaque.
:\intll Temple. Khafaje,
Iraq. Early Dynastic
Period, mid-third
millennium Be.
Ph oto: l'l'\1 Ileg. S+-ll :~f ) ,'(')

c. Plaster C I Sl 01 :\intu
Temple plaque.
l)r;l\\ill .t.:: Y. ," , " Ii ,1
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a. Plaque illustrating a libation to a temple. Ur, Early
Dynastic Period, ca. 2650 BC.

Photo: UPM neg . 9188

b. Foundation deposit of Ur-Nammu.
Nippur, Iraq, ca. 2000 BC.

Photo: courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the

University of Chicago, A30553-55
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Top of 1 good face , on gro und at Ur, already men ded
B ,I ph o to .462

1 good face

1:4
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Top of 1 poor face, proppe d on bas ket at Ur, alr eady mended
L'P \ I neg. XR7~1

1 poor face , detail

1:4
detail, no scale
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PL4.TE 27
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PL-lTE .?CJ

12 poor face, butchering scene, on ground at Ur, alrc-arlv mended
BM photo U.452

12 poor face, butchering scene

',l
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12 poor face, standards scene

13

1:5
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Pl.A.7F 32

14, details

14, detail, original face of god (register II)
UPM ne g. 54-140072

14, detail, plaster cast of face of god
(register II) in 1925 restoration

no scale
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28a. detail s
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28b. detail
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28c

28d
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29b, detail
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detail. 1111 'ellt'
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66a , b
Ph ot o , r igh t side: Bi\1 WI]
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68 69
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66a, b, 1:4
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PL4.TE 61

A2

81
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PLATE 62

B2

B3

CI

C2

1:2



PL-\TE 63

D 1 in 1~)~7 restoration, absent righ l

fringe fragment

1·<)

det.ul. no '1.111'
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